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and the beat goes on...
Music has filled our livesLfor as long as we can
remember. We grooved to the beat as soon as
we were old enough to walk, and ever since we
were never very far from a radio, CD player, or
walkman. While doing our homework, hanging
out with friends, or playing sports, there was
always music in the background.
Music has been an integral part in many of our
lives here at Bay Shore High School as well.
Whether rehearsing songs for choir, playing in
the school band or orchestra, or dancing and
singing in the spring musical, we have always
moved to the beat.
Bay Shore has also kept the beat going in the
classrooms. It has kept pace with the changing
curriculum by adding new courses, improving
the technology labs, having more students tapping out rhythms on keyboards, and on the
playing field marching out to defeat new challengers in athletic competitions.
The beat goes on, orchestrated by those in
the administrative offices and classrooms. They
share with the students experiences of their
own compositions. They are there to help the
students keep up with the tempo of the academic challenges along the way.
As the seniors graduate and the underclassmen move up, we are confident that those
left behind will continue Bay Shore's quest for
excellence and keep the beat going for years to
come.
-
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(opposite page top) William Dahab keeps the
beat on the bells as the marching band performs at a football game .
(bottom) Holly Coughlin. Jennifer Cronin and
Jeanette Dunnigan enjoy the Homecoming
dance.
{/eft) Desmond Jackson ,Myke/ Owens. Chris
Denard. Demetrius Burton, Nicole Bryon , and
Michelle Sanchez join together to show their
enthusiasm at the Homecoming dance .
(bottom left) Eueryone enjoys the Conga line at
the Homecoming dance. including Sara Sulliuan. Tim Johnson. Julie Diniz. and Rocque/
Wells
(below) Laura Cauallo and Whitney Boulton
haue plenty of spirit showing off their Hawaiian
style.

Theme Statement
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Katherine Anderson

Rosa M. Alvarado

Jillian M. Alvarez

Amanda Amodio

Lauren M. Andrich

James Araujo

Keith C. Annstrong

Jessie Barto

Lauren Bettinelli

Shaniqua Billups
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Anthony Basile
12

Seniors: Acevedo-Billups
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Caicedo-Arboleda

Michelle E. Capobianco
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Alison K. Costello
Seniors : Castellano-Cronin

Holly B. Coughlin

Joseph D. Coughlin

Jennifer L. Cronin
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Jessica DiPietro

Rachel Douglass

Cesar Ochoa
Seniors: Cummings-Douglass 1

Faith Floridia
16

Seniors: Dowdeii-Fuller

Tanya A . Fuchs

Shante M. Fuller

Caitlyn Green

Jordan Green

Andrea Greve

Jaime Grijalva
Seniors: Fulton-Grijalva

17

Cesar Herrera
Seniors: Gulley-Holmberg

Marcello Hidalgo

Jessica E. Holly

Aaron Holmberg

Cheryl Kalman

Alissa Beth Kane

Emma Katz

Brian Kavanagh
Seniors. Holmes-Kavanagh
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Christina LaPenta
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Shinese Noble and Arendse Paige
Seniors: Knapp-Lerstad

Michelle Leonick

Matthew Lerstad
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Duncan Mac Dougal

Matthew Malakoff

Michael Maresca

Derick Lee Martin
Seniors : Leudemann-Martin
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Mary Meehan
Seniors: Matos-Montanez

Kevin Miller

Aphrodite Montalvo

Joanna Montanez
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Jennifer Peters

Matthew S. Phillips

Shaun Polley

Michelle Posner
Seniors : Moreira-Posner
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Alexandria Robinson

Seniors: Przech-Romiln

Irina Lee Rodriguez

Michele Rodriguez

Jorge L. Roman
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Crystal Schmalenberger

Kyle Schmidt

Luis Solano
Seniors : Romanzi-Schmidt
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Yvette Richardson
Seniors: Schwedler-Taylor

Rebecca Sullivan

Shane Taylor

Frank Valle

Nicholas Van Steen

Daniel Verga

Keldon Walker
Seniors: Thomas-Walker
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Sanne-Michael Ware

Melissa Weldon

Miles Wheeler

Christine Williams

William Wilson

Vasitis Xikis

Richard Yanatos

Cuixiu (Tracy) Yang

Huang Yang

Marci Young

Allison Zaffuto
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Senio"' Wa<e·Zaffuto

Erkm Akin
Lauren D. Alleva
James Auricchio
Jermame Barker
Jason Brengel
Mathew Burnam
Yenn Cabrera Cepeda
Ch1mere Carnaruon
Luis Colon
Crotg H . Dauernhe1m
Glona DeJesus
John M DeJesus
Chri.st1na DiMaria
Cand1ce Farley-Buyers
Orlando Garced Jr
Mo1se C. Grammont
Sahbo M. Greene
Ana Gnjalua
Lucia Grijalva
John J. Heinkele
George G Heurtelou
Cristian lnoa

Tallulah W Johnson
Kimberly Kilburn Matthew
Klumpp Shante C Lampkin
Prenda Lee Rocque/ T Lewis
Tiffany A. Lewis
Pedro R. Lopez
Carolina E. Marin
Janie Marshall
Tori T. Matthews
Robert Mckee
Christopher McPhillips
Bella Mickens
Aloysuis E. Mills
Rodrigo Misle
Angel Morales
Susan Oswald
George Otero
James Parrish
T yquan K. Pearson

r

Christian Penafiel
Edisbrey Perez
Christopher Poche
Nicole Rossi
Luis D. Saez
Margey Santana
Admir SeJranic
Julia Shuartsman
Monica Simone
Kiondra Southerland
Aaron D. Speer
Hristo Stefanou
Ronald Thomas
Christina Tucciarone
Adam Velazquez
Tyler Watson
Shadeeyah Weekes
Kristen Wertz
Giuanna Williams
Jamaal Wilson
Nicole Wojcik
Crystal Wright
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Sorry I never
told you all I
wanted to say
and now it's
too
late to hold
you 'cause
you've flown
away
so far away.

''One Sweet Day''

Darling, I
never showed
you assumedyou'd always
be there.
I took your
presence
for granted, but I
always cared,
and I miss
the love we
shared.

Never had I
imagined living
without your
smile, feeling
and knowing
you hear me
it keeps me
alive, alive.
And I know
you're shining
down on me
from heaven
like so many
friends we've
lost along the
way.

And I know
eventually, we'll
be together
one sweet day.

Shannon K. Leary

11/17/83 -

3/26/98

Although the
sun will never
shine, the
same, I'll
always look
to a brighter
day. Lord, I
Know when I
lay me down
to sleep

You will always listen as I pray
And I know you're shining down on me from heaven like
so many friends we've lost along the way And I know eventually we'll be
together one sweet day
Sorry I never told you
All I wanted to say
- Mariah Carey and Boys II Men
Seniors
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Thes tans
The fall production of "The Diary of Anne Frank" never lost a beat as the cast
and crew re-created the tragic story of the Frank and Van Daan families while in
hiding in the Secret Annexe. Under the direction of Mr. J. D'Antoni, the cast
mastered roles that required concentration and stamina, not to mention the
ability to memorize large numbers of lines and intricate blocking. Katie Draycott,
as Anne, captured the hearts of the audience and revealed the many facets of the
adolescent personality. Melissa Narvaez and James Moreira, as Mrs. and Mr.
Van Daan, held the audience riveted through their fights and discussions about
selling her fur coat. Todd Traynor, as Mr. Frank, held the show together right
through to the closing lines of the play.
What made the play even more realistic and visually appealing was the set
designed and built by Mr. M. Bicknell and the backstage crew. The characters
remained totally in view to the audience at all times due to the set without walls.
Details like the working lights and refrigerator on stage made the struggle for
survival even more comprehensible.
Following the arrival of the green police, the audience sat in awe at the
intensity and emotion portrayed by everyone involved. Everyone leaving the
theater was impressed with the detail and accuracy of the set and the level of
"professional" acting displayed by the cast.
-

Michelle Capobianco

Cast members. including Bill Doxey, Melissa Narvaez. Gerard Boucher. Darla Valle, Katie
Draycott, Todd Traynor, Lisa DelVecchio, and James Moreira raise their arms at the end of the
Chanukkah Song
(top}Anne and her father and sister comfort her
mother as she realizes that they will not be leaving the
Annexe for a long time.
prove that that set was sturdy as they take a break in
the upper loft area.

Peer Su

ort

The Peer Support Help program was an organization founded by school social
worker Mr. J. McGowan . The group of dedicated teens were trained each year
to aid their fellow peers during times of crisis. Meeting once a week after school,
these students spoke to trained professionals about difficult issues many people
their age were experiencing. The information taken from these presentations
were then used in the Time-Out room, where the Peer Support helpers spent at
least one period a week available for mediation if needed. This club offered the
student body an option whether to confront an adult about a problem or find the
comfort in a student instead. These students were handling problems not by
solving them, but by helping the person figure out how to solve it themselves. By
going through the pros and the cons of a problem, the Peer Support helpers
reviewed all different possibilities and consequences of a students actions when
facing their situation. Students were now able to vent about a problem instead of
avoiding it.
Many students took advantage of the Peer Support program. They were able
to solve problems, and conflicts with kids who could relate. Seniors Matthew
Malakoff and Billy Knapp both agree. "Mr. McGowan did a great job training us
as well as a great job helping the students this year."

-

(top)Daue DeSario signs into the Time Out Room.
(aboue)Mr. J. Me Gowan helps Lauren Ciuardi
through a tough time.

Margaret Meehan

PEER SUPPORT (top row) Shiuonnah Chiatar, Jessica Arrigo, Timothy Finnerty. Gerard Boucher, Molly Me Nulty,
Ca1tlin Scifo. Dau1d Farrell. Joe LaPuma. Sanne·Micheal Ware, Jaclyn Me A//1 ter, Caitlin More1ra Matthew Ph1ll1p:., Mike
Falconer, Jasmery Polanco, Jess1ca Collard. Billy Knapp, Mr Me Gowan Jay Hansen. (middle row!Joseph Monani.
Becky Sui/wan, Jaclyn Me A//1 ter, Je ica Carlo. Al1son Zayas. Caitlyn Green. Maggie Meehan, Lauren
BettJnelli, Katie Shesh. Cassandra Walters. Htl/ary Flanagan.{sittJng)Aaron Cummings. Corrne Fergerson.
Caitlin Arb1ter, Euo oelsh. Amber Me Cray. Rictoria Brother . Ronetta Thomas. Tanya Fuch . Sean Knapp .
Dane Lynch

Peer Support
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Strin Ensemble
Under the direction of Mr. R. Burns, the string ensemble continued to
delight the audience at their holiday concert. Performing classical pieces such
as "Presto," and "Greensleeves," they changed the beat into pure serenity.
Mr. Burns has dedicated himself to the string ensemble for sixteen years .
Under his direction, the group attained a higher level in music. Throughout
the year, the musicians stayed focused and committed, even if it meant nonstop finger cramping rehearsals . They did whatever it took for them to iron
out any discrepancies within their music, Mr. Burns was right on top of it,
helping each section become more familiar with the pieces they played.
The string ensemble rehearsed and performed fifteen pieces this year. They
played many different styles of music, such as jazz and contemporary as well
as classical. The ensemble had one goal in mind - to get high scores at the
NYSSMA competition. They spent the beginning half of the year preparing
recordings of their performances with hopes that they would be accepted to
play at the annual Lincoln Center Chamber Socity performance. This meant
that they had an extremely challenging variety of music to prepare and
perform. Last year, at the Music in the Parks festival at Dorney Park, the
group took first place. Senior, Monica Simone stated "Its challenging, but I
enjoy it." It was a challenge that the gifted string players accepted and played
to perfection.
-

Crys tal Fauntle roy

(seated)Brian Hinrichs , Jessica Pagan . Marci Young , Emma Katz; (second row)Saryta Rodriguez, Ani Katz, Michelle Capobianco, Monica Simone, Shiuannah Chiatar, Valerie Rostky;
(top row)Mr. R. Burns and Alex McLean.

(top)Emma Katz sight reads a new piece for the Pops
Concert.
(aboue)Second violinists Ani Katz and Saryta Rodriguez
work together on a section in their music.

Math Club
As Mr. R. Lukaschek completed another successful year, his dedication as
well as the team's took math to another level. Every week, the students were
given the opportunity to compete against other schools, proving Bay Shore's
skill, and intelligence to districts all over Long Island. In order to become a
member of the math club, students had to to go through a series of hard and
strenuous tests, among them, to solve trigonometric functions, and many
other college level math problems.
Even as the new members were being admitted, they were soon on the way
to their first Suffolk County tournament. The kids put the time, hard work
and dedication into the Math Club as they practiced the mind boggling math
problems faster then a punk rock song at its quickest beat. The club met
sporadically once a month with Mr. Luckaschek to learn how to solve new
problems and discuss new strategies in a detailed and in depth environment.
These math prodigies really put their hearts into the problems, proving to
themselves that any equation could be solved with a little bit of knowledge,
skill, and teamwork.
"The trick is to find a way to have fun and still learn," said junior Kristen
Scher. The other members agreed that although math was a challenge for
some, it was an enjoyable after school activity for others.

-

Anthony Basile

(second row)Ciaudia Sandoval. Aphrodite Montalvo. William Dahab, Adriana Sandoval. April
Smith: (front row)Eua Noelsh. Rachel Lukeman. Mae/ing Han. Kristen Venr and Ja on
Jackson.

(top)Bill Dahab and Aphrodite Montalvo work on a problem
while April Smith checks their answer on her calculator.
(aboue)Jason Jackson. Claudia Sandoval and Eva Noe/sh
contemplate a graphing problem in preparation for a meet.
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It was another successful year for the Tuesday Night Hip Katz . Under
he direction of Mr. T . Scalzo, the jazz band continued to leave audiences
their fingers snapping and their heads bopping to the cool sounds of
" Slighty Out Of Tune," and " The Mooche," just to name a few of the
ny pieces they performed throughout the year . Mr . Scalzo, jazz band
r for the past twenty-two years, was nominated for Educator Of
Week by Newsday and stated," My main goal is to allow the
musicians to reach their maximum potential."
On February 3 , the members of the Jazz Band attended the SCMEA
Jazz Festival in Mount Sinai. Although it was not a competition, the
group received a standing ovation and was highly complimented for its
outstanding performance. Chris Jonassen won special recognition for his
trumpet solo.
The Thursday Night Jazz Band, led by Mr. M. Rotella , also had a
great year . The group kept its audiences on their toes as they rocked to
the funky rhythm of "Blue Train ," and " How High The Moon ." Mr.
Rotella made a smooth transition during his first year in Bay Shore. " My
goal for next year is to introduce standard jazz classics to the upcoming
underclassmen ," he stated. The Thursday Night Jazz Band consisted of
freshmen , sophomores, and juniors. At the winter and spring concerts
and the annual Pops concert, these jazz bands proved the excellent
talents of the musicians and continued the tradition of fantastic performances . They kept the beat alive and brought recognition to their
school and their directors .
-

Crystal Fauntleroy

Members of the brass section of the Thursday Night Jazz Band practice before one of
the conp -

0

40 Jazz Band

(top)lan Swank concentrates on a piano solo for one of the
numbers
(aboue)ln addition to composing music, Vas ilis X ikis finds time to
play the bass guitar for the Hip Katz.

Creative Writin
In its second year of existence, the Creative Writing Club picked up
the tempo, moving with allegro pace to become one of the top clubs in
the school. Created in 1999 by English teachers Mr. J. Nelson and
Mr. M. Pasca , the club took off faster than the machine gun wrap of
32nd notes on a snare drum and almost doubled its student membership since last year .
Meeting every Friday afternoon in a relaxed, informal environment,
the Creative Writing Club participants engaged in numerous activities,
such as tandem writing, imagery writing, writing in the form of
published poems, as well as an alphabetical writing activity, where the
class wrote a poem opening with the letter "A" and went through the
alphabet in order until they reached the final line "Z" . The club also
did workshops, where a volunteer student's private work would be
published and distributed around the room . The other students would
then point out their likes, ask curious questions and make useful
suggestions. The club also did an auditory imagery task . The students
would listen to various forms of music and describe the emotions
drawn from it. "Often times, towards the end of the week, many
students are stressed and tired, and the Creative Writing Club was a
great way for the students to release that stress in the form of writing .
It made for a good transition into the weekend" said co-founder Mr.
Pasca. The club averaged eighteen students per session, but over 53
students stopped in to check out the club. "The main objective of this
was to make the students walk away wanting to write more," added
Pasca.
..--~k

(top)John Feeney ponders what he should write about next
(aboue)Lws Solano and Laura Haruey are about to begin
reading on the radical reading rug.

Martin

CREA TJVE WRITING (sitting)Marc Christoforidis. Andriana Sandoval. Lisa San Pascual.
Ani Katz: (standing)Mr. M Pasco. Fa/on Lioi. Lauren Slattery. Richard Palazzo. Juliann
Castelbuono. Luis Solano. Laura Haruey. Julia Rostky. Seryta Rodriguez.
O "Sulliuan . (back)Andrew Joia . John Feeney. Anthony Masciana. and Mr. J
Creative Writing 41

Chess Club
The stereotype of Chess Club is a group of people that gets together and
plays chess everyday. With these students, that is not the case. The club
advisor, Mr. R. Lukaschek, has been running the team for twelve years. In
that time, he has accomplished a county championship at the Long Island
Interscholastic Chess Association (L.I.I.C.A.). Every year, the club has competed in the County, Long Island and State Tournaments.
To the Chess Club members, chess was not about winning but about
finding creative ways to outsmart their opponents and countering every move
they made. It took a lot of hard work and critical thinking to be successful.
Every Wednesday, Mr Lukaschek taught the members about strategies and
useful skills. He also taught the players counters for all possible moves that
the opponents might make in preparation for their tournaments. With all this
information studied and practiced by the players, Mr. Lukaschek hoped it
would prove useful in order for them to fare in the county competitions at the
end of the year.
The requirement for players was constantly to visualize an opponent's next
move. Using their knowledge counters and understanding the basics of the
game, the members were able to build up their individual strategies. Though
some players were beginners, it didn't take long for them to catch on to the
rules of the game.
-

Dave S evie r

Jason Jackson, Bill Dahab.

%
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(top)Bi/1 Dahab holds his chess piece as Jason Jackson
and Jennifer Bayona watch
(aboue)Chess players keep their hands poised to
attack should they spot a critical error made by their
opponent.

Com uter Club
The Computer Club offered opportunities for students to explore various
computer programs. Mr . D. Me Gilvray, club advisor, stated that students
used up to date programs such as Excel and Power Point to enhance their
computer skills. Some of the club members developed other interesting
programs like C ++and took it as a challenge to themselves. Junior, Adam
Shave said, "I enjoy it a lot! Mr. Me Gilvray takes time to explain the
significance of the different programs we work on .''
Whether they were playing a high tech game or working on some
homework, they used the time to learn more and more each week. "I'm glad
my students have fun while they learn," said Mr. Me Gilvray. The club has
been a benefit to students, especially for those students who intended on
persuing a future career in computers or buisness. They used the information
to their advantage and continued to make progress throughout the year.
Sophomore Janelle Robinson said, "I'm glad Mr. Me Gilvray allows us to
come here and unwind after a long day of school."
Mr. Me Gilvray encouraged his students to participate in this club activity.
Through this program many learned to utilize their time wisely. It also
stimulated their intelect. Using creativity, the members of the club have
become more adept with the computer system. It was an extraordinary
learning experience for everyone.
-

(top)Ryan Brown and James Ferguson discuss a
difficult sales program.
(aboue)Hasani Dawkins. Sequaan Cofield. Eniyao
Egberongbe and Christian Matamoros discuss
strategie for a computer game

Crystal Fauntleroy

Computer Club: (top)Keuin Cerny, Sequaan Cofield. Ryan Brown . Hasani Dawkins. Mr.Mc
Giluray. (kneeling)Keuin Stevenson . James Ferguson, Eniyao Egberongbe, and Christian
Matamoros
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Academic Club
How many legs does a tripod have? Who was Rosa Parks? These were the
types of questions the Academic Club were faced with at their monthly
competitions. Under the conduction of Mrs . N. Kalter, the group met once a
week after school to fill themselves with knowledge and practice for extended
hours for the meets by testing each other with Trivial Pursuit cards and playing
academic games. They attended the trivia meets at Copiague High School
where several other district high schools met. The questions were about
numerous topics such as science, math, history, movies, music and broadway
shows. Those who were familiar with certain subject matter informed other team
members on how to answer the questions .
The team started the year off with a winning streak, defeating the Junior
Varsity and Varsity teams from West Babylon, and winning against the JV team
from Massepequa. The members of the club were also given the privilege to
compete in the Long Island Challenge game show on News 12 and put up an
exciting fight against Commack. The members teamed up with the National
Honor Society and raised money in a trivia competition for United Cerebral
Palsy. The teams did their best for a good cause, and all proceeds went towards
finding a cure for the disorder.
-

Margey Santana

ACADEMIC CLUB: (kneeling}Dan Levenson :(standing}Ryan Brown. Claudia Sandoval. Jus·
tine Lamantia, Emma Katz . John Feeney, Michelle Capobianco. CJ Gineros. David Fuzie. and
Ms . Kalter.

(top)The team prepares for another successful win at
a meet.
(above)James Furguson reads a question as David
Bates ponders the answer.

[
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Robotics Team
"It's an intense design process that takes stamina, concentration and committment" said Mr. B. Brachia. The Robotics team was committed to staying
after school every day and come in on weekends to be able to complete a robot
in the six-week time limit they were given . They competed at the FIRST
Robotics Competition at Suffolk Community College, Columbia University and
Epcot Center in Florida. The team took an impressive ninth place out of the
thirty-five teams that attended the S.C.C. competition. The FIRST competition
are held every year and over 500 schools compete nationally.
The club's goal was to build a robot able to complete a certain task required at
competition. The students built, designed and programmed the robot themselves. They combined their knowledge of engineering and computers. "It's the
most intense, worthwhile six weeks you'll ever be involved with, the greatest
reward you could imagine'' said sophomore Tim Johnson. Many students hoped
that the colleges of their choice would look upon their involvement in Robotics
highly. Students often expressed their enthusiasm of being involved and their
ability to stay committed to their work when it came to pressure to various
universities. The team offered great opportunities for students who were
interested in engineering.

-

(top) Will Wilson and Tim Johnson set up the computer for a demonstration.
(above) Sean McDermott rides proudly with the
team's creation in the Homecoming Parade.

Carolina Marin

(first row) Mr. B. Bracchio, Bethany Sullivan, Samantha Hernandez, Will Wilson, Pat Smith,
Jesse McLaren, Dale Classen, A.J . Ali; (second row) April Smith, CJ Gineros, Sean McDermott,
Renzo Fischetti, Tim Burke; (top) Bill Dahab, Tim Johnson, John Feeney, Rodrigo Misle, Matt
Burnham, Frankie Scimeca, Matt Tomasino and Mr. C. Kavanagh

Robotics T earn
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Student Council
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For seven years, Mrs . C. DiPane has encouraged students to become
involved in the school and community through Student Council. Starting early
in the school year, the students planned the Homecoming celebration and
organized Spirit Week. Adding a new twist, they used their imaginations to
come up with new themed days such as Dress-Up Day, Sports Day,
Sweatshirt Day and then ended with the traditional color-wars on Friday.
"Participation has increased over the years," said Mrs. DiPane. The parade,
bonfire and dance were all wonderful products from the Student Council.
After Homecoming, their schedule was filled. "Somehow we always keep
busy" laughed Mrs . DiPane. Beginning with the Thanksgiving food drive, the
Student Council representatives continued to reach out to the community
with Adopt-a-Family, the Valentine's Day Compatibility Quiz, running the
voting booths in the gym lobby and much more.
Co-Presidents Claudia Sandoval and Aisha Muharrar, Vice-President Vanessa Miranda, Secretary Gerard Boucher, Treasurer Billy Knapp, Historian
Jeanette Bon, and Parliamentarian Umair lqubal, worked with the other
members to take on such projects as decorating the the lobby with wreaths
and lights for each season and dedicating their time to making the school a
better place. "Bay Shore has such a beautiful lobby. It just wasn't being
highlighted," said Mrs. DiPane.
With continuous support from the student body the Student Council's
message of community and school togetherness continued to ring loud and
clear.
- J essica Frisina
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(top) Members of the sophomore class show their
spirit on color day.
(middle) The junior class holds a meeting to discuss
the upcoming prom
(bottom) The freshmen class knows how to have fun
during their meetings.

Maroon Echo
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Under the supervision of Mr. W. Fishon , the Maroon Echo kept the student
body informed and amazed with its highlights of school life and features . The
paper offered information and breaking news on topics such as clubs, sports and
special events. The main goal of the staff was to put out a publication that would
involve theier readers as well as cover stories that kept them interested. They
conducted surveys on issues like the Presidential Election and printed their
classmates opinions on news that related to them, such as the Napster decision .
The Maroon Echo staff combined students from the Journalism class and
members of the club. The group worked together to write, edit and design the
entire publication.
With several awards and recognitions under their belt, the student-run
newspaper hoped to earn another gold award from the Columbia Scholastic
Press Association . "With an average of about 35 student reporters, the paper
continued to improve by working to construct eight newspaper articles a year
with its new redesigned publications" said Mr. Fishon. Co-Editors Emma Katz
and Aisha Muharrar stated, "We provide students with a great opportunity to
express themselves ." The staff put as much work as possible into constructing a
dynamic publication by devoting long hours after school and some Saturdays.
"The students involved in creating such a superb paper do it as an act of love."
stated Mr. Fishon. Keeping a newspaper at an award winning standard, the
reporters and editor kept their fingers on the pulsing beat of the activities and
news in the school.
-

(top)Advisor Mr. W. Fishon gives some tips on getting
the school involved with the paper.
(above)Eiizabeth Suda reads and reviews her published article.

Margey Santana

(kneeling)Ani Katz. Joe Sea/zone. Beth Keyes , Alex Wojek . Annie Torres. Jessica O "Sullivan ,
Saryta Rodriguez; (second row)Emma Katz. C.J Gineros . Wallis Suda. Alison Zayes . Arsha
Muharrar, Sean Collins. Evelyn Flint, Nick Senecal. Michelle Capobranco. Jay Honse . Mary
Blair; (top row)Whitney Boulton, Andrew Cavagnaro. Elizabeth Suda. Ronnie Gree
Cor/ito. Marilyn Pimento , Peter Retalliata and Evan Hess.
Maroon Echo 4 7
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B.S.O.S.S.
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With Mr. P. McLean and Mrs . C. Francis as co-advisors , the members of
the Brothers and Sisters Organization for Student Scholarships, better
known as B.S.O .S.S. worked toward a main goal: finding ways to assist
graduating students financially for college. By sponsoring a number of fund
raising events and activites , they were able to award scholarships to several
members of the club.
The students got to work right away. They sold hot dogs , popcorn , and
iced tea at home football games and ran a bake sale to raise funds .
B.S.O.S.S was visible at a variety of school events. They participated in the
annual homecoming parade, coordinated the annual fashion show and
sponsored a step dancing team. They started homework study groups to
assist students who were having trouble in certain courses , as well as
participated in adopt-a-family program and the Thanksgiving food drive .
"B.S .O .S.S has a team approach to individual success as they help to
develop future leaders, " stated Mr. McLean who dedicated himself to
making the club as successful as possible. With the help and dedication of
the whole group , many graduating seniors received generous awards to
help defray their college expenses.
-

Margey Santana

B.S .O.S S .: (sitting}Alisa Harris, Shinese Noble , Ronetta Thomas , and Shante Fuller; (standing)
Sharee Dowdell, Sharie Hartman , Shaniqua Billipps , Damakia Johnson , Rhia Hill , /\ngela Hall,
Desiree Lewis, Mr. P. McLean , and Andre Leach.
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B.S.O.S.S.

(top)Aisha Davis , and Brenda Colon march down
the streets at the Homecoming Parade.
(aboue)Sharee Dowdell and Ronetta Thomas
come up with new moues for their step team.
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Mr. G. Broadhurst, in his seventh year as S.A.D.D. advisor, led his
club to raise awareness once again . " I couldn 't imagine being associated
with a more positive group of people," said Mr. Broadhurst of his
students. The S.A.D.D. club , or Students Against Drunk Driving, served
as the conductors for drawing attention to the dissonant melody caused
by drunk driving .
The club participated in various activities to keep students informed of
the benefits of making positive decisions and becoming aware of the
danger of drunk driving. They hung "Drive Safely" posters before the
holidays , started an awareness campaign regarding the " Zero Tolerance"
law , and put tombstones on students ' lockers to symbolize drunk drivingrelated deaths on Long Island. They also planned another "Grim Reaper
Day," when once every thirty minutes, a gong noise rang out over the
public address system and a student was taken away by a S.A.D.D.
member in a grim reaper costume. This served as a reminder that one
person died every thirty minutes in a drunk driving-related incident. The
commitment shown by the S .A.D.D . members was impressive, and
because they took their jobs so seriously, when Fridays came around ,
room 18 averaged twenty or more students per session.
-

(top}Andrea Greve and Susan Murphy carry a banner in the
Homecoming Parade to communicate their message to the
community.
(above)David Bates. Jessie Barto. Susan Murphy. and Allison
Zaffutto help plan the club 's activities for the year.

Derick Martin

S .A.D.D. : (front row)David Bates. Jessie Barto. Julia Rostky, Susan Murphy , and
Allison Zuffutto . (second row)Carlos Vela , Brian McFadden , Tracy Yang , James
Araujo, Lauren Smith , James Ferguson . Patrick Winter. Marci Young . Rene
Cheung, and Evelyn Britt. (third row)Adam Shave, Ami Stork. Alex Wojcik. Jayme
Cangelosi, Kristen Scher, Jessica Frisina , Joe Lambert. Marilyn Pimento. Tyesha
Lewis, Spencer Crandall, Andrew Rotolo, and Advisor Mr. G. Broadhurst.
(fourth row) Chris Barto. Michael Gortakowski , Chris Bergendorff, Bill
Warner, Andrew Joia , and Rachael Brandt.

S.A.D.D.
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The Equal Access Act was passed in 1984 forbidding discrimination against
student religious groups in public schools. A few years later, the Bible club was
formed and kept up the beat year after year. Advised by Mrs . A. Pfeffer, the
Bible club met every Thursday to discuss a wide range of topics like issues
affecting students, measuring the impact of biblical verses in today's society and
doing what they could to help the less fortunate.
This year, the club saw new faces and open minded students who had
discovered that there's more to the Bible club than just praying. "It's a great
opportunity for people who love the Lord to get together for a Bible study
encouragement, or just to chat," said Lisa San Pascual. " We also hope it can
serve as an outreach and that other kids can find support and friends who are
also devoted to their spirituality." The club was composed of people from
different backgrounds and faiths all devoted to their cause. Early in the morning
on September 20th, they participated in the national event See You At The
Pole, which gathered an assortment of students and faculty members. The
objective of the event was to have students and staff gather around the school's
flag pole to pray for whatever was on their mind, whether for health, peace, or a
successful school year. In addition, they spent a large portion of the year
planning ways to help out in the community. They organized small donations,
presents for the needy, or holiday gift baskets. Despite all the pressures a
student may face in their daily life, the Bible club prides itself on being more than
just a club. They have become a sympathetic ear and a helping hand to anyone
in need solely to help their fellow man and follow their faith.
-

Luis Solano

BIBLE CLUB(standing)Mrs. A Pfeffer, Dan Staiger, Dan Jaisle , Lisa San Pascual, Tric10 O 'Connell,
Candice Konior , Lauren Staiger(kneeling)Luis Solano
(top)Ms . DeSimone prays for the peace and wellbeing
of the students and facility .
(aboue)Euen a parent joined Luis Solano, Lisa San
Pascual, Dan Jaisle and James Conlon at the annual
50 Bible Club
prayer session at the flag pole.

l

Weather Club
Last year, several students had an interest in keet::ing track of u1~>~tho1r1
patterns around the area and the nation. Thus, the Weather Forecasting
was formed. The club's goal was to learn about weather forecasting and how
use the equipment used to measure different components of weather such
temperature, barometric pressure and wind velocity. They received most of
information on how to measure certain things and how to read the maps
Brookhaven National Laboratory. Under the direction of Mr. G. Domoff,
use radar and satellites to observe and record current weather patterns.
biggest resource was the Internet. By searching the world wide web, they gained
access to many different weather forecasting sites to download maps of
country and record the high and low temperatures across the United States. "I
want to be a meteorologist," stated Alex Pacchiano. "This club is a great way to
boost my interest in the field of my choice".
The club's long range goal was to get more students interested in forecasting
and expand the club. They also planned to have a sign put in the front of the
school stating daily weather patterns and changes to make the student body
more aware of how weather is predicted and measured. If the weather club does
well in the years to come, there is a possibility that interested Juniors and
Seniors could choose Forecasting as a half year elective. " Weather forecasting is
a good thing to know; you never know when you can use it," said Mr. Domoff.
Members of the weather club accurately predicted the many snowfalls that hit
the Bay Shore area this year.
-

Carolina Marin

(top left) Alex Pacchiano studies the weather charts for the upcoming week.
(left) Weather Club: Alex Pacchiano and
Mr. G. Domoff

Weather Club
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French Club
'Parlez-vous francais?" Inspired last year by graduate Alex Dunkel,
Miss V. Sanchez, along with co-presidents Lisa DelVecchio and Erica
Corlito, organized the new French Club. It took almost a full year for
the Board of Education to approve this club, but with determination
these students persevered and convinced the Board to give it a try.
"We wanted to extend our world language boundaries beyond the
typical textbook grammar," stated Erica and Lisa. The Board of
Education couldn't resist when the members heard the purpose of this
club was "to gain more knowledge of the language and the culture of
the French people."
These eager students went beyond the limits of their textbooks and
learned how to incorporate the language into their communication
skills. Many students were deceived by the French club because they
thought it was only for French speaking students. However, this
organization traveled through the culture of the French people rather
than just studying it through a textbook. It was open to all students
who sought to broaden their understanding of France.
Many activities were planned for the year, including trips to French
restaurants, cooking authentic French food and participating in the
annual language week. Mike Fojas, a junior, commented "It's a way
for us to have fun and learn all at once."

-Maggie Meehan and Jessica Frisina

Erica Cor/ito and Lisa DelVecchio plan their next events for the club.

(top)Diana Angel practices writing a letter in French .
(aboue)FRENCH CLUB:(knee/ing)Yessica Blanco, Andrew Gibbons, Arely
Lemus, and Michael Gortakowski;(standing)Diana Angel. Julie Castel
buono, Fa/on Lioi, Lisa DelVecchio, Erica Cor/ito. Tricia Ronzka. Melissa
Apon, Michael Fojas, and Miss V. Sanchez.
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In a room filled with Hollywood movie posters, the members of the
film club met each Thursday to discuss the latest films they had seen
and the latest advancements in cinematography. With the arrival of
such popular favorites as " The Grinch Who Stole Christmas," the
club members discussed the latest in technological advancements and
make-up designs. Jim Carrey looked and acted the role of the Grinch ,
and the setting was believable to children of all ages . The special
effects that made "The Perfect Storm" a favorite at the box office was
another movie discussed at length by the club's members under the
direction of advisor, Ms . N. Kalter.
As part of its activities, a movie night was scheduled which was
open to the public and showed some of the greatest movie classics
from the 1970's to the present day. The movie night took months of
planning and scheduling to fine tune the final selections.
Throughout the year the staff of the film club learned about using
the Canon XL-1 mini- DV camera which is a piece of semi-professional
equipment, owned by very few districts on Long Island. With this
camera the members of the film club taped ''The Diary of Anne
Frank" for the Thespian Troupe. The members helped preserve the
memory of the Summit 2001 , and they were also responsible for
videotaping the annual Ethnic Pen conference.
Ms. Kalter hoped that the club would continue to grow in size, and
there is even some talk about some of the members pursuing careers
in filmmaking.
-

(top)Ray Rice prepares his camera for a final shoot.
(above)FILM CLUB: Ray Rice. Duncan MacDougal. Advisor Ms. N. Kalter,
Tyesha Lewis. Lauren Slattery, Justine LaMantia, Kristen Scher, Jamie
Cangelosi, Rob Horan , Matt Phillips , Chris Bergendorff, Sean Collins, Dan
Levenson, and James Ferguson .

Dave S evier

Matt Phillips reads over a script for a film that he is plan ing.

Film Club
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Marauder Sta
From the first day of school the members of the creative writing and graphic
design courses started planning the look and layout of the Marauder 2001
yearbook. The enthusiastic writers and artisits sought to create a new look for
the book and a theme that reflected Bay Shore's continuing march toward
excellence. While many changes have occurred over the years , most of this
year's thrust seemed to keep up the beat begun the past few years . The staff
studied yearbooks from past years and other school districts . When the 2000
book received its accolades for theme continuity and its overall outstanding
rating from the American Scholastic Press Association , the staffs knew they had
to work hard to maintain the same levels of accomplishment.
To keep the beat going the staffs had to maintain rigorous deadline schedules.
It was a team effort that would not be rewarded until the student body saw the
book in June. Remaining focused right to the end , the staffs kept up the beat and
had fun while doing so.
- The Staff
CREATIVE WRITING STAFF: Anthony Basile. Michael Di Matteo, Derick Martin, Crystal
Fauntleroy , Luis Solano , Dave Sevier, Carolina Marin. Michelle Capobianco , Jessica Frisina .
Maggie Meehan , and Margey Santana

Staff of the Marauder 2001
Katherine Anderson
Anthony Basile
Mary Blair
Dana Brodie
Holly Coughlin
Michael DiMatteo
Jessica Di Pietro
Crystal Fauntleroy

Jessica Frisina
Tanya Fuchs
Rosa Gomez
Alissa Kane
Carolina Marin
Derick Martin
Margaret Meehan
Michelle Posner

Michele Rodriguez
Margey Santana
Kyle Sarrapede
David Sevier
Luis Solano
Kenneth Stolfi
Daniel Verga

Editor-in-Chief- Michelle Capobianco

(top)Jeanette Dunnigan and Bethany Sullivan volunteer their services and help select pictures for a
double-page spread.
(middle)Holly Coughlin , Michele Rodriguez. and
Tanya Fuchs enjoy explaining a problem with Kyle
Sarapede 's layout.
(above) Maggie Meehan checks the forms for the
senior directory to make sure none have been omitted.

And the beat goes
on • • •

GRAPHIC LAYOUT AND DESIGN STAFF: Advsior Ms. M. Pesco. Alissa Kane, Rosa
Gomez, Tanya Fuchs, Dan Verga , Michelle Posner, Mary Blair, Dana Brodie, Holly
Coughlin , Michele Rodriguez, Kyle Sarapede, Ken Stolfi. Jessica Di Pietro, and Katie
Anderson.

(top left)Editor-in-Chief, Michelle Capobianco, checks a
story on the computer before shipping the pages to Texas.
(top)Derick Martin focuses on the screen as he makes sure
his story matches the theme of the book.
(middle)Luis Solano and Jessica Frisina team up to write an
interesting and creative story.
(above)The difficult task of scheduling photographers for
the clubs and activities is handled by Kenny Stolfi. Dana
Brodie, Rosa Gomez and Alissa Kane.
(above)Kyle Sarrapede and Mary Blair combine
their creative energies to draw symbols for the
different sports.

Marauder Yearbook
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Working on the Web Design Team required perseverance and dedication . The
members used their knowlege of computers and web page layout to provide the
school district and community with a service that would cost the district
exorbitant sums of money if an outside organization were commissioned to do
the job. The team worked diligently to bring the district and High School's web
pages into one consistent format. The web pages constantly had to be updated
with the most current information and were constantly being expanded to
include as many of the departments and faculty members as possible. The
team's main goal was to make the web pages user friendly so that residents and
parents could easily access the information regarding teachers, course offerings,
guidance programs, and even nightly homework assignments.
Working every afternoon after school under the close supervision of advisor,
Mr. T. Scalzo, the team had to master intense programming skills. The members
of the team could also continue their work at home as they had a special folder
on their servers and a special password.
These students have come a long way with their knowledge of computers.
Brian Rogan, president of the team, has acquired such a high level of programming skills that he has already been hired by the Intelligent Computers
Solution Corporation of Bohemia.
-

Anthony Basile

WEB DESIGN TEAM: Ian Swank, Michael Fojas , Brian Rogan , and Ryan Brown. (missing Sean
FPrguson , and Diego Manzano)

Collin~ .lnmP~
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Web Design Team

·-

(top)Brian Rogan spends hours of his day at the
computer in the Theory Lab working on the web
design pages.
(above)Michael Fojas consults a manual as he pro·
grams in new information about the guidance depart·
ment.
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Another service organization that aimed at serving a dual role for the school
and community was the Future Business Leaders of America club under the
supervision of Mrs . J. Fevang. As a club, its aim was to explore careers in
business and prepare students for them. It prepared students for " real world "
professional experiences. It provided the members with innovative leadership
and career development programs that bring business and education together in
a positive working relationship.
As part of the club's activities, the members sponsored a fund raising candy
gram campaign at Christmas. With the profits from the sale, students raised
enough money to adopt a family and then used the balance to purchase supplies
to assist patients at the Schneider's Children's Hospital to make Valenine's Day
greeting cards. Additional funds managed to help support the Habitat for
Humanity program which launched another building project in the Bay Shore
area .
The members of the club explored various career and business opportunities
by visiting the United Nations in the fall and taking a trip to Channel 12 TV. A
trip to the L.I Ducks' Stadium was also planned to explore the various aspects of
business entrepreneurship. F.B.L.A. aimed to enlighten and educate is members
and better prepare them for the business world .
-

(top)Officers: Jessica Carlo . Lauren Andrich. and
Christine Russo work together to plan exciting meetings and outings.
(aboue)Members help assemble candy canes for the
annual fund raiser by tying ribbons and bows.

Michelle Capobianco

F.B.L.A. : Jose Valaezo . Giselle Jimenez . Stephanie Vii/on . Henrick Casanova . Leslie Lorenzo.
Lauren Ferruggian. Jessica Carlo. Christine Russo. Lauren Andrich. Nicole Lefferts. Ryan
Brown . and Renee Ch&una

8

F.B.L.A.
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The history club took a different route this year with a new advisor Ms. A.
Argall. The club meetings consisted of discussions of present day political issues
that will shape the country's future in years to come. The members of the club
were involved in heated debates about the 2000 Presidential Elections. They
researched the issues and topics and the candiates ' positions and platforms.
They displayed attractive posters in the school to inform the student body about
the candidates ' platforms. Following the controversial election, members of the
club discussed the problems with the votes in Florida and made suggestions as to
how to avoid a recurrence in the future .
The club also was proud to have established a chapter of Amnesty International at the High School. This organization works to promote human rights .
The members of the history club were eager to become involved in major issues
such as programs to stop torture, work for global justice, abolish the death
penalty, and protect the environment. Danielle MacManus enthusiastically
headed the projects for Amnesty International. As part of its objective of keeping
students informed about historical news , the club sponsored an essay contest
entitled, " The Most Significant Person in History. "
The club goal was to become better informed about historical issues that
should concern all students and citizens. They aimed to make a difference by
making history rather than reading about it.
-

Carolina Marin

History Club: Tracy Yang , Mike Wandzel , Ms. Argall and Sarah Moskowitz.
(top}Using a map of the world, Tracy Yang pinpoints
her native land.
(above) Tracy Yang shows Damakia Johnson were she
is from an the globe.
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Led by guidance counselor Mr. L. Balsamo and a full ensemble of officers,
members of the National Honor Society were whistling while they worked this
year as the club went through a facelift. The main goal of the organization was
to give something back to the community by volunteering for numerous
amounts of projects and programs. Mr. Balsamo sought to get the members
more involved in the school and community. From the day they were
inducted, these vivacious students spent most of the year completing their
projects. Members were dedicated to improving the elementary school
libraries by recording books on tape for the kids to listen to. They also spent a
Saturday decorating Main Street with Christmas bows, lights and wreaths, as
well as countless other services. Honor Society members tutored struggling
kids in the high school as well as in the numerous other schools in the district.
These goal-oriented students performed hours of service on their own as well.
Being inducted into the Honor Society in May and December of 2000 was a
major achievement that all of these kids were proud to have accomplished.
The standards Honor Society members had to meet were based on a 3.5
unweighted grade point average, leadership roles, being an active person in
the community and their overall character.By striving for the best throughout
their high school careers, these select students were finally given the highly
prestigious recognition they deserved.
-

(top)Honor Society president. Daue DeSario. begins
conducting his meeting.
(aboue)Ellie Boragine. Dauid Farrell. Matt Phillips.
and Maggie Meehan discuss their community service
projects for the upcoming months.

Margaret Meehan

HONOR SOCIETY:(standing)Justine LaMantia. Desirere Lewis. Jennifer McGivern. Kristin
Hartmann. Caitlin Moreira. Thomas Dintrone, Michelle Cappobianco. Dauid Bates. Matt
Malakoff, Daniel Staiger, Joe LaPuma. Bradley Gibbs. Daue DeSono. Matt Phillips. Daue Garcia.
Mile Wheeler. Robert Romanzi, Harold Yang. James Araujo:(kneeling)Megan Jones. Euelyn
Britt, Marcie Young, Amanda Ruter, Daue Farrell. Alison Serigano, Ellie Boragine, Lauren
Bettinelli. Michele Rodriguez. Caitlyn Green, Maggie Meehan. William Wilson:(sitting)Allison
Zuffuto. Mary Meehan, Aphrodite Montalvo. Jessica DiPietro. Katie Anderson.
Ninfa Gonzallas. Jose Valarezo. and Shaniqua Billups.

Honor Society
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oot Court
Caught up in the intrigue of courtroom drama, freshmen and sophomore
members of the Moot Court team honed their skills at presenting and arguing a
case before a judge and jury. These aspiring attorneys rehearsed materials and
auditioned to become members of the team . Following their acceptance, they
had to prepare for weeks to present their arguments and opening and closing
statements. They took their jobs seriously and hoped to become members of the
prestigious Mock Trial team when they became upperclassmen.
They met each Wednesday in the courtroom and followed the directions and
advice of advisor, Mr. R. Richardson who successfully led the team to many
county championships. Flanked by walls of bookshelves stocked with law books ,
the members of the team learned courtroom jargon and practiced courtroom
rhertoric in the hope of winning their cases. The students found that they had
time to have fun while learning about the legal system and penal code. In
addition to the knowledge they acquired, the students also benefited by
improving their public speaking skills, for behind every successful lawyer is an
accomplished actor.
As the public continues to be mesmerized by more and more court cases in
the news, the law course offerings gain more popularity both during the school
day and in the extra-curricular activities.
-

Michael Di Matteo

MOOT COURT:(front row)Dale Classen , lenny Filiberto , Brian Me Fadden , Beth Keyes , Mae/ing
Han and Adriana Sandoual.(middle row)Bi/1 Doxey, Adam Shaue, Marilyn Pimiento. Brendan
Haag , Dan Opisso, Jan Dyrland, Joe Lambert. Alex Gorman , Sam Ubi , Jessica O 'Sullivan . and
Kim Moore.(top row)Dar/a Valle, Michelle Ramirez, Bill Bettinelli, Aisha Muharrar, Matt Cavagnaro. Steue Torres and Tamer Badr.
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Moot Cou<t

(top)Dale Classen argues his point with his teammates .
(aboue)Ian Dyrland, Marilyn Pimiento , Brendan
Haag , Dan Opisso and Joe Lambert crowd around
waiting their turn.

Mock Trial
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With the bang of the gavel, the courtroom came to order. The sides were
drawn with both the prosecution and defense ready to present their cases, each
side hoping to have the edge over their opponent. The mock trial team,
consisting of the best legal minds in the school, prepared for the end of the year
competition, hoping to regain the title of the best.
Advised by professional lawyers on the rules and procedures of the legal
world, the teams worked diligently on their cases each time they met. With
many controversial and challenging cases, there were many heated discussions
on how to present their evidence and also in keeping up with the specific legal
standards. The teams deliberated for many hours to ensure that their knowledge
of the cases was up to the standard that was expected.
Keeping the tempo for the proceedings was long time adviser Mr. Richardson.
With his own background and interest in law, he oversaw all of the cases that the
teams presented and critiqued them on how to make their arguments stronger.
Mr. Richardson also made the meetings more enjoyable with his quick wit and
ever present art of story telling.
With so many strong individual thinkers mixed with great team players, this
year's mock trial team was a great competitor and with so many younger
members, success is virtually assured in the years to come.
-

(top)Ryan Creamer prepares to take the stand as a
witness in a case.
(above)Discussing their case and the best method of
presentation are Christina Tucciarone. Kelly Gloor,
Kimberly Shores, Marilyn Pimiento, Andre Gra·
bovetsky, and Joe Lambert.

Michael Di Matteo

MOCK TRIAL: (front)Kelly Gloor, Ellie Boragine, Christina Tucciarone, Aphrodite
Montalvo, Darla Valle, Claudia Sandoval; (bock)Vanessa Miranda, Kim Shores Andre
Grabovetsky, Joe Lambert. Spencer Crandall, Laura Wilson, Ryan Creamer,
Marilyn Pimiento, and Bill Bettinelli.

Mock Trial
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The boys' golf teams were definitely in the swing of things this fall.
Both the junior varsity and varsity teams strived for excellence and
achieved their goals of working hard and being successful.
The varsity team could be found parading around Bergen Point Golf
Course everyday after school until 5 P .M. Their long hours of practice
and hard work paid off in the end. With help from captains, Billy Warner
and John Edwards, coach Mr. B. Mahler led his team to an outstanding
final record of 9-5.
The JV team, instructed by Mr. D. McGilvray, contained fourteen
members, two of which were still in the Middle School. With six
returning members , Mr. McGilvray was pleased with the results of this
year's team compared to others from the past. "Our new players have
made us just as strong," said Coach McGilvray, "but we have an even
better record." By mid-season, the boys already had a record of seven
wins and only one loss . When the season ended their record was 14-2.
After coaching for four years, coach McGilvray took pride in "realizing
the growth of the players and improving their golf swing and knowledge
of the game."
This year, the teams were filled with "a lot of progress,"
"consistency," "talent and dedication." Because there were no seniors
on either team both coaches look foward to another rewarding year .
-

Jessica Frisina

VARISTY: Robert Margolies, Coach Mahler , Patrick McCurdy , William Warner, Jean -Pierre Kozak, Avery Thompson, John Edwards , and Jerry Puccio.

(missing: Joseph Prygocki)

JV: (kneeling) Chris Pasini, Ricky Chapman , Mike Leone and Alex
Thompson: (standing) Coach Mr. D. McGilvray, Mike Gortakowski. Josh
Lippert. Adam Shave. Guy Lepore. and Tyler Lombardo. (missing · Tim
Finnerty, Jason Long. Joe Lambert, Tom Prygocki and Matt Hughes)

Walker returns the serves back to her op·

The Girls' Varsity Tennis team underwent several changes over the past
year. The upperclassmen had moved on creating void that was not going to
be easy to fill. Althought this was a setback, the team proved it was not
major one as the new generation of freshmen and sophomores quickly
joined in the ranks. They produced three All county players: Seniors Ellie
''The General'' Boragine and Elizabeth Suda as well as Sophomore Caitlin
Fogarty. The team was led by Mr. J. Carney, who proved he can face any
challenge with an upbeat tempo. The girls had nothing but praise regarding
their coach. "We are definitely enjoying our first year with Mr. Carney as
coach" stated co-captain Ellie Boragine. Fellow co-captain Elizabeth Suda
remarked "Were a close knit team, we enjoy playing together as well as
socializing."
On the flipside of the coin the junior varsity squad was ready to pick up
where the varsity team left off. Led by Ms. B. Costello, they were ready to
ascend to the next level. Although some players lacked the experience of
the varsity, they were true students of the game. They were only a half step
behind the varsity girls and caught up fast. With such a great amount of
talent, Bay Shore can be assured of a winning team for years to come
-

VARSITY. (standing) Coach Mr. J. Carney. Julie Diniz. Meredith Chap·
man. Caitlin Arbeiter. Dominique Walker , Caitlin Fogarty. Evelyn Flint.
Whitney Boulton. and April Persson . (kneelmg) Melissa Manko .EIIie Bora·
gme. Elrzabeth Suda. Wallis Suda. Allison Zayas . (missing Lauren Bettinelli.)

Luis Solano

JV (standrng) Jessrca Modulo. Joanna Arredundo. Kim Moore Braxton . Claudia Sandoual,
Jessica Leberer. Eleanore Owen . Ricalya Bnssett, Adriana Sandoual. Denise
Catapano and Coach Ms. B Costello; !Kneebng) Kelly Chri Ire, Maebng Han .
Christine Sarnvil. Vanessa Ramrrez. Jennifer Anderson and Arely Lemus.
(kneeling) Mary Beth Puccio, Krrstin Stickney and
Brittany Jen en. (missing Shawn Rock. Farrah Sol G' I , T
.
omon and Cynthia Sparwe/1)
IT S
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The year bounced off to a powerful start for the cheerleading team. Eighteen
talented girls had one goal in mind this year: to be the LICCA champions. This goal
was not out of their reach. The girls returned from camp with three first time AllAmericans-Erin Barnett, Nicole Allison and Verla Roberts, along with two time AllAmerican Jessica Carlo and three time All-Americans Annie Torres and Heather
Hagg. The team was led by co-captains Christine Russo and Nicole Lefferts. The
cheerleaders were focused and determined. They trained hard and endured many
injuries for the love of the sport. The team had to deal with one intricate player being
benched for the season. Christine Russo suffered a dislocated shoulder at Homecoming while attempting a very difficult tumbling pass. "It was hard to see them get better
without me, but I pushed them real hard to help them reach their goal," said Russo.
The team also had a number of outstanding underclassmen who helped to make their
goal come true.
Coach Mrs. D. Kaplar always stressed positive mental imaging. "Think like a
champion, act like a champion, and you'll be a champion." The girls did their best
this year to claim back their title when they faced North Babylon in the LICCA finals.
-

Anthony Basile

VARSITY: (standing) icole Allison. Brittani Martin. Verla Roberts,Katie
Swartz.Heather Hagg.Courtney McBride.Ebony Jones.Liz Jones. Lori
Blum. (kneeling) Ashely issen.Erin Barnett,Annie Torres.Jess carlo.Lace
Woodrow, Michelle Russo; (sitting) Nicole Lefferts and Christine Russo.
(mi" J'h M". D. Kaplac)
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Cheerleading

Nicole Lefferts.Christine Russo.Heather Haag.Jessica Carlo.and AnniE
Torres show their school spirit.

(above) Brittani Martin and her
teamates prepare to preform a spectacular stunt.
(left) Verla Roberts motivates her
team at the homecoming game.

(top) The team practices their cheers before the big game against New Field.
(above) Michelle Russo. and Brittani Martin are hoisted up in the air by their fellow teammates.

Cheerleading
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The varsity and junior varsity teams started off their season with a fabulous win. They
defeated Half Hollow Hills East at their first game of the season. Varsity team captains,
Quarterback Rich Yanatos, and K.C. Armstrong, along with Coach Mr. T . Cox, and
Coach Mr. J. Giattino, continued to work hard to keep their team together. "This year's
seniors have been leading the team. They were responsible, hardworking, and dedicated," the coaches agreed. This season, Varsity and JV went up against West Islip, North
Babylon, Bellport, and East Islip, which had proved in the past to be tough competition,
but they refused to let that discourage them. Despite their losses against East Islip, North
Babylon, West Islip, and Centereach, they found a way to come back ready to play ten
times harder. On Homecoming weekend, they beat Newfield High School with an
unbelievable score of 46-7 . It was the first homecoming game they'd won in a long time,
something both teams desired. They came out ready to play with a burning fire in their
hearts. After that, the team was unstoppable. They defeated Copaigue at the game
following their win against Newfield . Special plays by C.J. Southerland, who scored
three touchdowns and Pat Kunnmann, who also scored a touchdown early in the third
quarter, led the team to an astouning vicory making the final score 42-9. A team that at
first seemed to be getting kicked down the field resounded back in full effect for the end
of their season.
- Crystal Fauntleroy

VARSITY· (first row) Mr. C . Gibbs. Assistant coach Mr. J. Giattino.
Assistant coach Mr. T agengast. Coach Mr. T. Cox: (second row)
Joe Sitaram. Matt Phillips, K.C. Armstrong, Matt Lerstad. Daue
McGlone.· (third row) TJ Burgess. C.J. Southerland. Mike Maresca.
Mickey Muir. Orlando Garced: (fourth row) Pete Morici, John
Rosabella. Pete Russell, Chris Bamfo. Cherud Wilkerson, Chris
Poche: (fifth row) CJ Leary. Daue Toribio , Rich Yanatos. Tyquan
Pearson. Claude Gulley. Sonne Michael Ware: (sixth row) Pat
Kunnmann. Steue Bryson . Jaruis Walker. Rob Rosa. Miles Wheeler.
and Jam
odfrey
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Football

JV: (aboue) Assistant coach Mr. T. Blackman. coach Mr. J Sag/. (first row) Jason
Los1to , Chris Locker. Justin Manfredo. Wesley Eaton Michael Taylor, Joe
Posilico. (second row) Martin. Patrick Ayers. Willie Klem. Gauin Farrell, Kyle
Coyne. Adam Wolfthal. Zatsdi Murillo. (third row) Andre Talbert. Tyrone
Robmson . Xau1er Goodwm. Carlos Cruz. Michael Ramos , Maurice Hender on,
Tom Schwindt. (fourth row) Billy Schroder. Matt Halloran . Chris Aroya. Nahiem
Fulton. Robert Noe/sch. and Brian Me Laughlin

(top) JV huddles up and encourages each other before the game.
(above right) JV tackles the copaigue quarterback

(top) Rich Yanatos looks for an open man.
(top right) Varsity players line up to complete the next offensive play.

Football
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The beat changed this year for the boys' varsity soccer team. With the retirement of former
coach and teacher, Mr. J. Cody came the first year as head coach for Mr. J. Nelson. No
newcomer to the sport, Coach Nelson looked forward to his first year as varsity coach. With
the return of only nine players from last year, the new coach was not the only change. Five
freshmen were able to make the varsity team, so hopes were high for the years to come. "We
were determined to win," said co-captain Billy Germano. This was the overall feeling of the
team and could be seen in the way it played. It was always willing to play hard, always
pushing forward for that goal and upping the tempo of play.
Loaded with talent, the J. V. team stormed out of the gate with a starting record of 8 and
3. Its winning record could be contributed to the scoring ability of many on the team. Coach
Mr. K. Pertler had a lot of talent on his team and with the way it played the future looks bright
for the program.
If there were one thing that the coaches wanted to accomplish this year, it was to bring
back the pride that the program had from years past. Coaches Nelson and Pertler wanted
their teams to have a sense of the history of the soccer program of Bay Shore. With the right
dynamics and attitude, the teams are sure to succeed in the years to come.
-

Michael Di Matteo

VARSITY: (first row) Frank Cascio, Matt Cavagnaro. Joey Coughlin. Jose Alfredo
Valarezo and Joey Russolello: (second row) Rodrigo Misle. Robert Kwiatkowski.
David Farrell, Cesar Lopez. Patrick Winter and ick Senecal: (third row) Joe La
Puma. Andrew Rotolo. Spencer Crandall. Billy Germano. Peter Titus. Matt Coughlin a Coach Mr J elson (missing: Bryan Spencer and Cesar Santanilla.)
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Boys' Soccer

JV: (sitting) Greg Llanos. Brian Zimolka and Peter Rettaliata,
(kneeing) Kerth Gordon. Frank Valarezo. Alex Cortez. Robert
Narvaez. and David Fromayan, (standing) Lenny Filiberto.
Arguimides Vasquez. Michael Graziano. Joe Mills, Nick Pipra.
Keith Hinnant . Dane Lynch . and Coach Mr. K. Pertler.

(above) Peter Rettaliata throws
the ball in to an awaiting team·
mate.

(top) Billy Germano stays with his man for control of the ball.
(above) Bryan Spencer moues the ball up the field of play.

Peter Titus . Bryan Spencer. Robert Kwiat·
kowski. and Billy Germano get set to de·
fend their goal.
Boys' Soccer
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The 2000/2001 school year was a time of change for the varsity girls' soccer team . It
a very young team, mainly composed of eighth and ninth graders, with only two
l sEmic)rs on the team . Despite the lack of upperclassmen leadership, the young team worked
very hard and gave its all. "The players' hard work and ability were not reflected in their
win/loss record," said Ms. D. Corrado, the team coach, citing the shortage of players in
accordance with the team's losing record. "Without subs, the players tired in the second
half. They worked hard but got nothing out of it." It was a time of rebuilding for the team,
and Coach Corrado looked forward to watching the fledgling team transform into a
dynamic force.
The focus of the junior varsity team changed as well this year, as coach Ms. M. Cortes
decided to focus more on the fitness component of the team . "Since I started coaching J. V.
three years ago, soccer has been a relatively small program, and I feel that it is important
that the girls be fit," said Cortes. While the girls got off to a slow start this year, they fought
hard to the end. "The record is not that important," said Cortes, adding that she felt it was
more important that the girls worked together and functioned as a soccer team should.
-

VARSITY: (sitting) Jessica Wiengard. Christina Dunbar. Katelyn Taggert , Lynn
Woodward. Jami LoPinto. Katyann Delagi. Nicole Henry: (kneeling) Kristie
Leggio Jennifer Martmez . Christina Burnham. Jacyln McAllister . Coach Ms. D.
Corrado. Kaitlin Leggio. Vanessa Miranda . and Ano Canacho. (missing Erin
Riordan Marianna Megas. and Assistant Coach Ms K Green)
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Girls' Soccer

Derick Martin

JV (kneeling) Kristina Lepore. Gino Eilers. Krystal Colon. Courtney
Castellano. Robyn Charles . Alicia Ma1o. Allison Pascale: (standing)
Alex Voorhees . Mary Liz McCurdy. Katie Green . Kristen Carey.
Jessica Arrigo. Kelley Sweeney. and Coach Ms. M Cortes. (m1ssing
Mia luoncouich and Jessica Alvarez)

(top) Jarme LoPinto kicks the ball away from an opponent as she heads
for the goal
(above) Goalie. Jac/yn McAllister, deflects an oncoming ball away from the
net .

(top) As her teammates look on. Vanessa Miranda passes the ball
ahead
(above) Jessica Wiengand fights off an aggressive opponent to stay in
possession of the ball.

Girls' Soccer
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Whistles blowing, sweat pouring, girls roaring- these were the sounds of the field
hockey team during another gruelling practice in the late summer days . From early
August through late November, the girls pumped up the volume and kept the beat of a
champion pounding in their hearts . With thirteen returning varsity players, as well as
captains Caitlin Moreira and Jeanette Dunnigan, the team moved to a new tempo . They
marched down the field to beat one of its archrivals, West Islip 3-0 . This game set the
tone for another championship season. The team's coach, Mrs. K. Kauer, insured
victory and stated that if her team played its hardest, it would be division champs once
again. With that prediction the team set out to be the best and was determined not to let
anything get in its way. The girls ended up beating East Islip, the first place team in its
division, by a score of 2-1 and set out to achieve its goal of being the Division
Champions.
The junior varsity team, coached by Ms. S. Gilardi, made some vast improvements
throughout the season. Practicing long hard hours with the varsity team left a small
margin for error. With each game the J. V. team got better and better. Although they
tied a lot of teams toward the end season, these girls continued to work their hardest and
keep the beat very much alive. By the end of the season, the J.V. team proved it could
fill the shoes of the graduating varsity players and march into stardom.
-

VARSITY (sitting) Laura Wilson . Lauren Ciuardi , Katie Shesh, Kim
Sabrston, Christina LaPenta, Jeanette Dunnigan , (kneeling) Aphrodite
Montalvo. Anna Schneller. Keriann McGarvey. Alison Serigano, Caitlin
Moreira , Amy Armstrong; (standing) Bethany Sullivan . Coach Ms. K.
Kauer. Jessie Barto. Masino Longo. Latrice Ewing, Tanya Fuchs . and
Linds Leudemann .
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Field Hockey

Dave Sevier

JV: (sitting) Natasha Fuchs . Dawn Sicari: (kneeling) Kayet Mcfadden ,
Tiffany Souhrada. Stephanie Miranda. Jennifer Bailey. Alicia Henn ;
(standing) Lauren Staiger. Kelly Knussman. Morgan Schneller. Amy Arm·
strong. Caitlin Hinrich. Kristma Susa . Lauren Grecy. and Coach Ms. S
Gilardi

(top) Coach Kauer encourages her team and gives them useful advice during
halftime.
(above) Katie Shesh steals the ball from the opposing team .

(top) Tanya Fuchs marches past the Raiders' defense from
Patchogue-Medford in hopes of scoring the winning goal.
(above) Jeanette Dunnigan fights for possession of the ball
against the opposmg team .

Field Hockey
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Echoes of voices rang through the Ralph Elliot Gymnasium from August, straight
through the fall season. It was the Boys' Volleyball team hard at work . Its season started
off as double sessions in the heat of the summer. They used this time to focus on
brushing up their game and improving their skills. " The summer practices got the boys
back into the right frame of mind for the upcoming season and prepared them for their
competitive match schedule," said coach T. Preston. "It benefited the team greatly."
When out on the court, the boys waltzed through their plays, not as individuals, but as
a team. "Though we were a young team, our optimism brought us through any
challenge we came across," said senior Jay Hanson after the boys ' first victory of the
season against Central Islip.
Captains Daniel Staiger and Bradley Gibbs were dedicated to working hard with this
great group of guys which aided them in their symphony of success. With two fearless,
skillful leaders, the varsity and J.V. teams were inspired everyday during practice to
strive for their goals and to push themselves beyond their limits.
Due to a lack of players, the boys' junior varsity team, coached by Mr. J. Sack, was
unable to play on a competitive level. Instead, they practiced along side the varsity team
to improve their skills. In doing this, the boys were able to work with experienced
players and better themselves.
-

VARSITY: (kneeling) Mrchael Dolan, Rene Longhito. Thomas Falconer and
Joel VanHouten. (standing) Jamaal Wilson. Bradley Gibbs. Danrel Starger. Jack
Schrndler. Jay Hansen. Daniel Oosterom. and Coach Ms T
Preston. (missing Matthew Dauernheim)
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Boys' Volleyball

Maggie Meehan

Steve Tschabrunn. Mark Woletsky. Bruce Revis. Matthew Kelly. and
Ovie Hossain

JV:

(top) Dan Staiger prepares to return the ball and win a point for
the team .
(aboue) Bradley Gibbs gets ready to pass the ball to one of his
team mates .

(top) Rene Longhito watches the direction of the ball. in the game against
Ward Melville.
(aboue) During practice. Jack Schindler works hard to improve his
spike.

Boys' Volleyball
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With fast paced movements and an immense amount of confidence, the girls' and
boys' Cross-Country coaches, Mr. S. Borbet and Mr. J. McGlynn, anticipated that the
season would be outstanding. "There was a great amount of enthusiasm and team spirit
coming from the girls' and boys' teams," said Coach Borbet. The teams worked
intensely to the best of their ability and dedicated time to tactical skills. They continually
struggled to meet their goals and have fun at the same time. The girls' endurance and
perseverance led them to be ranked seventh in the State and the top team in the League
III county championships. They ended up being ranked number one in Suffolk County
with six girls as All-County runners. With this devotion, the girls accomplished their
goals and always worked hard to keep the rhythm.
The boys went the extra mile with their training too. Runners, like Keldon Walker and
Billy Bettinelli, were determined to become division champions. The competition was
difficult with teams like Walt Whitman, West Islip, and Northport, but the positive
attitudes reflected by each team member made the end rewarding. The team's strength
developed through hard work by running an average of eight miles per day. When both
teams met the opposition from Walt Whitman at Sunken Meadow, they had an
extraordinary win. The girls proved to be undefeatable with a score of 15-30, and the
boys' team did its personal best, finishing out with a score of 36-20. Both the girls' and
boys' teams exhibited the skills of superb athletes by running their personal best times
and working to make this a memorable season for all. They continued making progress
while keeping the beat alive with inspiration and encouragement.

VARSITY (sitting) Kat1e Malp1gli. Kellie Castro. John Ford, Megan M~na, Ryan Hoffman, Christopher Botalato. Laura Cummings: (kneeling) Ryan McGarlK'y, Danicka Dupuy, Ryan
Creamer. Allison Zaffuo.• Chr.istine W.illiams. Alex Wojeck.. Kelly Gloor. Juliann Mahoney. Emily Mason, (th~rd) James Conlon, James ArauJO. Billy Betenell1 John
Cummins. Bnan filnnchs. Phil Richenburger, Chris Bergendorff, Joseph Tortonci, Rebecca Sulliuan. /top) Coach Mr S Borbet Bnan Clements, Laura Sa one
Stephan1e Webber. Patnck M1lls. Danen Munerlyn, Shanan Jackson, Brendan Haag, Ed Palermo. Jamel Wilson , Keldon Walker, and Coach Mr J McGlynn
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Cross Country

(above) Keldon Walker. Christine Williams . James
Araujo. Kellie Castro and Ed Palermo congradulate each other after completing a hard workout.
(left) Allison Zaffuto stretches out her hamstring
before practice.

(top) Amy Storck. Brian Hinrich . Christine Williams and Becky Sullivan take the time to auoid
pulling muscles before their run.
(above) Ryann Hofmann. Emily Mason and Keliie Castro pace each other during a race.

Cross Country
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The swim team was on the go this past season . Shannon Daly, a junior, Brittany Daly,
a freshman , and Ann Dolinar, an eighth grader, comprised the team , along with their
supervisor Coach Mr. M. Porcelli. Coach Porcelli, a veteran in this sport back after six
years hiatus, was happy and anxious to work with the girls and attend their meets .
Shannon and Brittany practiced daily in Half Hollow Hills , while Ann worked out at the
Y.M.C.A .. They worked hard training in the pool and lifting weights six days a week.
Coach Porcelli had high hopes for the girls , and he was never disappointed by their
performances. Shannon Daly competed in the 100- yard breaststroke and the 50-yard
freestyle. She won fifth place in the 50- yard freestyle in the State championship
tournament last year, and first place in the 100-yard breaststroke. She hoped to
duplicate her record this year and place even higher in the competitions. The whole
team made it to the qualifying round and from there to the State championships.
Shannon stated, "Swimming is great fun . I like that there are fewer practices than if we
had a larger team and our own pool." The girls all enjoyed meeting athletes from other
schools at the various competitions throughout the county and state. Brittany shared her
sister's passion for the sport, as did Ann who was originally from the West Islip Swim
Club.
All in all, they did rather well this season and , hopefully, will continue to do well in the
future. With all of their hard work and perseverance, the girls were confident that they
would surpass their expectations and have fun while doing it.
-

Carolina Marin

SWIMMI G Shannon Daly. Bittany Daly. and Ann Dolinar
(Top) Shannon is perfecting her breaststroke. (Aboue) Shannon , Ann
Brittany are hauing fun before they go and compete.
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Swimming

With the return of many of last year's players as well as the addition of
bright new talent, the girls' golf team, led by Coach Mr. B. Mahler, was ready
and able to compete for the top . Many of last season's top performers
returned this season with high hopes and ambitions to repeat their previous
success as County Champions. To fulfill such a goal would require hard work
and perseverance from each of the athletes. "We are looking forward to the
season, hoping we can repeat our success as County Champions," said Coach
Mahler. The golfers practiced five days a week, switching between Gullhaven
in Central Islip and a short three-hole course in Babylon, working to improve
their swings and minimize their strokes. Players such as Amanda Arciero,
Alison Serigano, Caitlyn Fogarty, and Katie Draycott showed great potential,
and with their help, the possibility of another undefeated year was within the
team's grasp.
With the wind in their face and hundreds of yards of space filled with
bunkers and water hazards, the girls bravely faced their opponents. With
teams like La Salle, East Islip, Bayport, North Babylon, Deer Park and
Sayville running for the title of County Champions, the girls would have their
work cut out for them, but with the potential ability of each girl on the team,
the odds were stacked in their favor .
-

(top)Katie Draycott demonstrates the perfect
golf stance by bending her knees slightly and
arching at the waist.
(aboue)Dominique Walker follows through on a
practice shot before teeing off.

Derick Lee Martin

GOLF (standing)Meredith Chapman. Dominique Walker. Caitlin Hinrichs. Caitlin Fogarty. April
Persson. Coach Mr. B . Mahler. (kneeling)Amanda Arciero. Katie Draycott. Alison Serigano. and

Carrie Askinas.
81 Girls' Golf

Many students tried out for the crew team, headed by
Mr. B. Blackman, and only the strongest survived. The
team had to endure vigorous try-outs. The activities included: swimming ten laps in a pool, fully clothed and also
treading water for ten minutes. The second phase of testing
reqired even more effort. The players had to run up to the
third floor of the school and back down to the first level for
seven minutes. The test was used to measure the student's
physical and mental stamina.
Everyday after school they would practice at Dowling
College in Oakdale to prepare for the future regattas,
holding practices six days a week. Captains of both crew
teams, Matt Lerstad and Billy Knapp, led the thirty-three
athletes into their first rigatta placing first in five of the six
races. After winning their first race they stated, "We're
gonna take all the competitions with everything we have
and take number one." Matt and Billy finished their third
year of dedication with Coach Blackman helping the team
complete another great season. This year the crew team
gave their all and proved that all their hard work paid off.
-

Anthony Basile

BOYS Coach Mr. B Blackman. James Godfrey, Billy Knapp, Matt
Lerstad. Victor Garcra. Nick Sciacca. (middle)Ray Wilson. Ben Carroll.
Andrew Gibsons. Carlos Cruz. Bobby Reith: (bottom)William Jordan,
Louis Corsini. Daue McC/early, Chris Locker. and Dan Garcia.

t
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(top)The girls team works on their rowing techniques for the next ragotta.
(middle)Boys team members Matt Lerstad, James Godfrey, Dan Garcia and Billy
Knapp push off of the dock and prepare to row around the lake.
GIRLS. (aboue) (top row)Autumn Brown. Cynthia Sparwe/1. Euelyn Flint. Laura
Sassone. Becky Sulliuan. Christine McGiuern. Coach Mr B . Blackman. (middle
row)Jessre Barto. Caitlin Moreira. Stephanie Vi/lion. Melanie Maranzino. Meagan
Deen. Laura Zuhoski. (bottom row)Eiizabeth Diaz. Jenna Withowski . Holly Coughlin.
Caitlyn Green. Jennifer Mills. and Alexandria Wojcik.

Concluding another exciting season, the girls ' volleyball
teams bumped, set, and spiked their way through the
competition . They were driven to succeed by the goals they
had set. With the help of Coach Ms . S. DeBonis, the team
wanted to make the playoffs and beat their record from last
season. " It's nice to see what I've taught them happening in
the matches," said Coach DeBonis. " I always tell them that
on any given day they can beat a top team if they want to."
Both the junior varsity and varsity teams started toward
that goal with a victory against Central Islip. But working
hard and winning was only a part of what made the varsity
team strive for greatness. " We work well as a team ," stated
senior Amanda Amodio. " We get along great, which is an
important characteristic of making the season a successful
one.''
The junior varsity team was looking at their season as a
stepping stone towards making an impact in the years to
come. Coach Mr. J. Bayer helped the young team to
improve their individual skills and how to work together as
a team . Both teams had a talented group and learned the
importance of individual and team effort.
-Michelle Capobianco and Michael Di Matteo

(top}J rca Modul/a bumps the ball ouer the net whrlc Shrvannah Chiatar prepares for the
other team s returnrnq serve
VARSITY aboiX'J(standmg)Agnes Przech. Marranna Mega.. Kn ·ten Scher. Kim Moore.
Krrsten Wertz Ellenor Owen. Coach Ms. S DeBonis. (kn c/rng)Kristen Carey, Rachel Brandt.
Omayra Anchrrayco. Nrcole Dunne, Nancy Ramos Amanda Amodro and Rach 1 Stancattr.

JV·(standing)Mrranda Crump. Denr e Catapano. Patricia Dionisio. Kara Karlson
Dana Dehlow Caitlrn Wood, Shrvannah Chiatar, Jessica Modulo: lkneeling)Jessrc~
Arrendordo. Macre Standar, Evelyn DeJesus, Rene Cheung, Mra luonovrch,
Jessica Moeller and Grace Tursi

Girls ' Volleyball
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"We're young but we should do good this year, we
should be in the playoffs," stated senior Pat Kunnmann .
This year's team was composed primarily of sophomores
and fresh young recruits who were ready to set new
standards for the season and in the years to come. From the
day practice started, head coach Mr. T . Cox drilled them
on what it took to make a winning team . "Speed, it's all
about running and they have to be physically tough because
its a demanding game." Mr . Cox has been involved in this
sport since 1985 and the team certainly has benefited from
his experience and coaching abilities . This was evident in a
game against Middle Country that garnered them a 12-5
victory . Not content to rest on their laurels, the players
could be seen every day on the field, preparing for the
rigors of the game and future opponents.
The JV-9 team was just as skilled, practicing relentlessly
and working on the skills to prepare them for varsity status.
They had picked up all the fundamentals as well as playing
with a style that was exciting to watch. It will be interestinq
to see what accolades the lacrosse teams can bring to Bay
Shore in the years to come.
-

Luis Solano

JV9 (standing)Michael Caruana, Gouin Farrell, Chris DeMarco. Joe Po:.,/lico. Mike Graziano. Coach
Mr M. Spruyr, (middle)Rob Trgcr, Mike Leone, Kyle Glynn , Keilh Gordon. ick Senecal, Rob
oelsch, Billy ardone. Jesse Corsini, Kellan o· 'er/1: (sitt~ng)Michael Fraccaluieri, Moses Hernandez
David Cahill, Kieran Quinn, Joel VanHouten. and Hunter Rock.
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(top)C J Leary makes his way past a defender from Walt Whitman
and heads towards the goal.
VARSITY: (aboue)(standing)Coach Mr. T Cox. C.J. Leary. Matt
Coughlin. Matt Padden. Dan Opisso. Pat McCurdy, Pat Kunnmann ,
Matt Malakoff, Coach Mr. J. Sag/; (kneeling)Andy Rotolo. Junior
Barbera, Pat Winter. Chris Opisso. Tom Hudson . Joe Coughlin,
Jason Velazquez.Bryan Zimolka : (sitting)Bobby Delagi. Chris Barto.
Gerard Boucher, Tom Hudson , Dayne Lynch. and Pete Retta/iata.

Starting their season with a mandatory seven minute and
thirty second mile the girls' lacrosse teams were set to defend
their Long Island Champion title from 2000. Led by Varsity
and J.V. coaches Mr. J. and Mrs. A. Pfeffer along with Ms. K.
Greene, these girls took the bull by the horns and dedicated
themselves to greatness. By being focused during a hard two
hour practice everyday, the goals the players set out to
accomplish were obtained.
The success of these girls was attributed to their hard work
and continuous effort to better themselves both on and off the
field. After school extra help was a must everyday. From two
to two thirty, any member of the team could be found
brushing up on classroom lessons or finishing up her homework. "Not only does extra help keep our grades up, it also
allows us to complete our homework before practice- making
it easier to relax at night," stated senior Jeanette Dunnigan.
With seven returning seniors, these players were able to
achieve anything they put their minds to. Any hopes and
aspirations they had were made possible. Throughout their
season, these girls proved that hard work does, in fact, pay
off.
-

J. V: (aboue)(sitting)AIIison Pascale. Amanda Factor. Dawn Sicari, Jami
Lopinto. Vanessa Ruiz. Carina Van Houten: (kneeling)Danielle Catalano.
Charlene Llouet. Cassre Robinson. Michele Virga . Alicia Henn. Candice
Konior, Katie Hunter. (standing) Coach Ms. K. Greene. Jessica Matherson.
Tiffany Souhrada, Amy Nardone, Stehanie Miranda, and Kelly Knussman.
(above left)Hillary Flanagan looks to pass the boll to a teammate.

Maggie Meehan

VARSITY: (sitting)Katy Delagi, Kim Sabiston, Lauren Ciuardi. Tanya
Fuchs. atasha Fuchs: (kneeling)Jessica Arrigo, Morgan Schneller. Rafaela
Trinidad. Christina LaPenta, Erin Riordan, Hillary Flanagan. Whitney
Boulton. Masino Longo: (standing)Jaclyn McAllister. Maggie Meehan. Vanessa Miranda. Jeanette Dunnigan. Laura Cavallo. Kristie Leggio and
Coach Mrs. A. Pfeffer. (missing) Brittany Jensen. Kaitlin Leggio and Jessica
Wiegand.

Girls' Lacrosse
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The Marauder
started its season
one goal in
mind- to win the League and County titles. Coming off a great season
last year the teams' coaches, Mr. A. DiOrio and Mr. M. Pasca, as
well as seven seniors including captains Rich Yanatos and Dave
DeSario, led the team into a new and hopeful season . With eight
returning starters, the eleven prospective players fought for the eight
remaining varsity spots. After the tryouts concluded, the sixteen
player team set the tone for the season that lay ahead. Although the
start of the season was plagued with bad weather, the team continued
to give it its all. Despite practicing and playing the first few games in
the frigid weather, the team fought on. The season started off with a
three game series against the tough Commack Cougars. In the season
opener many predicted that the Marauders would be slaughtered, but
ready to take on the challenge, they surprised many critics and proved
what Bay Shore baseball was all about. They fought hard and never
gave up in a disappointing 2-1 defeat.
The J.V. team coached by Mr D. McMannaway stated that there
were a lot of young prospects coming up from the Middle School. He
was very surprised how the young players were responding to his
coaching strategies. He predicted a winning season for the young and
upcoming varsity players. This season proved to be very successful for
both Varsity and J.V. teams.
-

Dave Sevier

VARSITY· (standing}Anthony Mauro, K C. Armstrong. J.R. Torres, Coach A D10no. Coach
M Pasco, Dave McGlone, Spencer Crandell, (kneeling}Justin Manfredo, Andrew Cauaganro.
Dave Garcia, FranciS Leahy, Pete Russell, R1ch Yanatos. Dave DeSano, (s•ttlng)Matt

~J.,:~:b:]= K••&rr-•. ~II G~
ood

J. V.: {standing)Tom fa anello. Eddie Owen, Billy Gaine. Brian McLaughlin. Dan Carrero. Jason Melendez. Wes Eaton. Coach D. McMannaway;
{kneeling)Chris Novelli, Mike Kytoski. Kyle Coyne. Fabian Gomez. Tim
Finnerty. Ryan Finn. Michael Dolan: {sitting)Bryan Himaya, Brett Berry,
and Bobby Narvaez.

(top)Andrew Cauaganero watches the ball fly through
the a1r in hopes of a safe base hit.
(aboue)K.C. Armstrong driues in what could be the
game's winning run .

(top)Rich Yanatos waits for the deliuery from the Commack pitcher
(middle)Captain Daue DeSario swings past a tough pitch .
(aboue)Kyle Sarrapede squares off to bunt the ball down the first base
line.

Baseball
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The girls' and boys' track teams kept up the pace as they continuously
broke records while setting new ones and making history at the same time.
Both teams have competed in All-County and All-State competitions for over
thirty years .
Under the coaching of Mr. S. Borbet and Assistant Coach Ms. N. Vickers,
the girls have accomplished a great deal. Despite the chilly weather, their first
meet was still a success. Lashing through the cold winds that swirled on the
outside of the track and pushing all the way to finish line, the 4xl team,
consisting of Nikki Jackson Latrice Ewing, Lateisha Ellerbe, and Pecious
Moore, ran with grace and power to finish first in their heat. Ebony Jones also
ran a great race and placed second in the 200 meter race. She placed fifth in
the 400 intermidiate hurdles. The 4x8 team, consisting of Shayna Staton,
Kellie Castro, Christine Williams, and Katie Malpigli, also won first place.
The boys also had a fantastic year. They qualified for Winter County
Championships and took second place in League Championships. Senior
Keldon Walker and junior Edmund Palermo qualified for Nationals. Keldon
stated, ' It feels pretty good to qualify for such a grand event!" Ed said, "I'm
proud to be apart of such a great team!" Coaches Mr. J. Degnan and Mr. R.
Me Glynn stated, "This has been an awesome year! The guys worked hard all
year round; they deserved nothing but the best!" The teams feel that their
strong team chemistry was the key to their success.
-Crystal Fauntleroy
(top right)Runners from the girls
team leaues opponents from
orth Babylon in the dust
(right)BOYS (standing)Coach Mr.
J. Degnan . Edmund Palermo.
Mike Taylor. Keldon Walker,
Robert Chaney, Patrick Mills. Joe
Siteram. Adam Shaue. Joe Mills.
Umair Iqbal. Jemel Wilson. Daniel
Jaisle, Shonari Jackson. Chris
Turner. Sam Mickle , Coach Mr.
R . McGlynn : (kneeling)Xauier
Goodwin . Joe LaPuma. Phil
Richenberger . James Conlon.
Luke Gliganic, Maurice Henderson, Mike Greg. James Araujo.
Vincent Ezzahri. Keith Hinnant.
Tarari Walker , Andrew Martain .
Rick Chapman ; (sitting}Cory Harris. Ori Hossain , Brian Hinrichs .
Chris Poche. Ryan McGaruey.
A.J. Russolello and Rob Polke.

r
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(top left!Pat Mills JUmps the hurdle
flawlessly.
(top right) Ryan McGarvey practices his
pole uau/t for a meet.
(left)GIRLS (standing)Coach Ms. A
Mauri, Ryan Hoffman. Julianne
Mahoney, Kellie Castro. Danica
Dupey.
ikki Jackson. Stephan1e
Webber. Shayna Staton. Latrice Ewing. Mary Liz McCurdy. Allison Zaffuto. Katie Green. Beth Sabastion.
Emily Mason. Coach Mr S Borbet:
(kneeling)Courtney Taylor. Kristen
Matherson. Gabrielle Manthos. Laura
Cummings. icole &ifo. Lateisha Ellerbe.
adine
auarro. Michelle
Sanchez. Christine Sanuil. Ebony
Jones. Kay/a Chin, Precious Moore,
Courtney Wise: (sitting)Shanna Pagan. icole Allison. Lori Blum. Marie
Smith. Lace Widrow, Jessica Aluarez,
Verla Roberts. Michelle Russo, and
Lisa San Pascual

Spring Track
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What a great season it was for the softball teams!
Coached by Mr. J. McGowan and Mrs . J. Hulse, the girls
did a terrific job this season . The girls gave it their all. They
worked a great deal towards keeping their reputation of
being the best. Practicing in the early morning and after
school at Fifth Avenue School helped them to build up their
strength and the confidence they needed in order to stay on
top. The girls worked to the best of their ability during the
practices and benefitted greatly. Coach McGowan was able
to see where each girl belonged out on the field based to
their abilities shown in try-outs . Everyone contributed to the
team in their own way.
The girls were anxious to start a new season so that they
could show off their skills. Many girls tried out but, wanting
to keep the team's award winning record, only few made it.
The team worked hard out on the field and academically.
As in most after school activities, each player was required
to maintain a high grade point average in order to stay on
the team . T earns in later years will have a lot to work for to
keep up with the winning record of multiple State Championships.
-

Carolina Marin

Varsity: {standing)K1mberely Russell. Chrtstma Burnham. Molly McNulty. Kerionn McGarvey, Jasmery Po
lanco. Mr J_ McGowan: (kneeJ,ng)Loura Whitlock. Caitlin Arbeiter Jennifer McLean. Euo Noelsch. Jennifer
Martinez. (SJttlng}Karie Romeo. Lauren Betmelli, and Haley M1rrer

(right centerJCoach McGowan give the girls a pep talk before an important game

t
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(top left)Lauren Bettinelli prepares to throw a pitch and strike out the
opposing batter.
(top right)Kimberely Russell hits the ball and heads for first base.
(aboue)JV: (standing}Wallis Suda , Trecia Sibley , Amy Armstrong, Erin
Murray , Jenna Savino , Kelly Christie, Trisha Paredes , Coach Mrs. J.
Hulse; (kneeling}Erica McLean , Nicole Henry , Krystal Colon, Melissa
Manko , Casey Velardo ; (sitting)Ashley Gosk, MaryBeth Puccio , Meghan
Kunnmann , and Gina Eilers.

After school each day, the boys' tennis teams were
seen pushing themselves harder than ever before. The
boys were required to stretch, run the perimeter of the
school and concentrate on their indivual performance
with drills. Coaches J. Carney and Mr. Kouate concentrated on developing better teams for this year's season.
With the graduation of many seniors last year, the tennis
teams lost many valuable players. However, the boys
that moved up have made up for the loss. Last year, AllLeague winners, Peter Titus, a junior who also received
All County, and senior Rob Romanzi shared their knowledge and helped the team to prosper. "Our goal was to
develop and groom the younger players for the next year
or so," said Coach Carney. "We have a young team."
The team was joined by middle school sudents Trevor
Romanzi, Brian Leddy, Nabeel Ashfah, Mike Killen and
Will Arbeiter, who along with the other players proved
themselves to make up a great team. Sophomore Evan
Hess, proudly exclamed, "Bay Shore is the best!"
-

TENNJS:(sitting)Brian Lessy. Mike Killeen . Nabeel Ashfaq: (kneeling)Adam
Wolfhal. Rodrigo Misle. Jason Long, Corey McLaughlin . Tom Falconer.
Michael Fojas. (standing)Guy Lepore. Euan Hess. Aaron Terr. Matt Phillips.
Peter Titus. Brendan Haag. Ryan Fogarty. and Coach Carney.
(aboue)Adam Wolfhal prepares to hit the ball and score another point.

Jessica Frisina

(aboue)Peter Titus giues it his all as he sends the ball ouer the net.
(top right)Senior Rob Romanzi serues the ball. smiling because he knows
it will be a success.

Boys' Tennis
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Battling raging winds, dropping temperatures , and opponents
t would not give up, the boys' and girls' winter track teams ran
a fire under their feet and the song of winning in their hearts.
'It is hard to train outside, but it helps us with the way we run."
Keldon Walker, co-captain of the boys' team. For practices,
ran outdoors, but their meets were indoors giving them the
f\clva.nt<~qe. Practicing in such harsh weather made them tough
F••vu,~·· to race in any type of environment.
In the beginning of the season the teams were predicted to win
county championship. With the return of many runners from
year, the stage was set for another season of wins for Bay
• ...,lhn1rt:J . Living up to the expectations of the year, the teams had
first meet on the ninth of December where, not only did they
well in the standings, but the judges of the meet also said that
Shore had the best proformance out of all of the leagues that
l c<)mpeted. Excelling in the mid-distance races, consisting of the
0, 600, 800, and mile, the teams placed in the top five in most
the events.
For most of the athletes running was in their blood. It is what
loved to do. With their talents and goals they ran to win, and
win they did.
-

Michael Di Matteo

BOYS' TEAM · (top row)Coach Me Glynn. James Araujo. Brain Haag. Jamel
Wilson. Joe Mills. Joe Sitaram. Pat Mills. Mike Tayler, Jay Gomez. Bill Bettinelli,
Jim Ferguson. Aaron Tomson, and Coach Degnan: (middle row) Luke Higanic. Joe
Lambert. Vincent Ezzahri. Tauary Walker. Michael Gregg. ick Maugeri. Petter
Maio. Rob Reith. and James Conlon. (bottom row) A J Rossello.
Valdimir Bercy. Cris Gordon. Jon Forde, Pob Plotke. Chris
Poche, Keith Gordon. Ryan Creamer. and Jordon Zimolka.

%
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Winter Track

GIRLS' TEAM: (top row)Coach Ms. N Vickers. Jaclyn Me Allister. Katie
Greene. Kristen Matherson . Kim Portier. Shayna Staton. Nora Feeney. Caitlin
Moreira. Julianne Mahoney. Cnsten William. and Coach Mr. S. Borbet.
(middle row) Jessica Wiegand. Ricalya Brissett. Gina Lodato. Precious Moore.
Gabby Manthos. Katie Romeo. Alex Wojcik. Emily Mason. and icole Scifo.
(bottom row) Ryann Hoffman. Alex Voorhees. Erica Nazano. Vanessl
Remirez. Courtney Tayler. Christen Sainzil. and Kaitlyn Taggart.

(top left)Kristen Matherson. Gabby Manthos. and Katie Romeo hangout together
to relax before their meet begins.
(top)Chris Poche dashes down the track trying hard to win the race.
(aboue left)Ricalya Brissett races over the hurdles to finish high in the standings.
(aboue right)Joe Sitaram sets up for the shotput throw.
(left)Nicole Scifo shows off her winnmg hurdling form for the crowds. ~

Winter Track
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"I could have danced all night " proclaimed Eliza Doolittle played by Senior
Katie Draycott in the spring musical production of "My Fair Lady". The story of a
common woman who eventually found love in the conservative and pompous
Henry Higgins played by Ian Swank, class and the art of speech was the highlight
of the theatrical year. With the memorable and crowd pleasing songs "A Little Bit
of Luck" and "Get Me to the Church On Time" sung by James Moreira, the
crowds were put into a frenzy of cheers and whistles. The play, directed by Mr. J.
D'Antoni, was a huge success."We put a lot of hard work into the show. All of us
felt that it was a great accomplishment," said senior violinist Michelle Capobianco,
who performed in her fourteenth pit orchestra. Chorus member Jessica Frisina
added, "All the hard work and dedication definitely paid off."
The show would not have been complete without sets that could have matched
the splendor of the story. That was the job of the crew. Advised by Mr. M. Bicknell
a crew of eight were given the challenge. With the artistic ability of many hours of
hard work put in by all, the sets took on a life all their own.
With the combination of great acting, wonderful sets, beautiful dancing choreographed by Mrs. S. Brenner, a pit orchestra directed by Mr. D. Persia, and the
magnificent vocal teachings of Dr. C. Morrow, the 2001 production of "My Fair
Lady" went down as one of the best shows to grace the stage at Bay Shore.
-

Michael Di Matteo

(top right)lan Swank and Katie Draycott sing "The Rain in Spain" when Eliza finally
understands how to say the words correctly.
(aboue)Katie Draycott rejoices a.s she proclaims. "I could have danced all nrght. "
(right!James Moreira tries to get /it•e pounds from Professor Higgins for allowmg his
daught(r to ·tay there
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(top)The orchestra, with instruments m hand, gets ready to start the show off H'lth a bang.
(middle above) The servant chorus. consisting of Sarah Moskowitz, Jessica Frisina, Liz Suda.
Lisa Delvecchio. and Brittney Hansen. comfort Professor Higgins as he tries to teach
how to speak like a lady.
(above)Members of the backstage crew plan the set changes before a long night of rehearsal
begins.

Musical
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For those who had the chance to watch the basketball
teams
dance on the courts, they were privy to some of the best games
seen anywhere on the Island. Whether shooting on the three point
line, making a drive to the net , or blocking an opponent's shot, they
played their hardest everytime. They played tirelessly and always
aimed to win . The fans played a part in their success as well, as they
set a standard of unparalleled support. Often times they threatened to
bring down the gym solely on clapping , stomping and cheering.
ensuring that the opposition would think twice if it ever took the
Marauders lightly.
Inspired by coach Mr . K. Parham, the Varsity team put a great deal
of effort into every game. It was a close game against Brentwood right
up to the end when the final score of 63-73 echoed the Marauder
defeat. The loss , however, actually motivated and stoked the
uncontrollable competitive fire burning in every player and the team
came back more enthusiastic for the next game; turning in a good
season for the year.
The JV team , coached by Mr . M. Carter, also chipped in, training
and practicing hoping for success. "We have a good team ," said
freshman Chris Turner, a JV player. "Looks like we'll be going
undefeated this year." All the schools who dared to challenge them
were given a lesson on how to play the game. The Marauders lived up
to all expectations as they played hard and left no man untested.
-

Luis Solano

JV(standing) Myke / Owens . Chris Turn er. Isaiah Stanton . Brandon Lassiter,
Jamaal Wilson. Andre Leach . Wesley Eaton . Coach Mr. M. Carter; (kneeling)
Jamal
1· . Andre Talbert. C J Southerland , Shonari Jackson ,Jason
Me/end z . Maurice Bodot. Robert Tolbort and Brian Davis.
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(Above) JV9: (standing) Mike Dolan . Michael Ramos. Carlos Cruz,
Chris DeMarco, Brian McLaughlin , ick Senecal. David Cahill.
Charles Lewis. Coach Mr. R. Pashkin ; (sitting) Victor Gua/e, Bobby
Narvaez. Tyrone Robinson . Ben Carroll, David Fromayan . and
Jonathan Bryant.

(top)Aaron Cummings dishes a quick pass to Marcel Seymore.
(top nght)Admir Sejanic jumps high to gain possesion of the ball.
(aboue)VARSITY·(standing)Assistant Coach Mr P. Susskind, Dan Opisso.
Brendan Lassiter. Admir Sejanic. Marcel Seymore. C.J Leary. Chris
Bamfo. Coach K. Parham;(kneeling)Jeff Hudson, Frantz Dune/. Keith
Hinnant. Dave Farrell. Aaron Cummings. Juan Picardo. and Hristo Steuanov.

(top right)Tyrone Robinson gets passed his man to go in for the I
(above)Coach Parham gives his team a pep talk before the tip·off.
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The gymnasium was roaring with words of encouragement, hope, and success
afternoon when the girls' basketball players ran onto the courts for their
lpJ·actic,~s. Each one of them was motivated to win and had songs of victory in their
Varsity coach Mrs. F. Schmidt looked forward to another exciting season in her
year of coaching the team. The team also looked forward to the 2001
l se:as<m, especially with the assistance of All League player Makeeda Anderson and
. ,..r,.r;u,t;,ins Tanya Fuchs and Sharee Dowdell. This year ,the team had a new
from previous years. "There's a lot more team chemistry; we're more
lto~aeth€~r than ever," said Tanya Fuchs. After losing their first game to Walt
hitman, the girls had an outstanding comeback against Lindenhurst.
The JV girls could be found in the small gym daily practicing late into the
ng. All of the hard work and dedication from the teammates and Coach Ms .
. Smith paid off. In the beginning of the season the girls' had a record of two
and four wins. "We've grown more as a family since the beginning of the
l seas<m." said Jessica Matherson. Molly McNulty also added, "We work well
her, and Coach Smith knows what she's doing." With assistance from
ins, Tiyonna Hammond, Evelyn Trinidad and Nakeshia Hinnant, the team's
was to work well as a team and improve for next season.
The girls all proved that practice, dedication and team work can lead to success.
-

Jessica Frisina

JV: (kneeling)Liset Castro. Shanequa Williams. Evelyn Trinidad. Nakeshia
Hinnat , Amita Thielan: (standing)Raphaela Trinidad, Molly McNulty, Tiyonna

HJp."·

K;m Mooce. Jes,;;ca Mathmon. and Coach Sm;th. (m;,;ng'
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Allison Pascale. Jen Pelaez and Danielle Manus)

Girls' Basketball

VARSITY: (sitting)Tanya Fuchs. Makeeda Anderson and Lateisha
Ellerbe; (kneeling)Cassie Walters. Cassie Robinson. Latrice Ewing and
Jennifer Bailey; (standing)Jenette Bon, Tarsha Lewis. Evelyn Thom ·
as. Christina Burnham , Sharee Dowdell, Stephanie Webber, and
Rachael Collard.

(above left)Teammates Raphaela Trinidad. Evelyn Trinidad. and akeshia Hinnant get
together before the victorious game against Lindenhurst.
(top)Molly Me ulty shows off her skills while escaping a competitor.
(above)Makeeda Anderson drives to the basket to score two points for the team!
(left}Varsity captains Tanya Fuchs and Sharee Dowdell

%
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The wrestling season started off with a bang! The team wasted
no time in preparing for the league season and quickly jumped into
tournaments all around the east coast. With eight place finishers
which include Sean Knapp and John Cummings, the varsity team
placed fifth among the top-ranked teams in the State. Their
impressive record set the tone for another great season. When the
team went to Disney World to wrestle in the K.S .A. Duels, it placed
first among the seven teams, annihilating the competition. The
team began its league season with already having eight duel meets
under their belts.
With ten returning varsity starters, this young team set out to
accomplish something that hadn't been done in fifteen years- to win
the League II championship two years in a row .
The JV and JV2 teams, coached by Mr. J. Leggio and Mr. P.
Fusco had a great season, wrestling hard and keeping the beat alive
while the varsity team was attending competitions around the
country. The two teams continued practicing and strived to better
themselves individually as well as a team . The varsity coach, Mr.
M. Porcelli described the teams as '' A great group of guys who can
do it all ."

-

Dave Sevier

Wrestling: (first row)Matt Galfano. Sean Knapp. Kalen Stickelman. Andrew Gibbons.
Billy Knapp. John Cummings, Mike Mielko. Tom Bliss. Jessie Tosini. Pat Smith; (second
row) Joe Posil/ico, Jamie Grijalva, Kevin Miller, Joe Tortorici, Derek Jackson. Tim
Christie, Mike Fraccalvieri, Max Manthos, Jose Murillo , Eddie Owen;
(third row) Pete Morici, Adam Wolfthal. Dave Sevier, Dan Galfano,
Mickey Muir, Gavin Farrell. and Xavier Goodwin.
102 Wrestling

(top)John Cummings sinks a bar arm en route to his tenth
straight victory.
(above)Dave Sevier locks up a cradle to win his quick match in
only 42 seconds

Bill Knapp, Jamie Grija/ua and Dan
Ga/fano, shake hands with Copaigue 's captains proir to
battle

(top) Bill Knapp works for a stand up against one of Copaigue 's better wrestlers.
an escape.
(aboue)Dan Galfano works hard for a good po ition.

Wrestling
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With the commencement of the season, the bowling team jumped off
to a good start, tying last season's record for wins merely midway
through the season. While they lost two seniors last year to graduation,
the remaining seniors stepped up and proved their leadership to the rest
of the team. "Co-Captains Peter and Kimberly Russell have done an
amazing job leading this team on the right track, ' said team member
Adam Shave.
With their team motto, "Fill the Frames," the team went out this year
and defeated teams that crushed them last year. The team's younger
members from the middle school proved that age does not matter by
quickly becoming the driving force that set the team's momentum into
high gear. Nathaniel Clench, a seventh grader, proved very worthy to
the team maintaining a 200 average throughout the season. However,
the bowling team's success will not end this year, for they were a young
team, primarily composed of sophomores with only a few eleventh and
twelfth graders, and potential lies within their youth. This was a year of
reconstruction for the bowling team, but spirits are high in anticipation of
the years to come and the success that lie ahead for them.

-

Derick Martin

BOWLING (standing)Nathaniel Clench , Nicholas Achillo. Theodore Clench ,
Nicole Let1zia, Sean Rodriguez, and Coach A. Cantore:(kneeling)Craig Mac. hael Gortakowski, Adam Shave, Kenny Wilcox, and Kenny
issing: Christine McGivern , Pete Russell and Kim Russell.)
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(top)Co·Captain Pete Russell concentrates on the head pin as he winds
up to hurl the ball down the alley.
(above)Christine McGivern and Peter Russell take a break and look on
after a difficult frame .

For several years, the members of the Roller Hockey team tried their
hardest to form into a competitive sport. Finally, two years ago, the kids
who now make up the team were successful. They recreated hockey at Bay
Shore. Coached by Mr . W. Eggert and led by seniors Tanya Fuchs, Adam
Valazquez, and Bo Panchal, this young team of ten had aspirations not only
to achieve their goals, but also to score hat tricks. Their optimism during
the season allowed them their most desired goal- to have a great time
playing. With the wind in their faces and the slapping sticks on the floor
creating a rhythmic beat, they learned to waltz over their opponents and
rise to victory . "Our success comes from the hard work me and my team
put into our practicing. That allowed us to unify and reach to our maximum
potential,''said Adam Valazquez.
The J.V. team, coached by Mr. Bassett, also played on a competitive
level. The team was composed of ninth and tenth grade students who were
looking to one day join the varsity team. The two teams practiced at
Sacramento State Park, as well as the Sports Arena in Smithtown. Their
game schedule was gruelling for the players with some games running as
late as midnight and sometimes on school nights. But the dedication from
the players proved that the game times weren't important. Throughout the
season, the team dazzled Bay Shore with its grace and success.
-

.

(top)Robert Kunz brings the puck in to the offensive end.
(aboue)ROLLER HOCKEY. Mr. S. Boucher, Coach Mr. W Eggert. Robert
Kunz. Tanya Fuchs. Michael Rossiello. Adam Velazquez, Shane Boucher,
Christopher Dare , Michael De Natale. Mr. R. Kunz;(kneeling)Bo Poncha/
and Eric Ehmer.

-~
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Margaret Meehan

1 L_- ~ , . .

Shane Boucher takes the puck through the neutral zone and looks
to make a pass to an open teammate.
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Dr. f:.dmund f razrer, Prin ipal
Cia 1d Ka man, Ph
f d Chair
Mrchael Maltone ,
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Gregory Nardone. Vice President Jerry Berka, President Randolph Kirchner, Kevin Kelly
Supenntendent of Schools Dr. Evelyn Blose Holmal'), Mary Louise Cohen
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Congratulations!
Class of 2001
We hope that you have come to
the point where in every phase o
your life, you will be able to make
moral and responsible choices by
asking, 11What do I think?" rather
than 11What does that book say?" or
What does the teacher say?"
Good Luck in all your future endeavors.
11

Edmund Frazier, Principal
Lisa Decker, Assistant Principal
Steven Maloney, Assistant Principal
Academics 109

Concetta Acunzo
Amy Argall
Jeannie Arami
Louis Bat amo
Gayle Bellafiore
Michael Bicknell

William Blackman
Arlene Boeree
Stephen Borbet
Kathleen Bonnici

rt(!ht)Art Club· stand111q
Mr J Sc:nto. . atasha
Thohan. Karen Hernandez,
Lws Solano. Laura Harr;ey.
Andrew Jota. Lauren Slat
tery,Sean Riley, C I Giner
os, Mark Christofondrs
(kneelmg)Aphrodite Montal
vo, Bethany Sullivan Alii
son Costello. Mary Blarr.
Jessrca Dr Pietro. Katre Anderson, Am Katz.(nght
center) Justine LaMantia
adds the finishing touches to
her pamtrng whr/e Kate An
derson looks on.
(bottom nght)Audris Santa
Cruz and Mtcile/le Posner
take a snack break before
contmumg their prOJects.
(far ngilt)l.auren Slattery,
Laune Hughes. Steplwnte
Tannenbaum. Kevin Coste/
lo. Jesstca DrPretro and
Bethany Sullivan hate no
qualms about gettmg down
and dirt!f.

Patri ia Brandl
Geoffrey
Broadhur; t
Damian Bradt y
Barbara Brown
Reynard Burn
Beverly Butler

Carol Calia
Anthony Cannata

Art Club
The Art Club was never more popular than this year as student
turnout was high to flock to a place where they could work on
personal projects, beautified the school, or just spent time with
friends while enhancing artistic prowess. Although first impressions
labeled it a local hangout, it managed to teach those looking to
major in Art in the future or students working to keep their grades
up.
All this took place under the watchful eye of Mr. J. Scinto who
enjoyed getting to know the students and helping them with any
problems or questions that they might have had. "Art Club is a
place where we try to complete projects, both personal and
professional, for the sake of the school.'' he said. His second in
command was Art Club president, senior Jessica DiPietro. She
proved throughout the year that she was dedicated to making sure
artists in the school got the credit and respect they deserved. "It's
time people took Art Club more seriously," she said. "Now we're
more organized and people can expect to see our work throughout
the year, we're going to leave a lastmg impression in this school. '
She did just that as the club gathered club members and students
from other art classes together to contribute to such events as the
Junior Prom and the annual Summit. Indeed, the Art Club was
destined to leave a lasting impression for years to come.
-

Luis Solano
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Ms. Kauer
Retires
For thirty years, Ms. K. Kauer served Bay Shore High
School as a gym teacher as well as the Girls' Varsity Field
Hockey coach. Ms. Kauer had the opportunity to reach out
to teen athletes year after year. She gave her students the
skills of playmg sports, being competitive, and learning how
to apply lessons involving teamwork, dedication and cooperation to their everyday lives.
After achieving countless accomplishments, Ms Kauer
walked out of Bay Shore knowing that the lives she had
touched over the years benef1tted greatly from her dedica
tion to her students. Her intense thirty year career reflected
a plethora of memories of championship games and great
players that w11l remain with her for the rest of her life. She
will never forget memories such as the Class A Championship of 1992 where an overtime game took two days and
136 corner shots for Bay Shore to rise above its opponent
and become victorious. Her contributions to our district
were numerous and will be remembered in her motto:
"Botb on and off the field, give one hundred percent and
play to the whistle .,
Some of her time after retiring will be spent trying to help
others do community service and volunteer work. Ms.
Kauer will also be brushing up on her tennis and learnin.9
how to improve her golf stroke.
-
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Mrs. Sause
Retires
With over three decades of teaching under her belt, Mrs.

J. Sause could fill an impressive resume of classes and
experience. Her career started in 1967 when she began
teaching English at Bay Shore Middle School. In doing so,
she began an amazing and memorable career in the educational field. Her career was interrupted for a few years
when she took time to start her family. When she returned.
she taught a variety of classes over the years ranging from
Creative Writing to ninth grade honors English. One year,
she even taught math. Mrs. Sause never once regretted her
choice of career. ''I had always wanted to be a teacher. and
I was never prouder than I was the day I became one," she
said.
Mrs. Sause is going to miss the High School that she
came to know and love. "I will miss sharing funny. frustrating, and friendly moments with my friends and colleagues,
as well as the excitement of introducing new ideas to my
students and watching their growth," she stated. After
retiring. Mrs. Sause plans to engulf herself in several
different activities, such as pursuing a career in vocal music,
traveling, and gardening. Her students will remember her as
a person of honesty and integrity who tried to foster
excellence.in each person who entered her classroom.
Sause takes a short break from researchrng a topic for her next English
-

Derick Martin
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Guidance
Along with the new school year came many changes in the Guidance
Department. With a new chairperson, Mrs A. Stabler, and four new
counselors, Mr. E. Fallon, Mr. A Utrecht, Mrs. M. Cardone and Mrs. N.
Milkowski, they all worked hard together to achieve the department's three
goals.
This year. the Guidance Department wanted to make students aware of
the link between success in the high school and college. They also wanted
to increase the number of seniors who applied for college and helped them
to receive numerous scholarships and student loans. They kept seniors
informed of any type of financial aid that became available to them and
college programs that met their interests and future careers. Their
concentration wasn't primarily on the graduating class. The counselors also
held meetings with all grades to help them better prepare for college. They
held assemblies to help the upperclassmen become more aware of certain
programs, like the Student Registry. In addition, the four new counselors
wanted to get to know their students and form a better student-counselor
relationship.
In her new position, Mrs. Stabler's goal for the year was simple; she
wanted to create a connection of services with the Middle School and make
the Guidance Department a part of the academic community.With this in
mind she and the other three veteran guidance counselors, Mr L. Balsamo
Mrs K. Bonnici, and Mrs C. Francis, worked hard to achieve their goals and
helped guide the new counselors to great careers at the high school.
-

Dave Sevier
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(top right)John Ivancovich smiles nervously as
he takes a second to
begin.
(center right)Arendse
Paige, Nikki Jackson.
Justine LaMantia, Jeff
Hudson. Jessica Di
Pietro, Matt Philips,
and Elizabeth Suda
congradulate each other on a great performance.
(bottom right)Justine
Lamantia. Nikki Jack
son and Arendse Pmge
work together to act
out Nikki's Senior Moment.
(jar right)Emma Katz
shares her talented
writing with the audi
ence.
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Writing Their Song
The Poetry Slam and Senior Moments play was a great success.
Students worked hard to prepare for each thrilling event. The Senior
Moments role players, Arendse Paige, Nikki Jackson, Justine LaMantia,
Jeffrey Hudson, Matt Phillips, Jessica DiPietro and Elizabeth Suda, were
carefully selected after submitting their ''Senior Moments" essay. The
essay topic asked what their most memorable moment was in their school
career. The essays discussed such topics a fear, realization, overcoming
obstacles and growing up. The group rehearsed several hours with director
Jason Jacobs. He helped each individual student by giving them ideas on
how to make their writing come to life. The seniors involved in the role
playing composed their own scripts and performed the real life situations
that were most memorable to them . The younger members of the audience
found that they were able to relate the performance to their own life
experiences and stressful situations throughout their teenage years.
The Poetry Slam was another huge success. Students were compelled to
share their written works with other student poetry lovers in the Little
Theater. The poems were diverse and covered topics such as love,
romanticism, and comedy. As the poems were being read, student musicians Jay Hansen and Vasilis Xikis shared their own expressions through
their guitar playing. Teachers also contributed, and read enlightening as
well as funny poems. They also read some of their students' creative
poetry. The audience listened attentively to each person who read. Both of
these events enabled students to express their thoughts and experiences
throught writing.
-

Margey Santana
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Advanced
Research
As the Advanced Research program continued for the second year, it took off with a
blast. The progam offers opportunity to engage in scientific research. Conducted by
Dr. R. Occhiogrosso, this 300 level honor class was made an option to all that wanted
to further their ~tudies in the subject of science. The team of sixteen was composed of
students from all different grades For those who couldn't fit it into their regular
schedule, there was an extra period of the class offered after school. Many of the
members prepared science projects to be entered in several fairs that took place
throughout the year. They attended competitions like the Science Olympiads and
Long Island Science Congress. Their special events for the year included a guest
speaker who discussed the advancement in techno y of the new MRI lab at
Stonybrook.
Even as the school year ended, the participating students chose to continue their
studies in the Advanced Research program. During the summer, the students
performed various experiments to earn credits from State University of New York at
Stonybrook and Albany. SUNY Stonybrook also gave the Bay Shore students access
to their library for information
The work in the summer was a lot more challenging. "This class was harder then
expected but in the end you learn to have fun and learn about things you never think
you learned," stated Nickolas Sciacca. Dr. 0 knew his students' potential and
anticipated that they would try to achieve higher goals. One of the proJects that they
took on was the S.T .. Search. The competition awarded students with top projects a
$100,000 scholarship to their future college. The top two students, seniors Kelly
Gloor and C.J. Gineros, are the most competitive students mvolved with the program
and aimed to win the top prize. These young composers of science put their time and
knowledge into the fair, placing very high against competing schools.

-

Anthony Basile
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Zaigham Abbas
Danielle M Abbate
Brandy M. Alexander
Paula A Alladin
icole Allison
Renzo J . Anch•rayco

Robert E. Arbaiza
Caitlin E Arbeiter
Thaishma Aska
Jenmfer A Bailey
Brittany Beardslee
Christopher Bergendorff

Thomas A. Beringer
Shaniqua Billups
Thomas Bliss
Jenette Bon
Marvin Bonilla
Donald Bottega

Gerard Boucher
James Brengel
EliJah D. Bnster
Autumn M Brown
Maurice Brown
Ryan D. Brown

Ieven R Bryson
Robert Bu)nowski
Terence Burgess
Christina Burnham
Maria S Cabrera
Megan Caiola

Blake C. Campbell
Jayme Cangelosi
Christopher Capobianco
Kathryn Castaldy
Damelle Catalano
Robert Chaney
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Meredith Chapman
Jacquelyn Chessman
Renee Cheung
Shivannah Chiatar
Michele A Christian
Sean Collins

Rachel Colon
James Conlon
Erica Corlitu
Spencer Crandall
Ryan Creamer
Talanda Cummings

Jennifer D'Auria
Shannon Daly
Evelyn De Jesus
Michael R. De Natale
Thomas Dein
Lisa Del Vecchio

Robert Delagi
Patricia Dionisio
Jessica Dorr
Nicole M Dunne
Vincent E. Edwards
Marcus L. Espinosa

La Trice Ewing
Vincent Ezzahri
James Ferguson
Michael Filiberto
Michael C Fo)3s
Jess1ca C . Frisina

Mark Gagliardi
Stanley Gebara
James W Godfrey
Jairzinho Gomez
Xavier Gomez
Alisha M Gonzalez

Juniors
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Fine Tempo
From the first day they returned from summer vacation, the juniors felt a sense that
they would be moving at a faster and more animated tempo. As upperclassmen, they
would b.e expected to set the ton~ for the underclassmen while working on their own
graduation and college requirements. This was their most important year of their high
school career. The juniors had to take the PSAT or ACT exams in preparation for
college. The grades they earned would be the most important grades universities take
into consideration on transcripts. The extra-curricular activities and sports they
participated in would be looked at very closely on their applications. Colleges pick
students who can make a difference and become involved in their campus, and
members of the Junior Class rose to that challenge.
This was the time to set a new tempo with an allegro pace and quickening vivance,
but the members of the class of 2002 showed that they could handle it. They enjoyed
their Junior Prom, showed their spirit at Homecoming, and displayed their class rings
with pride. The Juniors kept their spirit and involvement high and were able to keep
up with rhythm of the beat and set the tone for their future.
-

Lusia F. Gonzalez
Ronald R. Greene Ill
Alison M. Haas
Tiyonna Hammond
Hons Han
Brittney Hansen

Latisha Hart
Odessa A Hazley
Sean Henry
Eline Hernandez
Jonathan Hoffman
Robert Horan

Laurie B. Hughes
Norberto lbarrondo
Mia lvancovich
Derek Jackson
Daniel Jaisle
Giselle Jimenez

Dave Sevier

(far left)Erica Cor/ito reueiws her newspaper
a 1gnment for the Maroon Echo w1th Mr.
Flshon
(left)Jessica Leberer and Chad Powers relax
after an exhausting drama rehearsal.
(bottom /eft)Junlor Class officers. K11n Shores,
Steue Bryson, Kristen Scher. and Caitlin
Arbeiter. discu plans for the Junior Prom.
(be/ow)Joe Sitaram I ens LIP with mor Cait·
/in Moreira before track practice.

Rosa Jimenez
Damakia Johnson
lawrence Johnson
Ebony Jones
Joseph Kelly
Erica Klan

Jean-Pierre Kozak
Matthew Kroger
Robert Kwiatkowski
Catherine La Porte
Casey Lammens
Brandon Lassiter

Jessica Leberer
Tncia Leonhardt
Daniel Levenson
Deseree Lincoln
Elizabeth Lodato
Gina Lodato

Juniors
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Masina Longo
Edgar Lopez ·Jimenez
Leslie Lorenzo
Katie Malpigli
Berum Mamoor
Mathew Marran

Emily Frances Mason
Je sica K . Matherson
Jeanie Mattucci
Anthony Mauro
Robert Mauro
Chnstma Me Cue

Patrick Me Curdy
Lindsay M Me Laren
Je sica Melendez
Ronnie Rene Merrick
Danielle Meyers
Jennifer Mills

Patrick Mills
Vanessa Miranda
Justin Moreira
Jason E. Morel
Jessica Morgenstern
Peter Morici

Christopher Moshinskie
Sara Moskowitz
Aisha M uharrar
Mickey Muir
Darien Munnerlyn
Josue J. Murillo

Amy ardone
Angelma ardone
Jonathan azario
Tiffany C. ix
Eva oelsch
Daniel Oliveira

Eleanore E Owen
Jess1ca L. Pagan
Edmund Palermo
Adam Paniagua
Joseph T. Parkm
Mattew Pasmi

Jeremy A. Pena
April M. Persson
Jasmery A Polanco
Chad Powers
Eric J . Prezzano
Jerry Puccio

Briana Raimondo
Diana Karin Ram~rez
Luciann Ramkistodas
Nancy Ramos
Philip J . Reddy
Philip Reichenberger

Bruce Revis
Vanessa Reyes
Cheriesse R. Rice
Amanda Ridgeway
Peter J . Rizzo
Shawn Rock

Denise Rodriguez
Jessica R Rodriguez
Brian Rogan
Sheena Rogers
Karla Romero
Robert L. Rosa

John Rosabella
Andrew M. Rotolo
Abel Ruiz
Kimberly J. Sab1ston
Christine Samv1l
Joseph N Salzone

Mastering the Beat
Bands of all different musical types found success in the Bay Shore community. Seniors Jay Hansen, raig
Dauernheim, Derick Martin, and Thomas Dintrone, all of their respective groups won the hearts of their peers by
performing at sweet sixteens, coffee shops, Bar Mitzvahs and competitions. Without the support of the town's
businesses housing these gigs and the fans who attended them, these bands would have had no chance to get into the
public eye and make names for themselves. As a matter of fact, the bands gained so much popularity that two of the
fours bands have already completed their first CO's, and one of the four already climbed its way to the radio stations
of Long Island! Bands such as Vicious Intentions, Walking Home, Project Seven and Half Past Tomorrow not only
expressed themselves through their music but allowed their fans to as well . "Everyone loves to play and loves
music," said lead vocalist, Derick Martin of Vicious Intentions. "It was just a matter of combining the two and having
fun doing it." These bands made their own beat and hopefully their music will reach out beyond the borders of Bay
Shore.
(right)Playing lead guitar. Der·
ick Martin thrashes to the
heavy pulse of Vicious lnten ·
tions.
(far right)Holding the micro·
phone to his mouth, Vasilis
Xikis practices his solo for his
next performance.

Jeremy Samsundar
Lisa San Pascual
Claudia Sandoval
Manook Sarkisyan
Elizabeth Scalici
Kristen Scher

Anna Schneller
Christopher Schwartz
ickolas Sciacca
Kristianna Sennes
David Sevier
Marcel Seymore

Kevin Shea
Katie Shesh
Kimberly Shores
Billy Simmons
Joseph Sitaram
Lauren Slattery
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Margaret Meehan

(far left)Craig auernheim jumps to the
beat of his musrc and demonstrates his
own unique style.
(center)Jay Han en plays and sings at a
gig in the Milk and Sugar, a local coffee
shop in downtown.
(below)Eoon H
p ializes in jazz and
plays guitar for Walking Home.

Tame1ka malls
Barbara mith
Thomas Souhrada
Jody Spann
Cynthia Sparwell
Bryan pencer

Tia Stallworth
Macie lander
Shayna talon
De' chanelle tewart
lan Swank
Stephanie Tannenbaum

Taran Thohan
Tamera Thomas
Avery Thompson
Peter Titus
Joseph Torres Ill
Rafa Ia Trinidad
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(below right)Christopher Bergendorff reads a copy of the expnaded Maroon Echo while waiting for his class to begin .
(be/ow left)Danie/ Levenson discusses the meaning of a soliloquy from "Hamlet" with his classmates in English class.

Allison Tuft
Bebecca Tuthill

Carlos Vela
JasonVelazqeuz
Vannessa Verella
Michael Vitale
Anthony Vurro
Jarvts Walker

Ca sandra Walters
Wtlliam Warner
Jamal Westney
Kenneth Wilcox
Jamaal Wilson
Laura Wilson

Raymond Wilson
Jeff Wisniski
Lynn Woodward
Michael Yass
Enca Zagorski
Ali on Zayas
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{/eft)Edmund Palermo and Gerard Boucher add their ideas for the junior prom at
a class meeting
(below left)Jessica Pagan practrces her uiolin for an upcoming orchestra concert
(bottom left)Vanessa Miranda, Claudia Sandoval, and Maci Stander show their
"junror class spirit" while riding in the homecoming parade
(below)Joe Torres shows hrs lighter side during class.
(bottom right)Dressed as puppies from Disney"s "101 Dalmatrons. ··the juniors
catch a nde to the football game.
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Dancing T
Greeted by palm trees along the long red carpet leading to
the gym, the class of 2002 entered with the feeling of being
"superstars.' Featured by two spotlights the "Hollywood"
sign created by the Art Club was the artistic highlight of the
night. The walls were lined with life-sized Oscar awards. White
icicle lights made the gym glow. Pictures were taken in front of
backdrops of movie scenes.
The dance floor was never empty. Games and contests
were led by the OJ which added a different twist to the normal
prom. Dance music was played throughout the night providing an upbeat atmosphere for the students. The juniors
danced the night away.
With help from advisor, Mr. A. Sullivan, the Juniors
decided to take a different approach this year. Instead of
having parents donate food, the Milk and Sugar Cafe and
Sandellas restaurants were hired to cater the event. The
wraps, sandwiches, and snacks were a classy touch to the
evening. Many thanks went out to the sophomores who
served the food. Awards were presented to students for best
dressed, cutest couple, best dancer and best hair. The juniors
stood in anticipation hoping that the student judges nominated
them for these awards. The night, full of fun and stardom was
definitely one to remember!
-

Jessica Frisina

Erica Cor/ito. Danielle Catalano. Caitlin Arbeiter and Lisa Del Vecchio show
off their gowns.
136 Junior Prom

(top)A/1 of the juniors enjoy themselves as the DJ plays the1r
favorite songs
(above)Junior Class President, Kim Shores, dances with her date
Joey Coughlin during the romantic evening.

The Beat

(top left)Vanessa Reyes and her date take a break from the dance floor.
(top right)Maria Manzano sits and enjoys the decorations in between dances .
(/eft)Renee Cheung. Barbara Smith and Cynthia Sparwe/1 watch their classmates show
off their dance moues.
(above) The junior girls take advantage of the great Hollywood decorations.
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Elizabeth Acevedo
Jessica Acevedo
Lindsay Alexander
Allah Ali
Jenmfer Anderson
Katrina Anderson

Makeda Anderson
Justin Andrich
Diana Angel
Elizabet Angulo
Eduardo Antigua
Sylvie Apon

Jose Aracena
Erin Arizzi
Amy Armstrong
Gerard Arnoth
Jessica Arrigo
Patrick Ayers

Stephen Babyak, IV
Taner Badr
Amanda Barbera
Jeremiah Barbera
Holly Barcelo
Erin Barnett

Colin Barratt
Christopher Barto
Vincent Basile
Carolyn Bates
Brian Baxter
Cheavon Bell

Freddy Bernali, Jr
William Bettinelli
Maurice Bidot
Lori Blum
Tina Boggs
Betty Boucher
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Whitney Boulton
Megan Bowler
Shanri Branch
Rachel Brandt
Ricalya Brissett
Takisha Bryan

Ava Bryant
Teddy Burgos
Joy Burke
Joseph Burton
Amanda Buttacavoli
Jessica Callard

Brandon Campbell
Jason Campbell
Cassandra Campo
Thomas Canale
Knsten Carey
Daniel Carrero

Henrick Casanova
Julianne Castelbuono
Courtney Castellano
Maria Castillo
Kellie Castro
Matthew Cavagnero

Laura Cavallo
Matthew Cerny
Lecretia Charles
Kenyonna Chatman
Daniel Chavez
Stefanie Chicas

Kayla Chin
David Cinque
Lauren Civardi
Andrew Clark
Dale Classen
Theodore Clench

Drew Clyne
Paul Colabella
Jennifer Colon
Krystal Colon
Gina Cordasco
Renatto CorneJO

Louis Corsini
estor Costa, Jr
Thomas Costello
Kyle Coyne
Ryan Crosthwaite
John Cummings

Embarrassing Moments
Every student has had to live through an embarrassing moment at least once in his lifetime. Whether it was getting up in front
of a class and having his voice crack in the middle of a word or realizing that he had forgotten to zip his pants when getting
dressed, males, as well as females, have been mortified at one time or another. While some of the responses to our survey were
very humorous, they couldn't be printed in the yearbook because that only would add to the person's embarrassment.
According to James Moreira, his most embarrassing moment came while taking some books from his locker. He bent down
to get something from the bottom of the locker and ripped his pants along the seam of the seat. He had to wear a jacket tied
around his waist for the rest of the day . Ebony Jones said that while she was at cheerleading practice, she was moving to her
spot in the routine and stepped on Heather Haag's sneaker lace. The two of them tripped and ended up falling while
hysterically laughing. Diana Angel said that her most embarrassing moment happened as she was jumping into the family
swimming pool on a hot summer day . As she was leaping into the pool with her family watching her, her bathing suit top fell
off.
These embarrassing moments are funny now, but they didn 't seem that way at the time they occurred.
-

William Dahab
Denisse Dance
Christopher Dare
Matthew Dauernheim
Ajah Davis
Allison Davis

Brian Davis
Dana Dehlow
Michael Dell Isola
Steven Dell Isola
Larissa De Pietro
Elizabeth Diaz
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Carolina Marin

Juhe D~n1z
Richard D1xon
Vincente Dominguez
Michelle Doughty
William Doxey
Jessica Dufour

Christina Dunbar
Janelle Dunbar
Frantz Dune!
Danica Dupuy
Ian Dyrland
Eric Ohmer

(far left)James Moreira re nacts
his embarrassing moment.
(top) Diana Angel can't believe that
her top came off in front of her
whole family.
(left)Ebony Jones laughs hysteri·
cally as she remembers stepping
on Heather's foot.

Lateisha Ellerbe
Christopher Eppig
Thomas Falconer
Thomas Fasanello
Matthew Faust
Joseph Faz1o

Marisa Feldman
Lauren Ferruggiari
Theresa Fesefeldt
Lenny Filiberto
Ryan Finn
Timothy Finnerty
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Kerri Flanagan
Evelyn Flint
Caitlin Fogarty
Edwin Frias
ahiem Fulton
David Fuzie

Kerri Galasso
Daniel Garcia
Jason Garcia
Victor Garcia
Clifford Gerlak
Andrew Gibbons

Luke Gligamc
Fabian Gomez
Xavier Goodwin
Michael Gortakowski
Kaitlin Greene
Michael Griffin

Edith Grijalva
Brendan Haag
Corey Hall
Zhen Han
Corey Harris
Shebba Harns

Christopher Hart
Shari Hartman
Laura Harvey
Roger Healy Ill
Maurice Henderson
Alicia Henn

Karen Hernandez
Samantha Hernandez
Evan Hess
Bryan Himaya
Nakeshia Hinnant
Brian Hinrichs
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Juan Holgum
Christina Holly
Justin Holmes
Robert Homayoon
Dennis Hopper
Kenneth Hosek

Thomas Hudson
Mohammad Husamudeen
Mohammad lmran
Melissa Jackowski
Ruth Jean Baptiste
Jillian Johns

Timothy Johnson
Erik Johnson-Bryant
Andrew Joia
William Jordan
Brian Kahler
Karly Kavanagh
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Sean Kelly
Ann Khoan
William Klein
Sean Knapp
Candice Komor
Squire Krempa

Michael Kytoski
Chrystal Laikowski
Joseph Lambert
Danielle Lara
Jennifer Law
Colin Leary

Jullian Leftenant
Justine Lenihan
ery Leon
icole Letizia
Trevor Lewis
Corrine Lindstadt
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Falon Lioi
Joshua Lippert
Jamel L1verman
Gregory Llanos
Charlen Llovet
Christopher Locker

Tyler Lombardo
Jason Long
Cesar Lopez
Maria Lopez
John LoPinto
Dane Lynch

Popular Beats
Music was a major part of students ' lives throughout the day at school. It accompanied them on school trips , as
they jogged around the track, or even as make-up was being applied for a show. Tastes in music varied from student
to student with many favorite groups making the scene. Among some of the more popular performers enjoyed by
students were: Eminen , Limp Bizkit, N'sync and Mary J. Blige. Styles varied from one extreme to another. Some
underclassmen liked rap and alternative music while others preferred punk and pop. New on the scene and rising in
popularity were the unique styles of "emo," "ska," and "hardcore. " CD sales continued to skyrocket as music filled
everyone's lives and there was a style for every personality. Ricky Martin, Enrique lnglesia, and Christina Aguilera
were among some of the popular soloists with hit songs like '"Come on Over Baby," "Oops ... ," and "She Bangs."
With the creation of Napster on the internet, music became readily accessible to students, allowing them to download
their favorite songs and burn them onto CO's making their own mixes. Music will continue to play an important role
in the lives of students.
-

Craig MacKenzie
Waqas Mahmood
J ulianne Mahoney
Peter Ma io
Ruth Maldonado
Justin Manfredo

James Manheim
Melissa Manko
Maximillian Manthos
Dieso Manza no
Edward Margolies
Robert Margolies
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Michael Di Matteo

Mikieth Marks
Andrew Matnn
Jennifer Martinez
Anthony Masc1ana
K 'niqua Mayes
Lon Anne Mayor

Jaclyn McAllister
Brian Mcfadden
Christme McGivern
Brian McGuire
Erica Mclean
Molly Ann Me ulty

(top /eft)Aiex Cortez
listens to his fa vorite
music group after
school.
{bottom left)Jerry Puccio
uses the Internet to
compose a mix.
(/eft)While in the A rt
Club after school, Rony
Rodriguez allows Amber
Brown to listen to his
new CD

Anne Mehler
M1chael M1elko
Joseph L Miller
Stephanie Miranda
James More1ra Jr.
Michelle Morse

Erin Murray
Chnstian Muy
Anthony ardone
Timothy oon
Athanasios oussis
Douglas ovell
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Christopher ovelh
Colleen uttall
Tricia 0' Connell
Christopher Op1sso
Damel Opisso
Jennifer Ortiz

John Ortiz
Adam Otero
Brian Otte
Mathew Padden
Adriana Padilla
Richard Palazzo

Jorge Parra
Christoph Pasini
Willredo Peguero
Michelle Perez
Yohanna Perez
Matthew Philhps

Marilyn Pimienta
Robert Plotke
Alicia Preston
Joseph Prysocki
Roy Puntervold Ill
Robert Quinn Jr.

Dwayne Ralph
Vanessa Ramirez
Phillip Ramos
Kristin Reid
Robert Reith
Richard Rennhack

Peter Rettaliata
Michael Reusch
Sean Riley
Verla Roberts
Cassie Robinson
Janelle Robinson
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Johnathan Robinson
Oliver Rochester
Marich Rodrigeuz
Rony Rodriguez
Sean Rodriguez
Yvonne Rodriguez

Victor Roldan
Katie Romeo
Patricia Ronzka
Jason Rozenbursh
Warren Rubio
Anthony Ressolello

Irene Salentino
Audris Santacruz
Maria Sarkisyan
John Scheriff
Caitlin Scifo
Adriana Segovia

Jeannine Sferrazza
Adam Shave
Danielle Shay
Jamel Simpson
April Smith
Mellissa Solorzano

Tiffany Souhrada
Francesco Stancati
Kevin Stephenson Jr.
Gary Stevens
Clovelin Stewart
Steven Sullivan

Mtchael Taylor
Aaron Terr
Natasha Thohan
Romeli Thomas Mathew
Tomasino
Steven Torres

Arquimides Vasquez
Martha Vasquez
Xiomara Vasquez
David Vega
Brandy Venson
Caryn Victor

Stephanie Villon
AnJehque Wadhnston
Ronald Waiters Jr.
Michael Wandzel
Raquel Wells
Laura Whitlock

Casandra Whitney
Shaniqua Williams
Vinicio Williams
Jemel Wilson
Eric Winberry
Rodney Winn

Patrick Winter
Courtney Wise
Jenna Withowski
Alexaandria Wojcik
Caitlin Wood
Daniel Yllanes

Shane Young
Raymond Yu
Bryan Zimolka
Laura Zuhoski
Stephanie Zydor
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Fad , Abizeib
Amanda Acevedo
Brooke Ackerson
Marian Aco ta
hamseia Ahmad
Nicole Allen

Denise Almonte
Jo hua Alvarado
Jessica Alvarez
Laura Arbucci
Damela Arias
Brian Ault

Anthony Auricchio
Christopher Badolato
Fitzroy Baker 11
Michael Bassett
Jaime Bayha
Jennifer Bayona

Jennifer Beltran
Brett Berry
Kerry Bergendorff
Kara Bidanset
NicholasBisceslia
Yessica Blanco

Thomas Blume
Lorenzo Bomfac1o
Arthur Boos
Kristen Bottitta
William Brancato
April Brown

Ashley Brown
Joseph Bruckner
John Buczak
Domm1que Buie
Timothy Burke
Demetrius Burton
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David Cah1ll
Cheron Carnarvon
Ben)ilmin Carroll
Robert Carter
Michael Caruana
Frank Cascio

Christoph r Castro
D nise Catapano
Kevm Cerny
Charles Chapman IV
Kelly Chnstie
Marc Chnstofondis

Steven Clarke
Brian Clemens
Amy Cloonan
Sequaan Cofield
Bradley Cooke
Bertha Coronado

Jesse Corsini
Matthew Coughlin
Christine Cozza
Miranda Crump
Carlos Cruz

Christopher Curth
Brittany Daly
Cynthia Dance
Jason DeJesus
Christopher DeMarco
Meagan Dein

Katyann Delagi
Shani Delgado
Christopher Dennard
Michael Dolan
Wesley Eaton
Yamin Edmonds

Gina E. Eilers
Eniayo Esberonsbe
Amanda Factor
Hussan Farooq
Gavm Farrell
David Farren

Devon Ferraiolo
Michael Fink
Christopher Fischetti
Princess M Fludd
Ryan Fogarty
Mark Forst

Michael Fraccalvieri
David Fromayan
atasha Fuchs
Brian Gagliardi
William Ga1me
Megan Gallivan

Vincent Gamboni
Adam Gillen
Kyle Glynn
Jacqueline Godfrey
Angel Gonzalez
Keith Gordon

Alexander Gorman
Kimberly Grant
Bethany Graswald
Michael Graziano
M1chael K Gregg
Lauren Griesche

David Guidice
Maeling Han
Ronnie Hendricks
icole M. Henry
Jose R Hemanez
Moises D Hernandez

Lilian Herrera
Kieth Hinnant
Caitlin Hinrichs
Ryann Hoffman
Christopher Horton
Asfaque Hossam

Jonathan Howard
Kathryn Hunter
Jacqueli Hutchinson
Amma lqubal
John M Micivancovich
Desmond Jackson

Jason Jackson
Shamc1a Jackson
Shonari Jackson
Davian Johnson
James Johnson
Sarah Johnson

. Chaniqua Jones
Elizabeth Jones
Shanta Joseph
Kara Karlson
Ani Katz
Matthew Kelly

Shawn Kennedy
Beth Keyes
Kelly Knussman
Steve L...aforet
Michael L...assalle
Andre Leach

Steven Legerlotz
Ruth Leiva
Anile Lemos
Arely Lemus
Glenda Leon
Michael Leone

Alexandria Leonick
Guy Lepore
Steven Lewandowski
Charles Lewis
Tarsha Lewis
Meagan Linehan

Drew Lineras
Matthew Lischak
Deshawn Little
Jami Lo Pinto
Charleen Lopez
Cindy Lopez

Jason Losito
Victoria Lovera
Jennifer Lynch
Phillip Lynch
Russell Maier
Mark Mancuso

A NEW BEAT
The freshmen who entered the building in September had to learn to
march to a new beat. After leaving behind Middle School rules and
regulations, they had to learn to follow the tempo and keep in step with the
High School. They were faced with new challenges and obstacles, and their
success or failure became their own responsibility. They had to set new
goals for themselves and focus on achieving them. They had to develop the
necessary interpersonal and work skills essential for success. They learned
to exercise self-control and show respect to their teachers and classmates to
be accepted as young adults. The new requirements for graduation,
consisting of having to pass five regents examinations, were carefully
explained to every student. The freshmen took an active role in the sports
and clubs and tried to keep up the beat. They quickly learned the value of
dedication and hard work.
-

Crystal Fauntleroy
(aboue)Nick Senecal catches up on some reading in
study hall.

by-line

Antoine Mannmg
Jason Marte
Brittani Martin
Christian Matamoros
Kristen Matherson
Daniel Mauro

Courtney Me Bride
David Me Cleery
Sarah Me Comiskey
Brittany Me Cormick
Daniel Me Dermott
Katie Me Fadden

Ryan Me Garvey
Jessie M c L..aren
Brian Me Laughlin
Corey Me Laughlin
Marianne Megas
Craig Meyerson

(bottom right)Erica azario. Kelly Knussmen and Miranda Crump squeeze in some gossip
before the bell. (bottom left)Sierra Torres. Lace Woodrow. and Dominique Buie discuss the
day's lesson in the humanities room.
(top left)Katie Hunter, Dawn Scoria. Michelle Lewis. and Nicole Mason stroll down to the
cafeteria
(below)Carlos Cruz and David Fromayan look at their homework assignment.

Freshmen
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James Mikens
Jason J . Miller
Joseph Mills
Megan F. Mina
Jessica Modula
Precious Moore

John Moran
Knsten More1ra
Edward L. Morlock
Christme Mullins
Joseph M Munoz
Zabdi Murillo

Steven Murphy
icholas Mu takas
William Nardone
Robert Narvaez
Andrew R. avratil
Erica azario

Jason Nelson
Robert Noelsch
Kellan 0' eill
Jessica O'Sullivan
Ana Orozco-Camacho
Kristiy M Ortiz

atalie Sonia Ortiz
Edward Owen
Mykel Owens
Daniel Pabon
Alexander Pacchiano
Shanna Pagan

Alana Palone
Patricia Paredes
Allison M. Pascale
Jordan Peacock
Jennifer Pelaez
Rose Mary Perez
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Roxana Perez
Daniella Pichardo
Jonathan Pineda
Nicholas J . Pipia
Eric Emilo Plaza
Kerrissa A Pollina

Joseph J Posilhco
Jonelle Powell
Stephen A Presti
Kieran Quinn
Marvin Ramos
Micheal Alex Ramos

Sasha Ramsey
Ammar Rana
Keyry Reyes
Josh1ah D. Ridgeway
Glenda Rivas
alette Rivera

Jennifer
Rizzo
Tyrone Robinson
Hunter Rock
Saryta Rodriguez
Richard A. Roman
Silverio Rosario

Michael B. Rosen
Valerie Rostky
Vanessa RUiz
Michelle L. Russo
Joseph Russolello
Sabnna L. Salzone

Adriana Sandoval
Desiree Santana
Daniel J Santoro
William Schroder
Kaithn Schwarz
Frank V Scimeca

Dawn ican
Paris Simmons

Dawn M. innott
Marie Smith
Patrick T Smith
Mariusz Snit
Farrah Soloman
Luis C. Sossa

Anthony Stabile
Lauren Staiger
Isaiah Stanton
Kalen A Stickelman
Jacquelin Suda
Sara A. Sullivan

Kristina M Susa
Andre Talbert
Courtney Taylor
Anita M. Thielen
Robert Tiger
Raquel Torres

Sierra S Torres
Christopher D Turner
Grace A. Tursi
Samuel E. Ubi
Steven Vaglica
Katherine Valdez Gonzalez

Stephen Valle
Marisely Valoy
Carina VanHouten
Joel C . Van Houten
Darnel Van Steen
Danialle Vance

Fanny A Vasquez
Casey Velardo
Wlham V1llanueva
M1ch le Virga
Dominique
Walker
Joshauna Wallen

Christopher Warner
Rachael Warner
Stephanie D. Webber
Christopher Williams
Jennifer L Williams
Gary Wilson

Candida Winn
Sadie Winn
Micheal Wroblewski
Leah Zagorski
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e
(right!Greenpeace prole ts th use of genetrcall~· engineered food m front of a
Federal building {jar right)E/ian Gonzalez was taken by government agents from
relatives 111 Mrami. Fla (Jar right below)The newly elected Pre ident Georg W.
Bush reads to the youth of America at a local public lrbrary. (below right)Pope John
Paul// as he blesses the 21 cenrury with hope and prosperity. (second below right)
Regis Philbin host of television phenomena. "Who Wants to Be a Mrllionaire",
pictured wrth Vice President AI Gore, as they discuss the politicran's urew on what
he expect for the 21st century. (below left)Notorious Braues Baseball Player, John
Rocker was fined due to notorious comments made against minorities

"Where else in the world could you stand on
a corner and have people yell,' Go home!' in
every language?"
-Hillary Rodam Clinton, regarding her run
for the New York Senate seat.
"I put all my sighs in a lock box." -Vice
President AI Gore, after the second presidential
debate with George W. Bush

(left)New York Senator Hilary Rodham Clinton as she preaches on
the attitudes of her states citizens on the senatorial Election . (below
left)Russian space agency monitoring repairs to Mir Space Station .
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(far left) hawn Fann1ng. Founder of Napster, practicing on hiS electric gUitar, seems
unconcerned by the lawsuit filed by record companies against his business (leftJA
uictim of a Ford Explorer accident due to defectwe Firestone Tires installed on all
Sport Utility Vehicles . (below far right)Millionaire Richard Hatch, winner of television's reality show, Suruiuor. (Below left!Senator John McCain. in his tour bus as
he face the disappointmg news of not being excepted as a presidential candidate.
(second below left)New York Yankees Pitcher. Roger Clemens is televised throwing
a bat off to the side, that injured Mike Piazza. This incident led to new strict rules.

"I can't believe Napster might be shutting
down. Music is for everybody ... "-Ben
Folds, (Ben Folds Five) on regards to the news of
the government investigation of napster, today 's
most popular music swapping software.
"What suffering, what dramatic events!
But, also what incredible achievements"
-Pope John Paul II, speaking of the 20th
century in his blessing of the 21st.

(above left)An anonymous protestor demanding a Florida re-count in
Presidential Election. (below left)President Mr. and Mrs. Clinton pondering on the past political scandals. (far left)Bride. Darua Conger. 34.
with groom. Rick Rockwel/,43. on the television show, "Who Wants to
Marry a Multi· millionaire".
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The energy and excitement
c r e a t e d i n T c h a i k o v·
sky's"1812 Overture,' espe
cially in the climb towards the
final Allegra, are indicative of
the emotions created by my
four years of high school,
building to the finale of my
senior year and graduation.

"If I could make days last for
ever. If words could make
wishes come true. I'd save I/!UI~,Y··<f.
ryday like a treasure and t
again I would spend them
you."- "Time in a bottle
Jim Croce

"You don't need a
man to know which
wind blows. " -Bob
"Man is the artitioaul
happiness ."
Thoreau

" Great spirits
found violent 001~
mediocrities. The
understand it when
not thoughtlessly
reditary prejudices
ly and cour·ao420liiSIO
intelligence' ' -Albert

'This is the time to
cause it will not last
These are the days to
to, cause we won't
we want to. This is the
the time is gonna chcmge-;;1
Billy Joel
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BAY SHORE-BRIGHTWATERS PUBLIC LIBRARY
1 SOUTHCOUNTRY ROAD
BRIGHTWATERS, NEW YORK 11718

"When life became rough and
when I was about to collapse, I
looked towards the words of
Dave Matthews Band in 'True
Reflection.' Find some inspiration, it's deep down inside
you."

"So metimes the lights are
shinin' on me; other times I can
barely see. Lately it occurs to
me what a long strange trip it
has been." "Truckin'" by
Grateful Dead

" There are places I remember,
some have gone and some remain . All those places have
their moments with lovers and
friends I still can recall. Some
are dead and some are living,
in my life I've loved them all.'' John Lennon & Paul McCartney

"There's a battle outside and
it's ragin. It'll soon shake your
windows and rattle you walls
for the times they are a chan
gin."- Bob Dylan

"I know you don't wannlllJil~~:~:~:;!.~,~
my opinion, Ther
many paths and :lf""""·'-·:~~.:~ . .,~~~l!ft
choose one, If you dl-,.~~~'"~'r:;
then the rain
might win -~~::""'!'!
lost one
Lauryn H

TopT
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Acevedo, Daniel J "Dan"
To my family: I love you . To
all of you who doubted me:
haha! And to my friends:
you know who you are,
BOMBS AWAY! Ambition .
to be sucessful and happy
1318 Lombardy Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Adams,
Crystal
L.
"Chubalubaquis"
Drama . To all of my friends:
I will miss you Christine,
Faith, and Dana I love you
guys (B .F.F) Jon. I love
you, and I will never forget
you. Mom, Dad, and Ro·
bert: Thanks for everything .
I love you! Ambition: Dance
Teacher 972 Manor Lane,
Bay Shore
Akin, Erkan
1391 North Clinton Avenue, Bay Shore
Alexander, Veronica C
"Ronnie"
F.B.L.A . To my family:
we've been through it all but
we made it. Thanks for everything. I love you all. Rich,
thanks for being you I love
you with all my heart Good
luck, seniors! Ambition· To
be happy. 550 South Country Road, Bay Shore.
Algarin, Jocelyn M. "Jocie"
Peer Support. To my mom
and family: Thank you for
always being there and supporting me. I love you all
very much And to my
friends of 2001, Good
Luck, I love you all. Ambition : Fashion merchandiser.
46 Abrew Street, Bay
Shore.
Alleva, Lauren D.
23 Girard Avenue, Bay
Shore
Alvarado, Rosa M.
8 Amherst Street, Bay
Shore.
Alvarez, Jillian M.
1065 Manor Lane, Bay
Shore.
Amodio, Amanda E 'TC."
Volleyball- Captain, and
Wind Ensemble. To my family: Thanks for being there. I
love you! Jessie: You have
fleas' Gerard: Dear just
knowing you this year has
been great. I love you! !love
you guys, but not in that
way! Ambition: Sports Photographer. 104 Chenango
Drive, Bay Shore.
Anderson, Katherine "Katie"
Art Club, Crew, and Choir.
Jaka no Baka! Open book
"you dolt." Yosh! Mallet

cookmg, Stoopid, Noriko's first

a

t

tempt, K-Strike, "write more",
Rans pants, Blank, "I knew you
were going to say that", Chi
chiri , "You dented my mallet!"
magic chopsticks, Dokan Ambition : To walk on water while
making pretty music. 72 Boathouse Lane, Bay Shore.
Andrich , Lauren M " Wawwee"
Color Guard - Captain , and
F.B L.A .· Vice President. Mom
and Dad: I love you! "Russo":
You 're awesome. CR, D.F.,
J .C. , H H , J.L, JR ., and
N R .. Forum anyone? JET bud
dies : See ya next season. Good
luck class of 2001. "Life's a
journey, not a destination "Aerosmith. Ambition : work for
a major sports organization,
marry a professional athlete,
and be worth millions . 1050
Carll Dnve, Bay Shore.
Araujo, James "Lorenzo"
Track, Cross-Country, and
Honor Society. Mom, Dad,
Steve Thanks for everything
Friends: Thanks for the good
times and great memories, best
of luck to you all. Explore, Experience , Enjoy Ambition:
Make the most of life. 128 Missouri Avenue, Bay Shore.
Armstrong, Keith C. "Big Dog"
Baseball, and Football . Peace to
everyone who knows what the
garage is. 1338 North Windsor
Avenue, Bay Shore
Auricchio, James
10 Gould Place, Bay Shore.

B
Barker, Jermaine
11 Princeton Street, Bay Shore.
Barto, Jessie R "Toes"
Marching Band, Field Hockey,
and S.ADD "You only live
once, but if you work it right,
once is enough " Amanda:
Never forget out jokes, Nike,
and fleas! I love you all, but not
in that way' Thanks for the
memories' Ambition: Be happy
and live life to the fullest! 1037
South Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Basile, Anthony "Basile"
Yearbook . There is no fate except but what we make. Live
your life to the fullest. Ambition: To be sucessful and have a
loving family 4 Lawerence
Drive, Brightwaters.
Bates, David J. "Dave"
Soccer, SA D.D-Treasurer,
and Academic Club All my
love to my family and friends.
Thank you for my future. utty
Weasel Rules! Amanda, we all
miss you! To my brother: you

and me to the top Ambition:
Chemical Engineer. 2200 Un
ion Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Bettinelli, Lauren N. "L. B."
Softball Captain, National Honor Society·Vice·President, Peer
Support , and Senior Class
Representitive. Mom and Dad .
I love you. Girls : Good times!
Jimmy Buffet, 0 S., Iced tea
cup, Math talks . Morrison ,
" Get that out of here " R.A.T ,
B. Spears: Love ya. To every·
one: good luck Thanks for the
memories . Ambition : Live it up
and be happy 483 Manatuck
Boulevard, Brightwaters
Billups, Shaniqua M.
B S O .S.S , A.LD.S. Educator,
Freshmen Leadership . Well , I
did it. The time is here . Congra·
tulations, class of 2001 Thank
you, Mommy, for all your love
and support . Thank you, B.B.C
and thank you, Shane. You all
were always there for me. I
Love you all. Ambition ·
Lawyer- in my own law firm .
1392 orth Windsor Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Blair, Mary R.
Art Club, Summer Art Institute,
and Maroon Echo. "And the
devil in the black dress watches
over, my guardian angel walks
away Life is short and love is
always over in the morning.
Black wind come carry me far
away. "-Sisters of Mercy. Ambition· Fine Arts and Fashion Design 22 Meier Place, Bay
Shore.
Blanco, Yenny M. "Jenny"
National Honor Society.
would like to give thanks to my
family and friends for their support. Remember courage is
walking in the shadows when
everyone walks in the sun . Los
quiero mucho, mami y papi.
Ambition: A registered nurse.
19 Beldon Lane, Bay Shore.
Boeree, Sean
1435 North Windsor Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Bonilla, Elaine
3 Garfield Street, Bay Shore.
Boragine, Ellie D
Tennis Captain, Mock TrialCaptain, National Honor Society, and Service Honor Society.
Girls . KD, E.R., L.S., L.B .,
C G . good times all year
round. Rocks at the window,
Buffet, B·Spears, "Gimme your
shirt", J P, "I'm out", L.L.,
'76 for life! Mickey's Club, hysterics. Love you all, thanks for
everything. Ambition : To live
daily, smile often, and laugh
much. 61 Hemlock Lane, Bay
Shore.
Bottitta, Jade L.

To my fam1ly: thanks for believing
in me. Jason, thank you for al
ways being there. !love you. To
the class of 2001 : Live life to
the fullest, for the future is un·
certain Ambition English
teacher or journalist. 56 Shore
Lane, Bay Shore.
Brengel , Jason
859 Aberdeen Road , Bay
Shore
Britt Evelyn R
ational Honor Society- Secre·
tary, S .A DO., Freshmen and
Sophomore Class-Vice President and Film Club Sometimes the beauty is easy, you
don't have to try at all, sometimes you can hear the wind
blow in a handshake, some·
times there's poetry written
right on a bathroom wall.
SOME RIGHTEOUS BABE.
Ambition To change a life! 16
William Street, Bay Shore.
Brodie, Dana K. "Brodie"
To all my friends : I wish you
luck in life. Thanks for being
there Cassie and Jason . To
Crystal and Jon: Stay together.
Good luck Christina. To my Anthony: I love you honey, always
and forever. Ambition Pre·
School Teacher 128 orth
Clinton Avenue, Bay Shore .
Brothers, Rictoria L
Maroon Echo, Volleyball , National Honor Society- Parliamentarian , and Peer Support.
"To keep our faces toward
change and behave like free
spirits in the presence of fate, is
strength undefeatable." -Helen
Keller. Ambition : To make a
difference in this world . 23 Pal·
frey Street, Bay Shore
Bryant, Raymond W "Tongue"
I'm glad I'm getting out of here!
Shoebox! Ambition: Be in the
P BA., or a Veterinarian. 64
South Clinton Avenue, Apartment 7B, Bay Shore.
Bujold, Jason
486 Mana tuck Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Burnham, Mathew
979 Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Buttacavoli, Nick A.
Ambition: Own my own busi·
ness. 21 Homan Avenue, Bay
Shore

c
Cabrera-Cepeda, Yenni
23 Greenwood Road, Bay
Shore.
Cairo, Diana M.
Color guard. We finally made it!
Thanks for always being there
Cassie. B.F.F.L. To the whole

Sanne Michael, we are so proud of you . We wish
you love and happiness . You are a great guy!! Love, The
Ware Bears, Petey, & X-Man
Congratulations, Sean T. McDermott. We are so
proud of our " science geek." Best wishes for the fantastic future that lies ahead . Love, Mom , Dad, and Daniel.
Antho ny, we are very proud of you. You're the best!
Congratulations to you and the class of 2001 . Love,
Mom, Dad , Kristine, Michael , and Johnny
Congratuations to the class of 2001 . best wishes for a
lifetime of happiness and success. We love you , Kerriann! Love, Mom and Ryan .
Mic he lle, we're all proud of you and hope you will
capture your dream of becoming a world class clothing
designer . Love, Mom, Dad, and Dan.
Maggie-so-Maggie , your happy spirit and giving
ways make you the beautiful person that you are. May
God walk with you every step of your life .. Love Mom,
Dad , Dan , Kevin and Erin, Howie and Casey.
Amber , we know you are ready for the challenges
ahead. We're very proud of the young woman you have
become. Good luck! Love, Michael and Mom .
Veronica , you have added so much beauty to our
lives. You can achieve anything you want. We love you!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Lindsay.
Dan , as you close this door behind you, you 'll be
tempted by many to open. Choose with your heart
carefully which one. Love always, Mom and Dad.
Dear AnnMarie , we are very proud of your accomplishment. Always follow your dreams. reach for the
stars! Love, Mom, Dad, Gerard, and Steven.
Jen , yes, you are unique! And yes you made it! We
are always proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Andrea .
Dear Dan , we are so proud of you. You have come a
long way . Keep dreaming and achieving . We love you!
Mom, Dad, Jessica, and Tony.
Dear Candice , you've made our lives so special
because of who you are . All our love, Mom, Dad,
Jennifer, Christopher, and Sadie.
Congratulations, Marci! We're always so proud of
you and all that you do. Love, Mom, Dad , Shari, and
Gary.
Congratulations, Jessie! May your future be as bright
as your smile. May God bless you and keep you happy.
Love, Mom, Dad, Chris, and John.
Katie , I'm so proud of you and always have been. We
all love you very much. Mom

Birl,
You made it!! I look at these pictures
and think of all the bike rides, field
trips & school plays and I'm " Right
There.'' I hope you had fun I will
cherish the memories. Thank you
for being a special daughter, my love
is with you whatever you choose to
do in life.
Congratulations
and God Bless,
Love, Dad
Congratulations Alissa!
We are so proud of you and know
great things are going to happen for
you!
We Love You,
Mom and Kenny

Just caffil19 to wish you a afetime of 900d Fteafth)
suaess and ltlU(_Ii happiness! We're so proud of you.
Best of fuck to tfte Cfass of 2001.
Our Love,

Mom)

D~

Me[issa

CONGRATULATIONS,
AMANDA!!
We are so proud of you! Just yesterday
you were a little blonde angel and today
you are a senior getting ready to go to
college. Where did the time go? How
did you grow into such a wonderful
young lady so quickly? You have a style
of your own and we are overjoyed to see
your talents being used so creatively.
We love you and pray that you have the
most wonderful future.
Love,
Mom and Dad
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crew, I'll never forget summer of
'99 or you guys . Lots of love
S.C. and the crew. Friends 4
ever Remember Carpe Diem
Ambition : Neonatal Nurse or
RN . 312 Fourth Avenue, Bay
Shore
Capobianco, Michelle E. " Mich "
Yearbook- Editor-in-Chief, Academic Club- President, Maroon
Echo, and Pit Orchestra . Mom
and Dad ~ Thanks for everything .
Tris, Dan, Mike: WPS Forever'
Love yas. Sean: I love you so
much You are everything I
want. A .J and D-minor :
Thanks for being there. Nutty
Weasel Rules! Ambition · To
write, play music, and always
have fun 1424 Illinois Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Carlo, Jessica M
Cheerleading , F B L.A Co
President, Peer Support and
Lacrosse. Mom and Dad: I love
you S C, and C.S I'll be there
always C Rand N R .. You are
my sisters . Cheerleaders: We
rock' Football team: It was
great. Yeah, groupies . AT, and
N.L.. I miss you. Ambition. To
make the whole world smile 32
Howells Road, Bay Shore.
Carnarvon, Chimere
188 Forrest Place, Bay Shore.
Casaigne, Muhammad
45 Rhodes Avenue, Bay Shore.
Castellano, Stephen M.
1073 South Gardiner Drive,
Bay Shore
Castro, Nancy E.
Danceline. To my mami y papi,
te quiero con todo corazon. My
friends: thank you for everything! I love you all and I wish
you the best in life. Class of
2001. Ambition: To be happy
and a successful second grade
teacher. 1478 East Third Avenue, Bay Shore
Cavagnaro, Andrew "Chuck"
Baseball, Soccer, and Maroon
Echo Thanks to my family,
best friend, teachers, coaches
and the ladies for tolerating
master chuck . My Mets will win
one day, you guys watch. Best
of luck to everyone. Explorer
over fore-runner. Ambition :
Striving to be the voice of the
Mets. 26 Lakeview Avenue
North, Brightwaters.
Cestaro, Kathryn J "Katie"
S.A.D.D President, Softball,
and Service Honor Society To
my family: Thanks for everything . To my friends, especially
M.C., A.D ., K.R, O.B, LB.,
A.A, A.E., and E.O Thanks
for all the great memories . utty Weisel Rules! Andy: I love
you always and forever Ambi

lion: Find a JOb that doesn't start
until 11 a.m. 1411 Pine Acres
Boulevard, Bay Shore
Cheung, Stephanie
539 Mana tuck Boulevard ,
Brightwaters.
Cia , Katherine " Kathy"
Colorguard. Mom and Dad :
You have been there for me
through my toughest times, al·
ways supportive of my decisions Mandy : You always
manage to make me smile no
matter how bad I feel. Luis: I
love you' Ambition : Travel the
world . 61 Newbrook Lane, Bay
Shore .
Cloonan, John A.
60 Iroquois Drive, Brightwa·
ters .
Colon, Luis
37 Center Avenue, Bay Shore.
Cortigino, JoAnn L "Jo"
Crew, Choir, and Madrigals .
"The things you regret most in
in life are the risks that you
didn't take." 1004 South
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Costello, Alison K "Ali"
To Caitlin, Amanda, Mary, Allison, Ami , Alex, Rene, and
Kristen: I love you guys! I wish
you all the best of luck in the fu ture! To my family: Thanks for
your support. I love you! Ambition: Art teacher or Art Therapist . 11 East William Street,
Bay Shore
Costello, Kevin
370 Spur Drive South, Bay
Shore.
Coughlin, Holly B
Crew, Field Hockey, and
A.I.D.S . Educator. Mom and
Dad: Thanks for everything, I
love you' Brooke; You mean
the world to me My true
friends: We're not like anyone
else . Friends for life. Shannon:
Never forgotten! 143 John : I'll
always love you . Ambition: An
extremely tall model. 411 Pine
Drive, Bay Shore.
Coughlin, Joey D
Soccer, Lacrosse, Surf Club,
and SAD.D. 74 South Bay
Avenue, Brightwaters.
Cronin, Jennifer L.
Mom and Dad : Thanks for
sticking by me no matter what.
H C., H.F, M.R., and J.G.: Oh
Billy! What would I do without
you? S P , A.B , and R.L.: I
love you guys. S.KL.. I miss
you . Ambition Professional
Dancer. 1399 Lombardy Boulevard, Bay Shore
Cummings, Aaron D.
24 William Street, Bay Shore.

D
D'Eiia, Matthew
876 Hampshire Road , Bay
Shore.
Dare, Jessica L. " Metal Goddess"
Thanks friends , grandparents,
Mike(! Love you), Derick(My
Hun) , Teddy(S .S. C .S), Julia,
friends who are no more you've
only made me stronger, and anyone I've forgotten . Rock on!
Pantera and Vicious Intentions
Rule! Bye! Ambitions: Beat up
Derick, become a psychologist,
move to Eastern Guam 62
Mowbray Avenue, Bay Shore .
Dauernheim, Craig R.
Yearbook. Emo·Rock band,
"Walking Home" . "I won't
remember you when I'm famous ." Ambition : Rock star.
1066 S. Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
De Jesus, Gloria
1398 Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
De Jesus, John M.
100 Penataquit Avenue, Bay
Shore.
De Meo, Anthony J
58 California Avenue, Bay
Shore .
De Range, Heather A . "Irish
Duck"
Love you, mom and dad .
O.M.G! They're going to eat
me! Orange juice, right Mary?
Kuel Beans ·lslip . All of my
friends: I love you! Life without
friends is like dying without a
witness! Chicas! Anthony's van!
Ambition Live my life, Artist.
7 Huron Drive, Bay Shore.
DeSario, David A.
Baseball Captain, and National
Honor Society- President.
"When the door of happiness
closes, another opens; but often
we look so long at the closed
door that we do not see the one
which was opened for us." Ambition: President of The United
States of America, Min or
League Baseball Player. 460
Pine Acres Boulevard, Brightwaters.
DiMaria, Christina L "Chrissy"
To all my friends. Good luck in
college work hard and stay
cool. Ambition: Computer Scientist. 6 Greemwood Road,
Bay Shore.
DiMatteo, Michael J . "Deez"
Backstage Club, Yearbook and
Thespian Troupe- Historian . All
I want to say is that life here in
Bay Shore H.S. has been great.
To all my friends, it has been a
fun time and I'll see you later.

Ambition- To make something of
myself_ 28 West Drive, Bay
Shore.
Dintrone, Thomas J. 'Thor"
Tuesday Night Hip Katz and
Tennis . Thanks, mom and dad
for all your love. A.K.W.A!
HH PT.~ Bo, Dave, Chris, Joe,
and Thor! I like B.T Bo: you
celebrate Christmas? Brittney: I
will always love you, now and
forever! Thor loves Venus . Ambition Film Director, Producer,
and Screenwriter. 554 Potter
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Dio, Christopher J .
57 4 Spur Drive North,
Shore.
DiPietro, Jessica L. "Jaka"
Art Club- President and National Honor Society. "I can float
stuff!" "Who's your daddy?"
"You ah #1!" Kachie Kodachi
whohohoho' ... stoopid . Chen,
Toe-cannon, smack da
bishounens, Little Xander,
stooories, RPG, our dance, 24
hour anime, Yapapa, Silicon
boob lights no da' Ambition- I
just want to animate! And to
cultivate many toes ... 1389
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Douglass, Rachel D.
Show Stoppers. Thank you
mommy for your love and support all of these years. Howard,
Corey and Jarrod : I love you
guys very much. You are all my
number one brothers . Ambition: Social Worker. 49 Brook
Street, Bay Shore.
Dowdell, Sharee I. "Ree-Ree"
B S O.S.S. · President, Basketball, Volleyball, and Service
Honor Society. These last four
years have been the most memorable of my life. I thank those
who have been there for me.
There is not enough words to
explain how I feel. To all my
girls: "Get it girls," keep it real
and don't conform And
Shalea: You know I love you .
Twin power. 12 Pembroke
Court, Bay Shore.
Draycott, Katie
Thespian Troupe 2963President, Senior Class-Vice
President, and ational Honor
Society. To my girls: Take the
bull by the horns! R.A.T., Pengyou, E.O.I.F , L, Britney, and
Hal Halper Good times! Chern
stories, 76, 16, 05. Matt: You
mean so much to me. Thanks
for finally coming around' Ambition: To have fun! 139 South
Bay Avenue, Brightwaters.
Dunnigan, Jeanette E " ay· ay"
Lacrosse, Field HockeyCaptain, Class President, and
Peer Support. My Family:

Chris
We are so very proud of you.

"May your path be
strewn with flowers,
memories, friends
and happy hours.
May blessings come
from heaven above to
fill your life with
peace and love. ''
Dear Michele It seems like only yesterday we brought you
to your first day of school, and those wonderful years have
gone by ever so fast. You've given us more joy than you can
imagine. We are so proud of all your accomplishments
through the years. Through your perseverance and determination you have captured your own dreams and succeeded it the first step of your life. "I'll always remember
Winnie the book bag and the shrimpies at the bus stop!
Remember when you used to be a shrimpie Shelly?"
Love Mom, Dad & Michael Congratulations class of 2001

Holly, You have been a wonderful

daughter. Everyday we look at you with
proud eyes. Be yourself, because you are
filled with special qualities that have
touched so many lives. Your talents and
uniqueness and warmth. There are no
limits to what you can do.
Love
Dad, Mom & Brooke.

You did it!!! We love you and
we want you to keep going
strong. Don't let anything hold
you back in life. Remember the
world is yours.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nicky, & Stephen.

Dear Tom,
Conoratulations!

We are so proud of you. Believe in yourseH and
your goals. Start at the top and work your way up.
May all your dreams come true.
love,
Mom, Dad, and lisa

Thanks for letting me be myself,
you 've always given me uncon ·
ditional love and support no
matter what! All my girlfriends,
B.F.F . H .J .H .·S.KL. Dave : I
love you 72 . Oh what! Ken E,
Boys, Boys, Boys
Ambi
tion : Have fun , party, travel, try
new things, relax, love, and do
whatever makes me happy! 91
South Clinton Avenue, Apt.
B. Bay Shore .

E
Ehrlich, Justin P.
6 Rescue Road, Babylon .
Eilers. Michael T.
1389 Ackerson Boulevard , Bay
Shore.

F
Falconer, Michael W "Falc"
Peer Support and S A D D
Mom, Dad, T, C. and family:
Without you I would never have
made it to where I am today. I
love you all. ML, B.G, and
J C. Remember all the good
times we had. Class of 2001:
Congratulations! Ambition: Suf
folk County Police Officer, Fal
coner Landscaping. 807 Aber·
deen Road, Bay Shore.
Farley-Buyers, Candice A.
1094 Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
Farrell, David A. "Berny"
Soccer, Basketball, National
Honor Society, and Peer Sup·
port Chern 76190, until I'm
70 . Favorite Place: Tine's
couch Soccer: Keep playing
hard. Basketball: Keep the tra
clition alive. Triangle! Ambition:
Successful Businessman 322
Woodland Drive, Brightwaters.
Fauntleroy, Crystal R.
45 Center Avenue, Bay Shore.
Feeney, John "Feendog"
Theory Club. I have Hippopo·
tomonstrosessquipidaliophobia,
Oh o! Pnpeumonoultramicros·
copicsilicovolanoconiosis' Am ·
bition: World Domination.
1089 Gardiner Drive, Bay
Shore.
Felsberg, James T.
1402 orth Windsor Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Fergerson, Corine Y.
Thank you to all who helped
me complete this chapter of my
life. Best of luck to the class of
2001! We made it guys' Ambi
tion : To become a successful
business woman! 1451 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Fischetti, Michael G.

49 Abrew Street, Bay Shore.
Flanagan . Hillary L.
Lacrosse, Soccer, Track, and
Peer Support. Mom, Dad, and
Family: I love you! Thank you
for everything. All my friends. I
love you guys I will always
remember the laughs and good
times . S .K.L. : you are always in
my heart . Good luck class '0 1.
68 Johnson Lane, Bay Shore
Fuchs, Tanya A
Lacrosse. Field Hockey, Bas·
ketball , and Roller Hockey
Peer Support, Student Council.
" An inch of time is an inch of
gold , but you can't buy that
inch of time with an inch of
gold " Chinese proverb. Ambi
tion: Sports Agent 33 Hem·
lock Lane, Bay Shore
Fuller, Shante M
14 Sarah Street, Bay Shore.
Fulton, Tashawnda U
134 North Clinton Avenue,
Bay Shore

G
Gaillard, Matthew D "Zick"
SA DO, Peer Support, La·
crosse, and Volleyball Well, I
don't like anyone. But first I
want to make known that
Quickie is the home of the
Mickey. Brittany, Matt M., El
lie, Jay, Nick, Vasilis thanks for
a good year. Ambition To own
a brewery 70 Oakridge Drive,
Bay Shore.
Galfano, Dan D.
Wrestling and FootbalL B.A.S
for life. It was fun while it
lasted . D.T., PK. : The S.P.P.'s
were phat Richie Y : The clean
up hitters Shout out to Mike's
garage: Pat K the utility man,
Dave T. the U.D. Ambition:
Adult Film Star 6 Cypress Ave·
nue, Bay Shore.
Garced, Orlando
15 Garden Street, Bay Shore.
Garcia, David M "GarC.A"
Baseball and
ational Honor
Society. It's funny how time
slips away, and all your dreams
won't wait another day. It's
hard to make that change, but
you can make that change.
Family, B.S H S. Walking
Home, 211, Punk 'Till I Die!
Ambition: Have fun and play
my music' 4 6 Brooklyn Boule·
vard, Brightwaters .
Germano, Guy W. "Billy"
Soccer Captain, Winter Track,
and National Honor Society.
PORTO! Mom, Dad thanks for
letting me travel the U.S. with
soccer. Joey C ·''I'm going on

the inside! " JL=Carboni. D. Far
rell , B.K. , A.C. Pasca's class.
there was a massacre . Class of
'0 1 " Pain is temporary, but
glory lasts a lifetime " Ambi·
tion· Falconer Landscaping
4 74 Brooklyn Boulevard ,
Brightwaters .
Gianfalla, Kristin M
Thespian Troupe . To the illma
tic van crew: Love you guys!
Heather and Cheryl: Glow
sticks baby! Kelly · Yeah buddy
you're on fire! My bro Shake
Street Fighter! Jessica philix
says hi Joann , pool table
remember? Ambition: Dancer,
English Major. 1750 Asharok·
en Boulevard, Bay Shore
Gibbs, Brad
Volleyball , Student Council,
and National Honor Society·
Treasurer. Good luck Class of
2001! Ambition College . 605
Pine Drive, Bay Shore.
Gineros, C.J
Robotics, Academic Club, and
National Honor Society. My
crime is that of curiosity. My
crime is that of judging people
by what they say or think and
not what they look like . My
crime is that of outsmarting
you, something you will never
forgive me for . 24 Greenwood
Road, Bay Shore.
Gloor, Kelly E
Cross Country, Track, Mock
Trial, and National Honor Soci·
ety Historian. To my family
and D.H.: Thanks for your sup·
port I love you. K8 and Chuck:
"Because it looks like it?"
M.C.: Boys are bad! To my
Track girls and guys: Moo?
Thanks for the memories Am·
bition: To be happy and ski for·
ever 1039 Thompson Drive,
Bay Shore
Gomez, Rosa E.
Danceline, Basketball,
B.S O.S S, and Yearbook .
Mami: Tu amor rna a dado el
poder par siempre seguir ade·
!ante. T e doy las gracias a ti y a
toda Ia familia por tedo su
apoyo . Los quiero mucho
Abuela, Elsy, Chris, y Moises!
Ambition · Pediatrician 45B
Lousiana Avenue, Bay Shore
Gonzalez, infa
118 Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gosk, William
25 Roosevelt Street, Bay
Shore.
Grammont, Moise
19 Palfrey Street, Bay Shore.
Green, Caitlyn M. "B. Spears"
Crew, ational Honor Society,
Peer Support, and Student
Government. Girlies: L.B ..

Maggers, E B .. E.R., L.S., K D.,
Chuckie: It's been hysterical,
and I love you. (L) Britney for
life. rings and ' 76 for all! Thank
you to my teachers and family
Best of luck everyone. Ambi·
tion: To keep smiling, laughing.
living, and learning. 469 Potter
Boulevard, Brightwaters .
Green, Jordan
10 Twenty-Third Avenue, Bay
Shore
Greene, Sahbo M.
11 Penataquit Avenue Apart
ment lB. Bay Shore
Greve, Andrea J
S.A.DD. 985 Aberdeen Road ,
Bay Shore.
Grijalva, Ana
30B Lakeview Avenue,
Shore.
Grijalva, Jaime A. "Ghost"
Gymnastics and Wrestling. Life
is long, sometimes short. Live it
while having it. Ambition Stay
alive. 2240 Union Boulevard,
Bay Shore
Grijalva, Lucia
30B Lakeview Avenue, Bay
Shore
Gulley, Claude
60 Millay Avenue, Bay Shore.
Gurdon , Natoya R
557 Pine Acres Boulevard,
Brightwaters.

H
Haag, Heather
1459 Manatuck Boulevard,
Bay Shore
Hall, Angela S
137 Fifth Avenue, Bay Shore.
Hansen, Jay A "J Hoova"
Volleyball, Tennis, Peer Sup·
port, and Creative Writing
Club. "The way to gain a good
reputation is to endeavor to be
what you desire to appear".
Socrates . 455 North Windsor
Avenue, Brightwaters .
Harris, Alisa
9 Ross Avenue, Bay Shore.
Harrison, Erica J. "Supe"
Time to fly' To my friends
down the street or far away:
We made it together, and in our
hearts we will stay, best friends
forever. Dedicated to L.F. and
B.U. Ambition: Early Child·
hood Teacher. 57 Oakridge
Drive, Bay Shore.
Hart, Steven P.
1071 Manor Lane, Bay Shore.
Hartmann, Kristin L.
ational Honor Society and
F B.L.A Congratulations to the
graduating class of 2001! Good
luck to everyone! I love you,
mom and dad . Dave: Thanks

RAYMOND RICE
HOMECOMING KING 2000
MARAUDER MARCHING BAND HEAD DRUM MAJOR

... Special Thanx to:
Mom and brother
James. Aunt Jackie
and the Webb Family,
Aunt Mae, Uncle John,
and Aunt Peaches: I
love you all!

Class of 2001

Shout outs to: my 2000
graduate friends and
Bonnie. Big ups to Rob
and Jeff. Big shout to
the ladies, WORD! To
an excellent teacher, Mr.
Scalzo: thanks for the
opportunity.

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS!

Our Dearest Yankee Chuck,

You were born a Yankee as witnessed by this picture and we are
certain that you will come back to
us someday. Keep dreaming and
achieving.
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Matthew, Brant
& Maris

Dearest Cassandra
We are so very proud of you. For
the young woman you have
become, for the accomplishments
you have achieved and for the
goals you have set to steer your
future.
We know in our hearts that you
will achieve the ultimate
dream of
Happiness.
With All Our Love,

Mom, Dad & Jason

J
for always being there, I love you
with all my heart . Ambition :
Study law . 973 Aberdeen
Road, Bay Shore.
Hatcher, Danielle
1508 East Forks Road, Bay
Shore
Heinkele, John J.
1386 Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Henn, Travis N.
411 Ackerson Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Hernandez, Rufino A
15 Cherokee Drive, Bay Shore.
Herrera, Cesar
81 Oakridge Drive, Bay Shore.
Heurtelou, George G
229 Montana Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Hidalgo, Marcello J. "Chino"
Soccer. To all my peoples of
the class of 2001: Hope you accomplish all your dreams, and
live life to the fullest. We only
live once! Ambition: Air Force
to become a Pilot. 1332 Illinois
Avenue, Bay Shore.
Holly, Jessica E.
970 Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Holmberg, Aaron
628 Spur Drive North, Bay
Shore
Holmes, Julien A.
P.O. Box 604, Bay Shore.
Hose, James
1321 Peters Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Hucke, Amanda
P.O. Box 423, Brightwaters.
Hudson, Jeffrey
333 Brook Avenue, Apartment
2A, Bay Shore.

Jackson, Nikki R "Sweepee"
Winter Track, Spring Track,
B S .O S.S., Peer Support, and
S.A.D.D To my parents:
Thanks for always pushing me.
I love you Nana and Gramps.
Thanks to my family for all of
their support. Special shout out
to "Pooshkins", I love you girl!
B . F . F L. Remember that.
Thank you all, teachers and
coaches Ambition Physical
Therapist . 27 Sylvan Street,
Bay Shore.
Jackson, Stephanie
45A Center Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Johnson, Tallulah W.
29 Dowsing Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Jonassen, Christopher
20 Fern Avenue, Bay Shore.
Jones, Meagan L. "Schmeggles"
Art Club and Drama. Thank
you Mom, Dad, and Kerry. I
love you. M.E.: "Yes he would
be cute. "Chrissy: I miss you!
Thanks to everybody for all the
great years! Ambition: Secondary teacher. 68 Redmond Avenue, Bay Shore.
Joseph, Nichelle A.
B.S.O.S.S. To all my peers and
friends: I wish you the best of
luck while attending school. I
thank my teachers and parents
for all their patience and time.
To B.B.C.: You're all my home
girls. Much love. Ambiton:
Fashion Design. 1299 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.

K
I
lnoa, Christian
2 Kristin Court, Bay Shore.
Ippolito, Anthony T.
335 Atlantic Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Ippolito, Michael J.
335 Atlantic Avenue, Bay
Shore
Iqbal, Umair A. "Umz"
Cross-Country, Spring Track,
Winter Track, and Student
Council- Parliamentarian. Good
luck in college and have fun in
doing whatever you want to do
in life. Ambition: Doctor. 49
Oregon Avenue, Bay Shore.
lwuoha, Kelechi A "LeX"
Computer Club and Web Design Team. Keep it real everyone. L8R. Free at last. 22 Harrison Avenue, Bay Shore.

Kalman, Cheryl
1458 Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Kane, Alissa B. "Liss"
Winter Track, and Service Honor Society. Nicole and Cheryl:
"P-Day, you don't owe me
money." Love you guys. Monica: "Come on Betty." Brad,
John, C.J., Emma, "Boom"
the gang. Beach and 7ve's runs.
Kyle: See you around.
"Richland Boulevard memories
90210." Ambition: Elementary
Education. 1360 Brooklyn
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Katz, Emma
Maroon Echo- Editor-in-Chief,
Pit Orchestra, and Creative
Writing Club. "When I give
food to the poor, they call me a
saint. When I ask why the poor
have no money, they call me a

communist. '' Ambition. Abolish
the death penalty! 52 Lawrence
Lane, Bay Shore
Kavanagh, Brian
31 Homan Avenue, Bay Shore .
Kilburn, Kimberly
12 Shore Lane, Apartment A4,
Bay Shore.
Klumpp, Matthew
1386 Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Knapp, Billy "Knappy"
Wrestling Captain, Crew, Student Council- Treasurer, and
Peer Support. "Hi Guys" . Hey
Cack Bay Shore, you've been
great, best of luck to everybody
in Class of 2001. "Everybody
must meet their moment of
truth." Wrestling- we are the
best. Ambition: Campaign manager for Dave DeSario's
presidential campaign. 1306
North Windsor Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Kunnmann, Patrick J.
Football and Baseball. I came, I
saw, I conquered. Thank God
it's over, but it was fun. Later
Dan, Dave, and everyone else.
B.A.S. forever. Ambition: Gym
teacher. 320 Brook Avenue,
Bay Shore.

L
La Lima, Candice
1090 Courtland Drive, Bay
Shore.
La Mantia, Justine L. "Big J"
S.A.D.D., Film ClubVice-President, Art Club, and
Academic Club. E-Dawg: Man!
He needs braces! T-Bone: Tye
squared! WaWa:7-up! "I love
you guys!" Evy: You're my inspiration. Where's the blow
dryer everybody? Never forget
the three stairs! Good luck! Ambition: To have my artwork in a
museum in Italy! 1091 Manor
Lane, Bay Shore.
La Penta, Christina H. "Tina"
Lacrosse, Field Hockey, and
Peer Support. Family: Thanks
for everything! To my chicks:
You're the best. Cowgirls, E.R.,
and Leggs: Road Trip '00.
Shout out to different area
codes! J.W.: 1436, you're my
best friend. U.N.C. here we go!
E.R., and K.D.: Jamaica! Ambition: Become a wall of shame
all-star. 259 Lakeview Avenue
East, Brightwaters.
La Puma, Joe "Puma"
Soccer, Track, Honor Society,
and S.A.D.D. To my familyThank you, I love you guys.
Fab4 and my triangle, you guys

are the best. Ladies and fellas of
'01 : we're sicker than your average - B . I.G . "I contain
multitudes " -W.W . AmbitionTo marry the grandma! 107
South Bay Avenue, Brightwaters
Lampkin, Shante C.
12 Joseph Street, Bay Shore .
Law, Suzanne S.
Hey Jen! Make the last two
years last; they won't last! Karen and Robyn: You guys made
it fun this year. Also my best of
friends: Good luck in the future!
Ambition: Artist. 1424 East
Third Avenue, Bay Shore.
Lawson, Edward
4 Hother Lane, Bay Shore.
Lee, Prenda
58 First Avenue, Apartment D,
Bay Shore.
Lefferts, Nicole M. "Tavi"
Cheeleading- Captain, National
Honor Society, Peer Support,
and F.B.L.A .- Treasurer. Mom,
Dad, Heath, Caity, Beau :
you're the best! Luv ya forever!
Tori & Issa: Luv ya, girls! Sean,
Hey sexy! O.K. , thanks! Luv ya!
Hey cheerleaders: 2:30? Practice made perfection! Yeah,
seniors! Ambition: Elementary
Teacher. 1443 Brooklyn Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Leggio, Kristie
7 Charles Street, Bay Shore.
Leonick, Michelle "Moo"
Thanks to my mom, sister, Maria, Kim, Crys'Tal, Diana, Nina,
and to all of my friends: I couldn't have done it without you!
Special thanks to Mary Jane,
and Garcia Vega: I love you all.
Ambition: Educator. 1398 Illinois Avenue, Bay Shore.
Lerstad, Matthew W.
Football and Crew. To all the
Varsity Football players, crew
boys and to everyone who lives
on Windsor: Good Luck. Mom,
Dad, and Sister: Thanks for
everything! OH YEAH, PEACE
I'M OUTT A HERE! Ambition:
Master of Lawn-Care Arts.
1311 North Windsor Avenure,
Bay Shore.
Leudemann, Lindsay M. "Linz"
Field Hockey and Crew. Mom,
Dad and Family: I love you all
so much, thanks for everything.
To all my girls: you know who
you are, thanks and I love you.
S.K.L. I love you. Yeah
B.S.F.H.! A.O.T.P.! Ambtion:
To live life in peace, love and
happiness! 952 Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
Lewis, Desiree Y. "Big Dez"
B.S.O.S.S., and Peer Support.
I would like to thank God for al

To Our Dear Son Kenny,
You are a great and wonderful miracle God has given us. And we
love you with all our heart and soul and more than life itself. You
have always been a joy and we are very proud of the young man
you have become. We wish you all the happiness and love and we
know you will meet with success. God has given you many gifts!

:::Life's Mirror:::
There are loyal hearts, there are spirts brave,
There are souls that are pure and true;
Then give to the world the best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
Give love, and love to your life will flow,
A strength in your utmpst need;
Have faith and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your word and deed.
Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind,
And honor will honor meet;
And a smile that is sweet will sucely find
A smile that is just as sweet.
Give sorrow and pity to those who mourn;
You will gather in flowers a gain
The scattered seeds of your thought outborne,
Though the sowing seemed in vain.
For life is the mirror of king and slave
'Tis just what we are and do;
Then give to the world then best you have,
And the best will come back to you.
- by Mary Ainge de Vere

Follow

yo~r

dreams our dear Kenny!

All our Love ,
Mom , Dad & Kristie

lowing me to complete my
twelve years . Also, I thank
my mom, grandma, auntie,
and my sister Tiff for believing in me And to all my
friends. I love you guys with
all my heart! Class of 2001,
we did it' Ambition Nurse
28 Sylvan Street , Bay
Shore.
Lewis, Racquel T.
89 Second Avenue, Bay
Shore
Lewis, Tiffany A.
28 Sylvan Street , Bay
Shore .
Lewis, Tyesha S . "Ty"
Volleyball, ational Honor
Society, and S.A . D.D.
"Never bend your head . AI·
ways hold it high. Look the
world straight in the face ."
Special thanks to friends
and family. Love you all. To
class of 200 1 , I wish you
much success and happi
nessl Ambition· A career in
medicine. 205 Montana Av·
enue, Bay Shore.
Linehan, Sean P . "Lend·a·
Hand"
Shout out to my entire
2001 class, to all my
friends : Live your lives and
enJOY every moment of it.
Remember strength through
untiy These memories will
last forever. Ambition: Ar
chitect or Engineer. 201
Asharoken Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Litvin, Crys'tal C.
420 24·7 . Thanks for every·
thing , Mom, Dad, and
Keith . I actually did it! To all
my friends : I'll miss you and
good luck. Ambition. To live
ecstatically! 420 24 7 24
Ocean Avenue, Bay Shore.
Llanos, Christopher
315 Windsor Avenue,
Brightwaters.
Locovare, Theresa
1332 Brooklyn Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Loehr, Richard
1455 Brooklyn Boulevard,
Bay Shore.
Longhito, Rene J.
Volleyball, Cross Country,
Winter Track, and Spring
Track. Thank you Mom,
Dad, and Chris for being
there . Keldon, see you
around cousin! Thanks to
my coaches. To my friends,
KI.T., be safe and good
luck in college. Good luck
Class of 2001! 61 Mississip·
pi Avenue, Bay Shore.
Lopez, Pedro R.

2059 Union Boulevard, Apart
ment 1 B, Bay Shore
Losito, Cassandra A. "Cassie"
To all my good friends, Elaine,
Dana, Diana, and my brother,
Jason . Thank you for always
being there when I needed you
Anybody would be so lucky to
have friends like you. Ambition
Photographer 3 Dewey Place,
Bay Shore
Lovelock, Dylan J
320 Lakeview Avenue East,
Brightwaters.

M
MacDougal, Duncan
" I saw the best minds of my
generation destroyed by madness, starving hysterical nak ed " 1400 Brooklyn Boule·
vard, Bay Shore.
Mafrici, Mary J
12 Mechanicsville Road, Bay
Shore.
Malakoff, Matthew S "M S
quared"
Lacrosse- Captain,
ational
Honor Society, Peer Support,
and S.A.DD. Many thanks to
my family and coaches. Katie1'11 never forget you . To the fel las of '01 Remember Quicky,
home of the Mickey! V REDS!
To those from 2000 We're in
the same boat now. Ambition·
BSHS Security Guard 23 Lanier Lane, Bay Shore
Maresca, Michael
1337 Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore
Marin, Carolina E.
Yearbook. 27 Wilbur Street,
Bay Shore.
Marshall, Janie
39 Princeton Street, Bay Shore.
Martin, Derick L. "Spanky"
Yearbook. The fullest thanks to
my family and friends for mak·
ing my high school years so fun.
Thanks Jess, Teddy, Candice,
Matt, Anthony, Stephanie, and
all the people from the deli and
Anthony's car 8th period. Vicious Intentions rules! Ambi·
lion: Gigolo or Rock Star 101
Monroe Avenue, Bay Shore
Matos, Jennifer
1353 Gardiner Drive, Bay
Shore
Matthews, Tori T.
37 Ninth Avenue, Huntington·
Station .
Mayor, Juliana
149 South Penataquit Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Me Cleery, Robert "Bobert"
11 Hother Lane,
Me Givern, Jennifer

1739 Asharoken Boulevard , Bay
Shore .
Me Kee, Robert
27 A Dowsing Avenue, Bay Shore.
Me Phillips, Christopher
281 Fourth Avenue, Bay Shore .
McCray, Amber L.
Student Council. I don ' t have to
please anyone except myself. To all
my friends and especially my fami
ly I wouldn't have made it this far
without you. I thank you with all
my heart! Luv ya, Mommy Ambi
lion : Political science maJor: gossip
forever and reuinte with Dave 45
Princeton Street, Bay Shore
McDermott , Sean T. "x exus"
Robotics T earn and Backstage
Club . If all the world were a Lan
party, we all would be geeks
Thanks to all those people who
have helped me Michelle: you are
the only one for me. Good Luck in
2k+1 B.S .R 1402 Lombardy
Boulevard, Bay Shore
McGarvey, Keriann
Field Hockey, Softball, Peer Sup
port, and Student Government .
A.T., M .M , A Z, C. D., J C, C .M ,
and C. W : I'll never forget the great
times we spent together. Thanks!
Mom, Dad and Ryan : Thanks for
everything over the years . I love
you all Class of 2001 : Good luck!
Ambition Law Teacher. 439
Manatuck Boulevard, Brightwa·
ters.
McGlone, David A. "Big Paw"
Baseball and Football. Mom, Dad,
and Linz: Thanks a lot for every·
thing; love ya all. To all my boyz:
You are the best. To Kristin: Love
you always . Ambition : Graduate
from Molloy 1041 Thompson
Drive, Bay Shore.
McLean, Jennifer L "Jenn"
Softball Captain, Peer Support,
and S.ADD. My family, love you .
LB math talks, M.M.· "Bonus"
incentive daily. K.D.· "We can talk
now." C.G.- "CiingCiing." C.M .·
Pasca . K.R.· Ruthel! P.R .· "How
you doin'?" I love you all. Thanks
for the memories Ambition· To
live, love and laugh. 1072 Gardi·
ner Drive, Bay Shore
McManus, Danielle A
History Club. My goal is to stay
true to myself and stay passionate
with all that I believe in . I hope I'm
able to follow my dreams, making
this a better world because of it.
Ambition: Working for a world
where human rights are truly enJOY·
ed by all 105 Greenwood Road,
Bay Shore
Meehan, Margaret A "Maggie"
Lacrosse, Track, Peer Support.
Yearbook, and ational Honor So
cietv. Mom. Dad. Howie, Kevin

and Danny: many thanks for eve
rything. Jack : you'll never know
how much you mean to me. I
love you . C.T., C G , H.E.,
M.R, Lax girls and Seniors: I
wish you all the best of luck! I
love you guys. Yeah Seniors!
Ambition: Become a success
and be happy 448 Peters Boul evard, Brightwaters .
Meehan, Mary "Marbear"
Farkles: Thanks for the unend
ing love and support Trackies:
You'll always be my second
family Charlie ' s Angels ·
Thanks for the laughs 1 Brunch
Buddies: We will get by. G .D.
Love you all! Ambition · To
work like I don't need money,
love like I've never been hurt,
and dance like nobody's
watching ... to say everything is
wonderful now . 97 South Pena
taquit Avenue, Bay Shore.
Mickens, Bella D.
20 Spruce Street, Bay Shore.
Miller, Kevin
Wrestling. Gymnastics, and Na
tiona! Honor Society 46 Greenwood Road, Bay Shore
Mills, Aloysuis E
12 Garner Lane, Bay Shore.
Misle, Rodrigo
921 Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Montalvo, Aphrodite C "Aphro"
Field Hockey, Art Club, Back ·
stage Crew, and Mock Trial AI
ways remember : LORPH!
Where on earth am I now?! utty! I want my book! I fly, I sore,
I find mates. Get outta the car!
Splint the anger. All clear Min·
na, arigato' (Everyone, thank
you!) Ambition· to teach trees
to walk. 1444 Brooklyn Boule·
vard, Bay Shore.
Montanez, Joanna
1142 East Third Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Morales, Angel
1400 orth Clinton Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Morales, Hector D.
46 Second Avenue, Bay Shore.
Moreira, Caitlin C. "Cait"
Field Hockey- Captain, Peer
Support, Winter Track, and
Crew. Alison: Love you always.
Girls Four: Gertrude and
0
Jenn: ''Observant
Drinkers ." Jenn: "What part of
' o' don't you understand?"
Field Hockey girls : Thanks for
the smiles. To my family:
Thank you. Jim. Sing forever
Ambition : Smile forever. "Take
time from doing to enjoy be·
ing." 72 Greenwood Road, Bay
Shore
Mungo, Justin L.

Wow! I can't believe you're not going to be in school
next year. I'm going to miss you. I love all our
memories, like when you taught me to stand on the
table when we were young, our own"sister talk" and
who could forget the "Twins from New York"? I
know I won't. I'll make sure I don't turn off the hall
light.

Theresa

For Our Jade ,
Your life has already had so many challenges and you have
risen above them with grace and a bit of attitude. We are
,.. confident that you will continue to shine throughout your life.
You make us proud every day, our bright, shining jewel.
Mom, Dad, Theresa and Kristen

Dear Nellie,
Our Angel then and now. From a
shy, pigtailed little girl, to a self assured woman skimming across the
bay behind the wheel of your center
console- the transformation has been
a true delight!!
The world is a better place because your here-and such an active participant! We love you
sweetheart, congratulations and
now on to bigger and even better
things for sure.

Love Forever,

Mom, Dad, Gramma , Papu ,
Jared, Kismet

34 Center Avenue, Bay Shore
Murphy Susan M
58 Mississippi Avenue , Bay
Shore .
Muscara, Christopher
884 Aberdeen Road, Bay
Shore.
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Narvaez, Melissa A. " Issa"
Drama , Danceline, and National
Honor Society . Mom and Dad :
Thank you for everything these
last few years . My bros : I am
going to miss you next year.
Andrew: I love you and I want
to thank you for being there for
me Ambition : Nurse Practitioner. 31 Arkansas Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Noble, Shinese L.
B.S .O.S .S ., Service Honor Society, ational Honor Society,
and A.I.D.S Educators . I would
like to thank my parents for
shaping me into the person I
am . My friends : I love you all .
No matter how far we part,
you'll always be in my heart.
B.BC. Love for Life . Class of
2001. Ambition : Engineering .
291 Third Avenue, Bay Shore .
Norelius, David . "NoReaL"
Crew, Golf, Theory Club, and
Lacrosse Good Times . 467 N
Windsor Avenue, Brightwaters .
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Ochoa, Cesar
5 Penataquit Avenue , Bay
Shore.
Oosterom , Daniel W. "Big 0"
Volleyball , SA D.O., and Theory Club. Thanks to to Christina
Thomas who stuck by me
through life. Also thank you to
my teachers who made school
memorable for me. The future
is looking much brighter for me
Ambition: A successful C.E.O.
of a business. 1319 Manatauk
Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Oswald, Susan
318 Asharoken Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Otero, George
3 Lakewood Street, Bay Shore.
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Paige, Arendse
1 William Street, Bay Shore.
Panchal, Bhavanesh S "Bo"

Histor y Club , S .A .D.D., a nd
Hockey. Mom, Dad, Bena, and
Kropaben . I love you from the
bottom of my heart To my
friends, the band : I hope our
paths cross again Good luck ,
I'll see you on my way to the
top. Ambition : Own a busmess
and be happy 3 1 Deb Court ,
Bay Shore.
Parnsh , James
72 Millay Lane, Bay Shore
Pearson . Tyquan K
17 First Avenue, Bay Shore .
Penafiel, Christian E.
1417 East Forks Road , Bay
Shore.
Perez , Edisbrey
17 Santam Court , Bay Shore .
Petecca , Tristen N " Triscuit"
Jazz Ensemble, Pit Orchestra,
Moot Court , and Freshmen
Leadership. "Nothing in this
universe can be the same if
somewhere, we do not know
where, a sheep that we never
saw has - yes or no· eaten a
rose . " Exupery, love ya ,
Michelle! Thanks for always being there!W.P.S . with Mike and
Dan! Ambition : Not to work too
hard and always be happy 10
May Street, Bay Shore
Peters , Jen M " Shorty"
Art Club and Freshmen Leadership. Mom, Rich and Dan, I
love you guys . Dad RIP. To
all my friends, I love you guys
and I'll never forget you . Mr.
McGowan , thanks for everything R.R ., M.P., K.W., E.B.1'11 never forget you guys . Ambi·
lion- To live a long and happy
life and to become a teacher.
1305 Potters Boulevard, Bay
Shore
Phillips, Matthew S.
18 Garner Lane, Bay Shore.
Poche, Christopher
449 Pine Acres Boulevard,
Brightwaters .
Polley, Shaun R.
"This is a new garden of old
flowers , where old makes old
jokes, take on the feel of alure."
Much love and respect to
friends and family and Angela .
Forever seventeen! Ambition
Never to grow up! 15 South
Park Avenue, Bay Shore.
Posner, Michelle E. "Michy"
Art Club . Thanks to family and
friends . M.J.· "He'd be cute if
he changed the way he looked!" "The day that I die will be
the day that I shut my mouth
and put down my guitar." Am·
bition : Fasion Illustration . 1460
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Przech, Agnieszka

70 Fifth Avenue, Bay Shore
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Ramos, Andy
58A Belford Av e nu e, Bay
Shore .
Reuter, Christopher M
2 3 1 Dakot a Ave nu e, Bay
Shore
Rice, Raymond
My friends : You know who you
are; I was all about the ladies .
And JUSt remember who was
the king . Ambition : To be rich
and famous . Bay Shore.
Richardson, Yvette D
Family and friends : thank you
for always encouraging me!
Nayairah, Titi loves you! Mon·
cho, I love you and thank you
for everything . Daisy, B.E.F.
you ' re always in my heart.
Grandma: your memory lives
on 2001 Ambition : Graduate
from St . John 's University. 9
Dartmouth Drive, Bay Shore
Riley, Kelly L. "Blue"
Volleyball Rainblow Friends
forever! Katie : abide by the
quote! To Shake, Kristin, Rob
and the illmatic van crew : Yeah
Buddy' Dave : you ' re the
sweetest Francis : I love you,
and Anthony: I will always love
you! Ambition : The lawyer that
defends half our students in the
future . 123 Wohseepee Drive,
Bay Shore
Riordan, Erin M
Lacrosse, Soccer· Captain , Ser·
vice Honor Society, and Peer
Support . GRLS Nothin ' but
good times' EOIF . Britney,
65mph , bottle?, road trips. I'm
out Selave, JHU What? Kasera,
North Carolina , Walk of
Shame, Sha, yeh Shore! Too
many laughs! Roo love you
much . Ambition Stay smiling'
360 Lakeview Avenue, Bright·
waters
Roa, Robert M
23 Santam Court, Bay Shore.
Robinson, Alexandria S
60 Redmond Avenue, Bay
Shore
Rodriguez, Irina L.
B S O .S.S , Winter Track , and
F BLA Rob McCleery would
like to say "Hi" to everyone!
You only live once, so live life
to the fullest. L. T .J. Forever!
And never play leap frog with a
unicorn. All my friends : I love
you. Ambition : Go to Stony
Brook or Hofstra University
1194 East Third Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Rodriguez, Javiel

23 Redmond Avenue, Bay Shore
Rodriguez, Michele "Shell y"
Lacrosse, Field Hockey, Peer
Support, and Student Council.
To my family : Thanks for never
leaving my side . I love you!
Girls : We'll make it until the
end of time I love you all!
Humanities II Teachers : Thanks
for everything! Evan . I love you
eternally. S K.L.-143. Ambi ·
tion : Always make time for
laughter and never regret a day
I live 1415 Manatuck Boulevard, Bay Shore.
Romanzi , Robert
40 Concourse East, Brightwa·
ters .
Rossi, Nicole
1347 Brooklyn Boulevard , Bay
Shore.
Rostky , Julia C.
Writers' Club and S .A.D.D. " I
may not be totally perfect, but
parts of me are excellent. "Ashleigh Brilliant. Ambition :
Early Education Teacher. 44
Hemlock Lane, Bay Shore.
Russell, Kimberly R. " Ruthel' '
Softball , Bowling , and Peer
Support . Mom : I love you . Dad :
You are my angel in heaven .
Jen, Kathy , and Melissa I will
miss you guys . To all my
teachers . Thank you To all my
friends: I love you . 1014 South
Thompson Drive, Bay Shore.
Russell, Pete M. "The Specialist"
Football, Baseball, and Bowl·
ing. To my mom : I love you
Anthony· Try to get better in
wiffleball . Dave · Keep working
on trying to beat me in basket·
ball . Chris Kahl : I love you bro.
1014 Thompson Drive, Bay
Shore.
Russo, Christine E.
Cheerleading- Captain, Track,
F BL.A.- President, and PeerSupport. Mom and Dad :
Thanks for everything. S .R ,
.R., M.R. : I love you . L.A.,
H H ., A.T .. K.M .
L., J.C.,
J.L., D.F.: The touch of all
your friendships are gifts I will
never forget. T riange Effect .
Yea Groupies' Ambition : Ele·
mentary Education 1051 Carll
Drive, Bay Shore
Ruter, Amanda " ABR's"
Backstage Crew, Art Club, and
ational Honor Society. Thank
you everyone for making the
years in school so enjoyable. To
my friends : I will miss you all. I
will keep the wonderful
memories we've had close to
my heart forever. "Squeak"
Ambtion: Art Teacher 473
Manatuck Boulevard , Bright·
waters.

Dear Duncan,
You have never ceased
to amaze us! We are all
so very proud of you!
Stay true to yourself and
follow your dreams, and
may life bring you all the
joy and success that you
deserve.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Corey, Bill,
Scott, & Maisie
To Our Dearest Daughter

Ronetta Thomas
A you continue your journey
through thi Hfe ma God continu
to give you your heart' de ire.
Congratulation !

Michelle,
We are so
proud of
everything
you have
accomplished.
May all of
your dreams
for the future
come true.
All our love,

Mom, Dad, Chris, & Steven
Dear Mary,
Your compassion wit and wisdom have
always brightened our days. We are so
proud of you and know how lucky we
are! Congratulations and may your future be filled to the brim with happy
moments!
Love
I

Love
Mom, Dad, Brothers and Si ters

Mom, Pops, Kevin, and Sparkie

To Ellie and the Class of 2001
"May God bless and keep you afways,
May your wishes all come true,
May you always do for others
And let others do for you.
May you build a ladder to the stars
And climb on every rung,
May you stay forever young."
Love,

Susan and Gene Boragine

s
Saez. Luis D.
18 Farragut Avenue, Bay
Shore
Santana, Margey P. Yearbook .
Thank you, mom and dad
Without you, I wouldn't have
made it this far Most of all I
thank God. for leading the way
Ambition Accountant or lnte
rior Designer 35 Center Av·
enue, Bay Shore
Sarrapede, KyleR "Killah"
Mom, Dad, and Dee!: Thanks
for everything . Em : You're the
best and always will be. I love
you . U.J .. You left unforgotten,
Beach Mobile lives on! To all
my boys : We did it. Ya herd'
Peace! Ambition : Professional
Baseball Pitcher and Stockbrok·
er 439 Potter Boulevard,
Brightwaters.
Sassone, Laura M. "Lo"
Crew Team· Captain and
Cross Country. Friends and
family: I've had the time of my
life and I owe it all to you! B.S
and A.S .. California dreaming'
Girls four: Where's Gertrude? I
will always remember the fun
times CAUSE THERE IS AL
WAYS SOMETHING THERE
TO REMIND ME! Ambition
Olympic Rower 46 Richland
Boulevard, Brightwaters.
Scheriff, Anthony
414 Pine Acres Boulevard,
Brightwaters
Schindler, Jack T.
Snowboard Club. Thanks to my
best friend Jahn . Maggie: I love
you Everyone enjoy the rest of
the year. Albany, here I come .
Canada you heard. Ponzi:
Thanks for all the help. Thanks
Capt. Dan for the 12 on·rings .
Ambition Stop people from ig·
noring the issues surrounding
Little Donny. 8 Bradish Lane,
Bay Shore.
Schmalenberger, Crystal A.
Mom and Dad: Thanks for all
your support Cassie and Jenet
te: I am going to be lost without
you guys Thanks for all your
support I love you guys . To the
class of 2001 : Thanks for the
memories Ambition: Food and
utrition 8 Winnifred Street,
Bay Shore
Schmidt, Kyle M.
"WhiteChocolate"
Hockey Team. Don't hate the
player, hate the game. 1464
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore
Schwedler, icole M.

Alissa : finally we're out! Don' t
forget about all the good times,
balls and sticks, P day , and
more. Veronica: I'm glad that
we became such friends! We
went through a lot together!
Good luck class of 2001! Ambi
!ion Elementary Teacher .
1457 Richland Boulevard. Bay
Shore
Scracca, Tiffany
Crew. ick; I love you! You are
my best friend and so much
more . To the crew team : Yeah,
ghetto Bay Shore. We are the
best! Mom, I love you. Thanks
for everything Nancy. Kim :
Hey girls' Ambition: Nurse
Practitioner 14 Cottage Ave
nue, Bay Shore
Sejranic, Admir
24 William Street, Bay Shore.
Serigano, Alison M.
Golf, Field Hockey, National
Honor Society, and Peer Sup
port Jenn: Remember
when .. lotsa laughs MGD!
Becky Sue:Let's get liberated'
To my srster Cait: Thanks for
always making me laugh. To
my boys I love you guys. To
everyone Thanks for the great
memories Ambition Laugh of·
ten, love much. 4 70 Mana tuck
Boulevard, Brightwaters
Shvartsman, Julia
39 Montauk Drive, Bay Shore
Simone, Monica
357 Plymouth Avenue, Bright·
waters .
Smith, Lauren
1356 Gardiner Drive, Bay
Shore.
Solano, Luis E. "M .F "
Film Club, Bible Club, Art Club,
Crew, and Yearbook To all my
friends I'm leaving behind :
Remember what I have taught
you. To James, Mike and Dan:
Keep your heads up. M.F. Ru·
les' Ambtion : To be an English
teacher 41 Rhodes Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Southerland, Kiondra
142 North Penataquit Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Speer, Aaron D.
26 Burchhell Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
Staiger, Daniel
11 Oakland Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Stancati, Rachel A.
Volleyball and Basketball. To
my friends: I made it through
these years only because you
were there for me. To home
wrecker loves Blue, Hot mama,
Skeeter, everyone! Class of
2001: Smile, it only gets worse!
Ambition Forensic Scientist.

48 Ridgeway Boulevard , Bay
Shore.
Stefanov, Hristo
12 Shore Lane, Apartment 6,
Bay Shore.
Stolfi, Kenny M.
To my parents . Thank you and
I love you, the same to my
friends, and Jeanette. Special
thanks and love to W H. We
Rock! And to my teachers: I
want the four years of my life
back . Ambition : to be the best
at whatever I do with the least
amount of effort 6 Chenango
Drive, Bay Shore
Storck , Amy R.
Winter track, Spring track,
S.A.DD., and Cross Country.
Thanks Mom! Andrea: friends
forever (saved by the bell), Kor
dula : mojoJojo, Alex, Mary, Ali·
son : Thanks for brunch! Kenny:
later locker neighbor(11 40) .
Go vegetarian, Silverchair 4 ·
eva, and see you all in ten
years . Ambition.· To move to
Australia, perhaps even catch a
tan. 53 South Clinton Avenue,
Bay Shore
Suda, Elizabeth 0
Tennis, Drama, and Maroon
Echo Never forget: Chern
stories, To take off your shirt in
the saftey shower, Pengyou,
Mickey's, B Spears, Chuckie.
Easy·E. don't let modesty get in
the way of O.S., L.L., Doobie,
Boxface, Joe Striplin, Love you
Wallyburger. 352 Woodland
Drive, Brightwaters.
Sullivan, Rebecca R "Becky"
Crew, Track, and Peer Sup·
port S.RA.! Phish: quarters
for nickles. LoB, Ali: California
dreamin! Girls for Gertrude!
Lauren: full of grace' Mom,
Dan, Sean, Emiker, Jenn,
Hean, Regina, Matthew: Love
ya! Whatever you do, take care
of your shoes . Ambition: Jour·
nalist or English Teacher.
(Thanks Pasca!) 27 West Gar·
field Street, Bay Shore
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Taylor, Shane
21 Santam Court, Bay Shore.
Thomas, Ronald
48 Redington Street, Bay
Shore
Thomas, Ronetta L " etta"
Service Honor Society, Peer
Support, and B S.O .S .S ..
Thanks for everything. Ma and
dad: I love you much' My true
friends I love you too! To the
class of 2001: The best of luck!
We did it! Ambition: A Suffolk
County Police Officer 4
Redington Street, Bay Shore.

Toribio, David " Turbo"
Football and Wrestling . You
only live once so you might as
well die young! Ambition. To be
employed at "Delliah's Den. "
203 Adams Avenue, Bay
Shore
Toribio, Kordula M. "Coco"
Joanna , you'll always be my
friend Irina, keep doing your
thing . Amy, mOJO ojo, these are
the best years of my life. Thank
you to all my teachers who
made this possible . Thanx ,
Mom and Dad 203 Adams Av·
enue, Bay Shore.
Torres, AnnMarie "Annie"
Cheerleading . Peer Support ,
Spring Track, and F BLA . My
Family: Thank you, I love you
D.K. Thanks for everything .
L.,
R..
C.R , J C .. H.H .
groupies forever. K.M.: Chick
ens? U R: come with me? Jac:
I'll miss you. J.G .: Do me a fa
vor, Love ya. Ambition: Lead a
happy and exciting life 202
Asharoken Boulevard , Bay
Shore
Torres, Tara
P.O. Box 5137, Bay Shore.
Traynor, Todd M "Toad"
Drama, Choir, and V.I.C.A .
Remember Tosh! Toes, Moot·
sie, Tootsies, Stewart, ickles,
and icole: Don't drive up on
the curb. Mad cookies Nuni, Ti
tanic Thanks for the good
times . Ambition: Be the best I
can be at whatever I choose to
dol 57 Mystic Circle , Bay
Shore
Tucciarone, Christina
1432 Fifth Avenue, Bay Shore.
Turcios, Hector U.
1363 Fifth Avenue, Bay Shore.
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Valarezo, Jose A
1332 Illinois Avenue, Bay
Shore.
Valle, Frank C
Crew Class of 2001: good luck
to everyone in the future .
Pimps, stay pimpin', ladies,
stay pretty. And to my boys,
you know who you are: time to
take charge Ambition Success·
ful businessman or Suffolk
County Police Officer. 79 Bel·
ford Avenue, Bay Shore.
Van Steen, ick R. "Fox"
Lacrosse and Jazz Band. Good
Luck, Matt Thanks for every·
thing. Hey Joanna, I hate you
(ha ha) Kenny, Craig, Dave,
Anthony, you're the coolest
people alive. Hi Ellie, hi Katie,

Congratulations
Dear Amy,
I loved you from the moment I
aw your face and held your tiny
body in my arms. You have grown
.______ _ _ _ _____, from a precious infant into a compa ionate, caring young woman. Congratulation on
your graduation from high chao!. It i one oflife' mo t
~ important accompli hment . I am so proud of you. Thi
_ i the beginning of many dream to come true! Go get
them!!!
Loving you always,

Mom

Congratulations Lindsay!

~

My other shining star and one of my
greatest joys. Reach for the stars and
follow your dreams Tinkerbell. May life
bring you nothing but happiness. AIways be true to yourself. We love you
and are very proud ... GO 4 7!
Love Mom, Dad, Tara, Kevin,
Grandma, Aunt Michele, Grandma
Lillian, Uncle Chris, and Uncle Alan!
Good Luck and Congratulations Class of
2001!

yo Dan, what's up bro .. bye
everyone thanks Ambition·
To own Mickeys, Inc . 317
Lakeview Avenue East, Bright·
waters
Velazquez, Adam
487 Richland Boulevard,
Brightwaters
Verga, Daniel
1336 Brentwood Road, Bay
Shore.
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Walker, Keldon K. "K·Dawg"
Cross -Country and Winter
Track. I P, Rene: Dawgs for
life. Beth, Laurice: Love ya'll.
Katie: Keep the kids . Coaches
R.D.: thanks for getting me
where I am. Ya'll that said I
wouldn't make it, I made it.
Ain't nothing but something to
do. Ambition: To complete all
my goals. 35 Anna Street, Bay
Shore.
Ware, Sanne·Michael
Football and Spring Track.
"The strong move quiet, the
weak start riots." Keep on
track in life. Ambition. Professional Football Player. 1 Wil·
liam Street, Bay Shore.
Watson, Tyler
1339 North Windsor Avenue,
Bay Shore.
Weekes, Shadeeyah
350 Brook Avenue, Bay Shore.
Weldon, Melissa A.
Charlie's Angels: It was fun and
adventurous. To my family:
Thanks for the encouragement
and help Ally, Mary, Tony,
T.T., and Jadey. Thanks for being there and being so much
funl Ambition: Have fun, enJOY
life, and be successful. 96 7 Gardiner Drive, Bay Shore
Wertz, Kristen A
Volleyball, Field Hockey, and
Band. Congratulations seniors!
Remember: when the world
gets you down, blame Henry!
To the Volleyball Team: Beware of flying ball carts and
look for the cat when you need
something! Love you lots!
Beatles rule! Ambition·
Telivision Producer and Olympic Volleyball Team Member.
34 Abrew Street, Bay Shore
Wheeler, Miles
19 Lawrence Lane, Bay Shore.
Williams, Christine M.
Cross-Country, Winter Track,
and Spring Track. To all my
friends: I'm going to miss you
all so much. Allison and Crys

tal : B F.F., I love you two so
much . Jemel: I'll never forget
you Mom and Dad : Thanks so
much . I love you' Ambition . Elementary School Teacher and
owner of Allistine Zaffams Re·
sort 1329 Pine Drive, Bay
Shore.
Williams, Givanna
12 Princeton Street, Bay Shore .
Wilson, Jamal
10506 Howells Road, Apart·
men! F1, Bay Shore.
Wilson, William R. "Willy"
Robotics and National Honor
SocietyYou have to be happy
in order to be successful. Enjoy
yourself while you have the
time Thanks to all my family
for all their support. Ambition :
Computer Engineer 1324
Richland Boulevard, Bay
Shore
WoJcik, Nicole
12 Holmbrook Street, Bay
Shore
Wright, Crystal
24 Ocean Avenue, Bay Shore.
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Xikis, Vasilis "V"
Jazz Band Thank you mom
and dad for all of your support.
Thank you Lauren Civardi for
your influence and support, and
for putting up with my you
know what. M2-Reds. Mickey's
at Quicky . The boyz rule! 1368
Lombardy Boulevard, Bay
Shore.
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Yanatos, Rich
Baseball and Football . It's all
about B.A S., and everybody
who knows about the garage
1413 North Windsor Avenue,
Bay Shore
Yang, Cuixiu "Tracy"
S.A.D.D., History Club, and
Track. I want to thank my fami·
ly, teachers, and friends for
their support. I believe my night
has become a sunny down because of you . I'm sending you
kisses as I know you like them.
Ambition Achieve professional
success in my field of study and
future career. 72 E Main
Street, Bay Shore.
Yang, Huang "Harold"
I always keep believing in one
thing: I would never have sue·
ceeded without those of you
who cared about me and sup

ported me. I really appreciate eve·
rything you've done for me
Ambition : A Computer Eng1
neer and a successful businessman . 72 East Main Street, Bay
Shore.
Young, Marci A
Thesp1an Troupe, String Ensemble, and SAD.D. " Killing
pat1ents isn't always a bad
thing!"(Hazardous Materials)
Congrats to the Hazardous Ma·
terials and Septic Shock·
ers.('99·'00) Let's do it again!
Good luck to the seniors of
2001! Ambition· ER doctor 44
Lanier Lane, Bay Shore.
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Zaffuto, Allison A "Zaffutes"
Cross Country, Track,
S.A.D.D.· Secretary, and Na·
tiona! Honor Society. My Fami·
ly : Thanks for always being
there I love you. Marbear,
Tine, Melissy, Costello, Ker·
smile, you made me who I am
today! Thanks, love ya's! Track·
ies: Love you all! Class of 2001:
Good Luck' Ambition. to be a
great elementary education
teacher and owner of the Allis·
tine Zaffams Resort! 615 Spur
Drive North, Bay Shore

Tavi
Congratulations! You have and always
will make us very proud. You possess the
dedication, passion, and ambition to fulfill all your dreams, just as you fulfilled
ours. Always remember 10/26/00, #42,
and #46.
Love
Mommy, Daddy, Heather,
Beau
P.S. The old Italian man best known for his dollar bills
will love you and watch over you all the days of your
life. "Skippy"

To our BeautifuL daughter with her con1:a9ious [aughter, twinkiing eyes
atuf warm foving heart. Congratulations A[ison

What can we say? Other than cfeaning your room, you have surpassea
a[ expectations atuf you've onfy 6egun!! One thing that is certain, you
are your own person atuf statu! 6y your 6efiefs. Your stu66omness,
strong will, atuf cfedication, are 9reat quaiities that you have usea
wisery in pursuing your cfreatns.
As you 90 off to co~e I will miss our trips top tfte rock. shows, the
theatre, Pennsy(vania, shopping excursions, atuf especiaiTy hugs.
However, this is your titne to reach for the stars as onfy you can. We
will 6e there aiways with support atuf fove. Our wishes for you are to
have the happiness atuf fove 9iven to others 6ecome ten fo&£ in your
Gfe!!!
Mom,

Love aiways,
acf, MichaeC Matthew, Miche[e, Kevin, Ryan, Aryssa, atuf
Lauren

ear A[ison, Mary, Christine, Mefissa, Affison C., Atuf Keri:
It is cfiJficuft to summarize in a few fines a[ the jol.~ ~tuf sorrows you have experiencecf to9ether over
the years. Hi9ft[i9hts that cotne to mituf are fun ji1led sfeep overs, camping, Lake eor9e, fta.rfie' s
((Driving" AngelS, Sunday 6runches, 6eacf 6racefets, rainy concerts, movies, endiess trips to the maiT,
Great Acfventure, Scouts, Stitches, nutnerous sur9eries, atuf the sacf foss of fovea ones. I can't feave out
((chat sessions" cfuring math stucfy 9roups, cfances, schoo( cfu6s, on-[ine chats, or more tefephone
conversations. A[ these events atuf more have testetf your foyafty, fove, atuf camaracferie towarcf one

another.
May you aiways remain cfose in heart atuf know each of you hoUfs a speciai pfaa in one another's
hearts. My wish for you a[, are to fitu! peace atuf contenttnent in whatever path you prosue. FoiTow
your cfreatns atuf retnem6er that each. one of you are very speciaL, unique, atuf fovea. I will miss you.
Love,

Mrs. Z.

.... OJaB Bou
alwatJS make a
joBful noise

.... OJaB Bou
alwaBs be
luckH with
Bour man.

=~

And maB Hour
career never
interfere with
Hour abilitH to
tan!!!!

U1e are v~e proud of
Bou, atte
. ...
Love ffiom, 'Dad & Liz

'"

To the cfass of 2001
Have a wornfeifu£ journey.
Good fuck to a[
Ms. Doy[e & the senior
cfass officers:
President-]eanette
Dunn'L9an
Vice President-Katie
Draycott
Treasurer- James Ar£U9o

To our girls Danielle and Corine:
If we could, we would walk with you
along all the paths of life. We were
given the gift of raising you and now let
you go into the world as strong young
women. Stay the course. Be happy and
prosper! God Bless.
We Love You Very Much,
Your Families

Jeanette,
Why doe this seem to be one of the most difficult things you 've
ever a ked me to do? I'm a mother that ha to be harder! Or is it the
fact that I'm trying to put closure to eighteen years of the mo t
formative part of your life. Or the fact that thirty years from now,
every once in a blue moon you'll pull out this year book and read it!
Becau e thi I your memories and experiences.
I thought I knew what I wa doing by the time you surprised me , I
already had your sister, Corinne. However, two different children are
two different people. Corinne would amuse herself and play quietly
while I did thing around the hou e. I didn't even have to put her in
the playpen. Then I had Jeanette , I couldn't even take a shower
without having a babysitter! Houdini , had nothing over you.
lnqui itive with a mind of her own , there was no stopping her at any
age once he put her mind to something. Your leadership qualities
were born in you .
I wonder how your dad and I were so blessed to rai e two beautiful ,
caring, loving and productive individuals . Our home was definitely
anything but conventional. I certainly wasn 't Donna Reed. I knew
that when I caught you playing house one day when your ister was
at school. You feed and dressed your baby, then told her to be good
for grandma and you would give her a surprise . You ki ed her
goodbye and picked up your pocketbook and keys , and said you were
going to work. Children learn what they live! You came with no
instruction booklet, and even if you had , you would have changed it.
I could probably write a book, but I have to keep this short. I can't
imagine home without you. Besides being best friend with your
si ter, and a loving daughter to both your parents, you're my baby.l
thought I was looking foward to this moment and now I'm crying.
Jeanette 's hot line will not be ringing , I'll have no shoes or cleat to
trip overwhen I come in the door , l'll have no hours notice (if I'm
lucky) before I have to be somewhere. I wouldn't come home and
have to overhear conversations of omeone pleading with a friend to
help them put their life in order, To drop her off , to shovel an old
womens' sidewalk because she has no one to help her , to let a child
sleep over because there are problems at home, To drive me crazy
with ski trips, postal money order , catalogs and such, Who just
loves life and living it to the fullest.
Your entire family applauds you. You will be successful whichever
roads you choose. Any one who has the pleasure of befriending you
will never forget you. You are a leader, go out and conquer the
world. Your ister will be losing her best friend, your dad and I will
be missing a daughter, I will be losing my baby!! But worst than that
I'm al o losing one of my best friends. And I still have your cat!
Love,
Mommy , Daddy, Corinne,
ra1tcnes. and Rebecca_ _ _ _ _ __

Tanya,
May you reach your goals that you
have set out for in
the next step of your life.
We wish you much happiness, love
and health on the
new journey you are about to begin.
Love You Always,
Mom, Dad, Natasha,
Travis, Alicia & Brandon

Best Gift To Your
Graduate?
A VOID ESTATE TAX!
Call or email
amitylaw@msn.com
amitylaw

(UZ) :) 70.48%9

richard w. anderson, esq.

~70 leJdnctea ave. • - - )'Ork, new )'Ork 10017
Income Ta>< • Wills Trvs ts Estates • General Counsel

Matt ,
We are extre01ely proud of your many accomplishments,
but 01ost i01portantly the person you ~
have beco01e. We anxiously
await the realization of your
bright future.
We love you,
Mo01, Dad

Andrew and Patrick

Joseph,
Through all the stages
of your life,
you have always been
a special joy,

you have given us
so much happiness
We want to let you know
how proud we are
of you
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Nicole and Nanny

Joe+ Joey

Then

Now

"Still crazy after all these years~'
The Coughlin and LaPuma
Families

Johnn;
011tside of the sanctum] of
your home. school. and
neighborhood. there is a reed ll'orld.
ou thclf ) 011
e1re about to enter it. let
these tho11ghts g11ide )Oil to
meet s/lccess in life.
lVe loz•e )Oil dear!;.
Alll'a;s.
Mom and Dml

- Be courageous.
- Haz·e a heart.
- Remember the poor.
- CoojJerate and listen, real/ listen.
tick up for yourself
tudy, read, mrd be inquisith·e.
- Learn sez·eral languages.
- Leam the pou·er offorgheness.
- Lhe by your ethnic upbringinf1.
- Pass on your ethnic upbringing.
- 1 alk to God often.
uer lose that beautiful smile!
And alu·ays, alu·a:ys strhe to be a entlemaJ!..

Congratulations
and
Best Wishes!
Make us Proud
from

The Class 2002
Congratulations, Class of '01
The
Music Sponsors
of the Bay Shore
Schools

Congratulations Becky.
We are so proud of you.
Keep smiling and always
keep searching for your
· dreams.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Sean, Emily and Kevin

Mi chael Falconer,
The ~nofflcjaf mayor of Bay 'hare! Congratulatwns on your graduaUon from B 'R
and BKLL! Can ''U C'' handle you? Ure arc
vc.ry proud of you. You have all of our Jove
and upport.
Th e Ji'aJconer Landscaping Suppor l Temn,
lUom, Dad, Ton1 and Courlnev
L

%{)! ?n1 'dnces&
'Ita~ 7f1.a UfUda 93~
~ wJt~~c;;£o;ulatafttime& ~(M£1-i&v

sMt ~

{k, ifv YYUj 11UUA.ilv. 7/Uj wd
sAaft ma~ lwv ~b ifv ~ s£01U:L: tluv
~ slwft ~'{/ ~ wut {k, ~d. <"@
~ tA€ s£o;u[ wiik I'YUV, and f£t UY exalt
~namR/~.

Mom & Dad I wouldn't be the person I am if it wasn't for you two. Even though I can be a pain in
your rears you have always been supportive in everythmg I have done. On and off the field, rink, or
court Thank you and I love you both Tasha, Travis, Alicia, Brandon You guys can be annoying but
you are a big part of my life and I love watchmg you guys jump mom! Chris: You are probably the
best thing that has happened to me. You are my best friend I love you to death and we have a
numerous amount of good stories and memories that will always be in our hearts . I am so proud of
you for all that you have accomplished We will always be together no matter what happens .
Remember Motley Crue and the endless hours we spent together I LOVE YOU! Paul : For 5 years we
have been like brother and sister We fight like we are married . Devils in the playoffs (breaking the
necklace) ice hockey at 4 A.M. Chillen at my beach house. I know that we will definitely be friends
forever. THERE'S NO PURPLE PIRATE! Nay Nay, Holly: IM ON FIRE' STOP DROP ROLL! You
girls are the best. You cant put us 3 in the same room wfo causing a riot. Remember writing on my
face, Jello night, oh boy Katies Sweet 16 what a crazy night . Donde los arboles? 'Mackm it to Burger
King' 'are you the teachuh?' Hillary : Lets go to Northport! Brucies: Even though you are kind of far
away, we are still extremely close. Your a cutie and I love you for always being there for me and you
know that I will always be here for you. Come back down to Bay Shore its better than orthport' JL:
My knees hurt. Twin Turbos, 4 hours of bonding . You are a very special part of my life and I love
you! KC: 'Hi I'm Judy and this is Kathryn' ('psst call me Katie') girl we've known one another since
kindergarten My Little Ponies, wrestle maniacs, health food, !egos! The list is unstoppable. We will
always have this crazy bond between us! MM: superman song (you know what that means, DPI!) we
definitely always have good times Yes, you look hot! Giovannis Pizza (cheese shaker) Love You Kid,
MADD GAS! DO, RR, MZ, RS, BC, RS, PW, PC, SB, JP, TM: You all are the best group of big
brothers a girl can have. Remember that game? BLAH! Post game nights at Dan's . Holding up traffic
on the Parkways! 1 o'clock' I love you all, even BIGHEAD Velasquezes. You 3 are my fave trio .
Chris remember Montauk nite, Adam - Tunkies! Jay calm down its a game! Just remember Robkes
forget Mace. I love you guys' KC: You are in Littleton Colorado but we will come together again . Hox
Chicks Rule! Its amazing how distance can't put a wall on a great friendship. HOX BOYS' KAR . "It's
a great day to get better Bay Shore!" Your spirit will always be with us #25 forever KL Petunia
will always be a part of me and with me forever just like You . CW: You are my little sister, and I will
always be here for you no matter where I am or what I am doing. JH, OM, RM: I know that one day
I will see all 3 of you on the top of the charts. Chase after your dreams and good luck! MG Hey Zickl
'I hate this girl!' PL: Tootsie Rolls anyone? PJ you are a strong person, keep up with it' SM You are
a special person to me, we will end up in Cali together I know it! DA: Cocktailing at the RonJO Resort
like WO! MR I love making you crack up all the time, especially when you aren't expecting it JC:
Tunia-fish, Did I take a pic wf the Doublemint twins? Was I just talking about my grandpa? Dreaming
of being on the raft. Definitely can't put us 2 in the same room. AC, KS: Tanya wants a woo woo.
AS GAS' BSFH: The bird means that we can go home' KK: I wish I played earlier and I can't believe
that you were able to put up wf me for 2 seasons JG, PS: You 2 just crack me up, go to the beach!
PW: I want to go to another race maybe you can finish this time JD: We will always be sister in-laws.
BSLax: NO MERCY! 4 years of consistent memories, there is just so much to say, beating Smithtown,
winning the counties/regionals . THE CHANT' I'm so proud of what we all have accomplished
TOGETHER for these 4 years! Pfefs: Thanks for all that you have done for me, I know I wouldn't
have been able to do it without you 2. FNG, BR: Where the Skoal Party at? PP: If it wasn't for you
my life would be totally different. You hooked it up with you know who. Thanks for everything that
you have taught me! BE: It must have been some experience having the lone girl on your team. You
have made a great impact in my life and I will always remember when I had some board trouble' BSBball: We will do it this year! FS: having you as a coach for 2 years was a lot of fun, you definitely
have brought the team up to a new standard. RW, E Rock: 'lets go to Tanya's she has good food' I
love you guys, who peed their pants anyways? To All Not Mentioned: I love each and every one of
you You are all a great part of my life and I will never forget any of you . I know you all will definitely
miss me' GOOD LUCK CLASS OF 2001!

Partners in Safoty
You ...Our Children...and
Suffolk Transportation Service

Suffoll< Transportation Service, Inc.
10 Moffitt Blvd., Bay Shore, NY 1 1706 • 631.665.3245
visit us on-line @ www.suffolkbus.com

TuxEDos

SALES 0. RENTALS

GREAT FORMAL AFFAIRS
BEGIN WITH US!
MemoriesYou and Us
SCHOOL .. .
YEARBOOK .. .
PROMS .. .
WEDDINGS .. .

R.S.V.P. will always·
be a part of your
lives.

The Bay Shore Educational
Secretaries Association
extends

Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
To the Class of 2001
and especially
an Bo r
Mar ar t M han
William Go k
Chri tine Ru o
an McD rmott
Laura a on

BAY SHORE
160 W. Main St.
~n:::IJ
(~ .

S1. Pal1'dl't 0..:-~)

Congratulations!!!
to
The Class of '01
1\NNF BRICiiS
l·. xrcuiJVt: Dareclnr

(;REJ\1~

YMCA

SOU'fll UA Y YI\1CA

200 Wcsl Mam Slreel
Bay Shore. New York I I 706

(Sih) fl65-42SS • Ln (Sill) 66)-4261

Congratulations to the Class of 2001!
Best Wishes for a bright future.
LAW OFFICES

SIBEN & SIBEN'

LLP

90 EAST MAIN STREET
BAY SHORE, NEW YORK 11706
(631) 665-3400
STEPHEN G. SIBEN
~1ARK

A . HUDNER

SIDNEY R. SIBEN

ANDRE\V B. SIBEN
JACQUELINE SIBEN

---

WALTER SIBEN

OF COUNSEL

rto

rt\rt\)' ' s

Theater Sponsors

TAXI INC

90 Park Avenue
Bay Shore, NY

~

(631) 665-4800
Fax# (631) 665-5614

Of

Bay Shore Schools
Wishes to Congratulate the
Senior Thespians
And

The Class of 2001

5 ~----------------------~

s;; Speellr
PRI T/NG • COPYING • GRAPHIC OES1Gf\ • OIGITA M m .:;,_
267 West Mam Street
Bay Shore, NY 11706

80 -A East Jefl"/n Blvd
Deer Park. NY 11729

666-0900

242-1510

fax 666 0979

fa x 242 2776

ematl suspeedybs@earthlonk net

Bill Bondy- Class of '65 / '

''Behind the curtain's mystic fold
The glowing future lies unrolled''
-

Brett Harte (January 19, 1870)

Step boldly through the
curtain!

BAY SHORE CLASSROOM TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
28 Park Avenue•Bay Shore, New York 11706•(631)9689122

The Bay Shore Classroom
Teachers' Association
Extends
Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
To The Class of 2001
((Next in importance to freedom and justice is popular
education, without which neither freedom nor justice can
be permanently maintained. "
James A. Garfield

0

~

Nick Del Vecchio
Joe Del Vecchio

Belford Avenue
Bay Shore, NY
(631) 665-3300

-----

kB as.

-- - . - . --- - --- ----- - --- ·--. --------------

FUEL ... HEATING AIR CONDITIONING
"DEPENDABLE SERVICE SINCE 1932"
High Efficiency Heating Equipment
Best Wishes to the Great Class of 2001!

Colophon and Closing
The staff of the seventy-eighth volume of the Bay
Shore MARAUDER worked to prove that the school
community kept the beat going despite new challenges
and changes. As you turn the pages of this book, you can
almost hear the music that was constantly being made as
the educational process continues and strives toward
new levels of excellence. This book was printed by
Taylor Publishing Company of Texas under the supervision of Mr. Neil Sanders. Quaser Life-Touch Studios was responsible for the formal photographs. The
yearbook was produced by the Creative Writing for
Publication and the Graphic Design and Layout classes
taught by Mr. D'Antoni and Ms. Pesco.
The cover was made from silver linen leatherette with
maroon silk-screened and silver lettering. Four hundred
copies of the 200-page book which included two fourcolor signatures on #80 glossy stock were printed. A
student supplement will be added to complete the book
and include the closing activities of the 2000-2001
school year. The standard type face used throughout the
. book was Memento and all text and layouts were submitted on computer disks utilizing Taylor's Ultravision
software.

Catholic Charities

I

Siena Residence
12 Mechanicsville Rd.
Bay Shore, New York 11706

Go and Make a .... Joyful Noise
Anita DiMatteo
Residence Manager

Phone: (631) 968-8007
Fax: (631) 968-8009

Congratulations
Class of 200 1!
Good Luck in the Future
From the Class of 2003

